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ABSTRACT

This research investigates the concepts that underline the development ofa

regional planning strategy and attempts to applywhat seemto be suitable applied in a

case study which deals with the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) in general,

emphasizing on itsEastern Region (AI Khajji Governorate) in particular.

Most of the current research and writings are based on general studies of

planning a large area in the Arab World, such as the Arabian Gulfcountries, or the

North African countries. Little attention has been givento the planning ofa specific

region inside a nation, while taking into consideration its relationship to the other

regions in the same country. Although Saudi Arabia has experienced unprecedented

case of urban growth with high rates of internal and external migration, it has not

received enough research and evaluation studies. An in-depth analysis ofSaudiArabian

provincial development is neededfromthestrategic planning concept pointofview.

This study focuses on this second level of planning, Regional Provincial

Planning (RPP). Consequently, this could have a positive effect in bridging the gap

between Macro Country Planning and MicroCityPlanning. Suchan approach brings

the abstraction of the macro concept into the reality ofthe micro, liveplanning project

without compromising mainconcepts and goals, andbalances resource distribution.

The study is divide into six chapters, with an introduction, appendices, and

selected bibliography. It starts with an Introduction that outlines the research

background in the context ofthe Kingdom ofSaudiArabia. Chapter one givesa brief

overview of the theoretical basis of the study and the location of the case study.

Chapter two reviews the literature on planning development strategies and theories,

with a view to highlighting development, in its two facades implementation methods

and practice techniques. Chapter three examines the case study in depth including the

region's profile and characteristics. Also, it offers an assessment of the region's

physical, social, and economic components. Chapter four discusses the general

development concepts and ideas, whichseemsapplicable to Al Khajji Region. Chapter

five focuses on the chosen strategy and the methods proposed for its incremental

implementation. This chapter attempts to provide the basis for establishing criteriaof

development through setting the hypothesis, testing, andultimately developing a set of

recommendations and conclusions. Finally, a number ofconcluding remarks and final

discussion ofthe research findings, conclusions, implications andrecommendations for

future research are outlined in Chapter Six.
10



INTRODUCTION

Background

Planning is as old as mankind, because man is a purposeful animal
and planning is inherent in his nature.Mandiffersfromotheranimals
because he can conceptualize a goal, make plans to achieve it, and
ascribe values and priorities to whatever help the achievement. The
dilemma ofplanning arisesbecause menare not purelypurposeful but
also lazy and reactive. Man is lazy because he is governed by the
conflict between purpose and inertia. Men do not plan if they can
avoid it, because planning is work, and no rational manwill work to
achieve any goal ifhe thinkshe can achieve it withouteffort.I

As explained above, planning practice is essential for mankind. Planning does

not come from space. In most cases it has its origin in a form ofstrategy. Any

discussion of the notion of strategy inevitably drawson a set ofestablished notions,

which closely relate to clarity, reliability, reality, purity and possibility of

implementation. In this sense, it should not be imaginary; however, it mustbe built on a

dream, which is called in planning studies 'a goal'. It is worthmentioning that strategies

differ from one setting to another. The different settings might result in various

strategies as the ones the emerge fromhumancultureand others that are established by

government systems in the real world. Anotherpointworth mentioning is that strategies

are all common in dealing withhumanproblems and hardship. Everyone needs shelter,

food, and clothing. Successful Strategies shouldaddressthese basicneeds. However, in

the modemworld,someneedsare no more looked uponas complementary needsbut as

essential ones. For example, education, has become essential due to thefact that it

become a prerequisite ofall jobs, which in tum maydistinguish betweenthe realization

ofthoughtandthe illusion offimtasy.

Development is the institutional, governmental and societalcapacity
to realize the potential ofa country's naturaland humanresources to
create a steadily improving qualityof life for all levelsofsociety. Its
value cannot be judgedonly in a material senseby what peoplehave.
As a total concept, its success depends uponhow peopleuse their own
resources, no matter how limited, to improve their qualityof lifeas
well as that of all members of their society. Development
encompasses both the motivation for improvement as well as the
abilityand knowledge to implement its goals.2

, Cr.,., Robert D., Planning the future cA Saudi Arabia : A Model fQ!' Achieving National Priorities. New Yorlc: Frederick A.
Praeger, Inc..1Sl78,pp.203-204.

2 Ackclf, Russel-On the Nature cA Development and Planning. - Operations Research. vel. 25, no. 2(MIA 1977) : 212-218.
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Fig. 1-1- Middle East Satellite Image 3

Although resources are not an essential component ofdevelopment activity , they

add remarkably to the existing potentials and opportunities. In other words it is only

through good planning and investment ofany country's wealth resources that citizens

can benefit from those resources. However, wealth is a double-edged weapon, in the

sense that its benefits depend on where, how and when to spend it. A successful

development strategy has to address aspects such as location, method and time. To bring

these strategies into reality they should be translated and materialized as development

proposals and plans. For safe results , it is advised that development should not be based

on trial and error. It has to draw on real concepts and studies, in order to establish a

conceptual framework with the potential of application. Based on the fact that the

implementation of development plans is essentially a learning process that enhances

production to develop a better environment, such activity should provide

encouragement, tools and expertise for citizens to fulfill their own self- development.

Consequently, development plans can assist community members in a self-learning

3 Courtesy cI Saudi Weather Center - Riyad.
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process . In this context, the professional planner's main task is to provide information,

instruction, motivation and resources to help citizens to perform their own roles in the

national development plan.

Fig. 1-2 - saudi Arabia General Location Map 4

The Structure of the Study

This study's main concern is the regional strategies with a view to defining

means for their development, implementation and improvement. For methodological

convenience, the study develops an empirical case study that accounts for the theoretical

concepts. The case study deals with the Kingdom ofSaudi Arabia (KSA) in general,

with a special focus on the Eastern Region (Figure 1-1). In terms ofarea KSA occupies

the largest land in the Arabian Peninsula and accommodates 80% of its resources. The

oil resource base categorizes KSA of one of the wealthiest countries in the world.

(Figure 1-2). In addition to the fact that it is the world's first supplier ofoil, KSA

strategic location with an access to the Red Sea from the western side and the Arabian

Gulf from the eastern side, has special significance. Figure 1-3 indicates the highest

rate of KSA in crude oil production in southwest Asia region, it amounts to 293.66

4 Court YfA Min' try cA Infamation - Riyad,
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(million metric ton coal equivalent), which is around 10 million barrels per day. Figure

1-7 shows the total GNP of southwest Asia, while figure 1-8 indicates southwest Asia

GNP per capita and figure 1-9 illustrates its growth rate. Figures 1-10 and 1-11 point at

the population growth in the same area. The population figures 12 and 13 show the

population projection and the birth rate respectively. These maps show that KSA will

grow into a medium size country by the year 2025 in terms of its population (around 40

million) in comparison to the other countries in the region. Its birth rates range from

(39/1000 to 42/1000). These rates are considered relatively high compared to other rates

worldwide. The maps 1-1 , 1-2, and 1-3 explain the real status of KSA as an integral part

of the Southwest Asian Region.

Fig. 1-3 - Southwest Asia Crude Petroleum 5

This study falls into six chapters as follows:

1. Chapter One

This chapter starts with a brief introduction of the theoretical basis of the

research and a description of the Eastern Region ofKSA. It includes a definition ofthe

5 Courtesy of Ministryof Information - Riyad.
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research problem, an identification of the research objectives, and finally a discussion of

the research rationale.

Fig. 1-4 - Kingdom of saudi Arabia Boarder Map 6

Also, chapter one traces in a chronological order the Region's Historical Profile

(KSA and the Eastern Region - Fig. 1-4 / 5) along it main historical periods:

• The Pre-Is/am.

• The Post Is/am Arabia.

• The Modem era (after the unification ofthe Kingdom).

• The Oil Age.

• The Post Gulf War Era.

This chapter also discusses the nature and sources ofthe data main corpus ofthis

8 Encyclopaedia Britannk:a, Inc.A1999
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study;also it explains the techniques involvedin the analysis.

2. Chapter Two

The planning development strategies and theoriesare the main focusofchapter

two with special emphasis on development, its implementation methodsand practice

techniques. It explores a wide range of development theories and models. A

comparative study of such theories is attempted with a view to identifying both the

positiveand negativeaspects.

3. Chapter Three

This chapter examines the case study in depth, it also address the issueof

significant aspect of the AI Khajji regionand its characteristics. An assessmentofthe

region's physical, social and economic components is presented.Also, chapter three

offers an overview of the inter-relation betweeneach and every zone in the region,as

well as an analysis of the part of the regionunder study- the Al Khcffi Governorate

(Figure 1-6).

It is worth adding that chapter three is built on detailed data (statistical &

visual), in tenn ofthe social,economic, and urban factors in the AI Khajji Governorate.

It also includes a global view of the Kingdomwith a focuson the importance ofits

EasternRegion.

For this end chapter three concerns' itselfwith:

• A presentation of the general features of KSA (Social, Economic,

Demographic, Cultural,Environmental, Geological, Resources, etc.).••

• A study ofthe EasternRegionand its importance.

• A discussionofthe physicaland cultural featuresofthe Eastern Region.

• A presentation of the features ofAl Khafji Governorate (Social,Economic,

Demographic, Cultural,Environmental, Geological, Resources,etc.).

• A study of the economic and development mutual interestsofthe various:

zones in KSA EasternRegion.

• A discussionoftheadvantages and disadvantages ofthe interrelations ofthe

kingdom's various zones.

16



Fig. 1-5 - Kingdom of saudi Arabia Main Features Map 7

7 Encyclopaedia Britalnica, Inc. A1999
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Fig. 1-6- AI Khafji Governorate Regional Map 8

8 Courtesy of Dammam Mun icipality - Riyad.
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Fig. 1-7 - Southwest Asia Total GNP 9

Fig. 1-8 - Southwest Asia GNP per Capita 10

II Courtesy d Ministry d Infamation- Rlyad.

lOCourt Y(j Ministry (j Infcrmation - Riyad.
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Fig. 1-9 - Southwest Asia GNP Growth Rate 11

Fig. 1-10 - Southwest Asia Population Growth Rate 12

11 Courtesy of Ministry of Information - Riyad.

12 Courtesy of Ministry of Information - Riyad.
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Fig. 1-11- Southwest Asia Total Population Growth 13

Fig. 1-12 - Southwest Asia Population Projection Year 2025 14

13 Courtesy fA Ministry c:Ilntamation - Riyad.

' 4 Courtesy d Ministry d Infamation - Riyad.
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4. Chapter Four

This chapter offers a brief overview of the present conditions of Al KhafJi

Governorate and discusses a list of facts and findings related to such conditions and

their anticipated results. Moreover, the general development concepts and the other

suggestions that the region might bring about any improvement in the region under

study are reviewed. The proposed development procedure and the response to the

current problems are also discussed. The General Development Concepts and Ideas

focus on the following:

• A review of other general development concepts and ideas established in

local regions (Gulf Region and the Arab World) and other international

zones.

• An analysis and a discussion ofthe surveyed and published literature related

to the Eastern Region.

• The establishment ofa theory (strategy) in the form ofa hypothesis that will

be examined along a set of criteria that take into consideration the local

setting, and the nature ofthe selected site.

Fig. 1-13 - Southwest Asia Birth Rate 15

U cwrtesy orMinistry arInfcm1ation - Riyad.
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Fig. 1-14 - Topography of Southwest Asia 16

5. Chapter Five

Chapter five investigates the potential of the proposed development concepts

and ideas in an attempt to development similar concept for the suggested development

models related to the area under study in this research namely Al Khafjl Governorate.

The future perspectives taking into consideration the challenges and problems

concerning the region under study are investigated in terms of the following points:

• Future forecasts and expectations, based on the current trends and expected

policies in terms ofthe present and future economic and political index, are

presented.

• An identification of the challenges that might face the proposed development

model is attempted.

• The issues that might develop in response to such concepts are identified

with a focus on the selected strategy and the methods proposed for its

incremental implementation. The development concepts that adopt the

,e Courtesy of Ministry c:llnfcrmation - Riyad.
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selected main strategy and its sub-strategies in an applied perspective are

also discussed. Further analysis and discussions of the proposed hypotheses ,

focusing on the role of socio-cultural values and decision-making anchors in

the society are outlined in this chapter.

Fig. 1-15 - Saudi Arabia Main Cities 17

The establishment of development criteria by means of hypothesis testing ,

coupled with a set of recommendations and conclusions are illustrated as follows:

5. 1 Proposed Development Procedures:

• Developing severa l criteria to construct a specific model that appropriates to

the region under study.

• Performing the appropriate amendments for such a model taking into

consideration the current setting.

5.2 Selected strategy and its time schedule:

• Developing a strategy aiming at achieving a set of identified goals.

• Setting a time schedule for implementation.

• Identifying certain projects and procedures within specific action areas.

• Developing a phasing plan for implementation.

' 7 Courtesy of Ministry of Information - Riyad.
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• Adopting sustainable methods and techniques.

6. Chapter Six

A summary of findings and suggested guidelines for future development are

concluded in chapter six. A set ofrecommendations for further research is attempted as

a guide lines for scholars to develop the studies that addresses the issue of the

development of one of the most important regions in the New World. This chapter

highlights the following issues:

• The final conclusions in terms of the methods ofresearch that aim at the

construction ofmodels ofdevelopment.

• Recommendations for further action in terms ofa sustainable development

ofthe region.
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CHAPTER ONE

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH

STRUCTURE

1.1 Saudi Arabia Historical Profile

Saudi Arabia is a developing country with an areaofapproximately 830,000

square miles anda widely dispersed population living inscattered informal settlements

and urban activity centers. The Kingdom possesses a variety of material resources

located in different parts of the country, together with various cultural activities

dispersed around populated areas. It is veryimportant to identify the features ofthese

areas in terms of the economic and social development criteria. It is alsoessential to

become aware ofthe filet that the regionalization ofdevelopment planwould provide a

strong caseforequitable distribution ofpublic services among the population, according

to the needs of the different locations. Such regionalization could be applied inan

integrated manner within the context of the comprehensive development all overthe

country and especially in the Eastern Region. Bymeans ofa regional development plan,

each region may become an active partof the country, capable ofachieving balanced

and proportional development, withthe helpofthe central authorities. Thisconcept will

generate a high rateofdevelopment planforthe various regional localities, which might

mirror the rateofprogress planned for the country as a whole. This doesnotmean that

the goal should be the establishment of absolute equality among all regions and

localities in the country. The discrepancies in the current natural capacity and resources,

and alsothe cultural heritage andthehistorical traitsofvarious regions, must always be

takenintoconsideration.

The present review is attempted to trace in chronological order, the five main

periods in thehistory ofKSA as follows:

• ThePre-Islamic Arabia.

• ThePost-Islamic Arabia.

• The Modern Era.

• The Oil Age.

• ThePost-GulfWar Era.
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1.1.lThe Pre-Islamic Arabia

J.J.J.J The Civilizations ofPrehistoric Arabia

The Neolithic period presents thefirst evidence oflife in Eastern Arabia, which

took place 7,000 years ago. It might be possible that humans inhabited the area before

this period, however, no physical proof for this assumption could be traced.

Nyrop states that;

Archeological investigations of pre-Islamic Arabia are still in an
embryonic state, and the results are hypothetical and controversial at
best. Through the middle ofthe twentieth century few people hadthe
physical endurance or the survival techniques crucial to investigate the
area. Scarcity ofwater, the difficulties ofdesert transport, anduntil the
1940s hostile tribes made systematic research a heroic under-taking.
Further, little wasknown about present-day Arabia beyond its coastal
settlements. Initial archeological discoveries were often the accidental
fmds ofexplorers anxious to investigate this isolated land and map its
interior. The first three known Arabian civilizations were coastal
settlements. The oldest evidence ofcivilized man in northern Arabia
is artifacts found sixty miles to the north ofDhahran on thecoast of
the Persian Gulf Dated to 5000 BC they are identical to those ofthe
AI Ubaid culture ofMesopotamia.18

Furthermore, Nyrop observes that Arabia was only sparsely peopled in the

interior. Until about 3000 BC, inland Arabia was sufficiently verdant to support both

cereal agricuhurists and herding peoples in the north and hunting and gathering

societies in the south. Due to the changes in the climatic condition and the slow

encroachment of the desert upon land which formerly had supported both animal and

human life, the inhabitants were faced with three options: to cling to the inland oases, to

move to the coasts, or to leave Arabia entirely. People who made the third choice and

migrated to the north, northeast, and southwest are the only ones who could be traced

historically.19

J.J.1.2 The Migrations

Migration pattern existed as early as 4000 Be Nyrop elaborates that:

In the middle of the fourth millennium Be a pattern emerged that
proved disastrous to the material advancement ofthe peninsula but
that benefited the rest of the world immeasurably. Approximately
every thousand years either because ofpopulation pressures caused by
inadequate food and resources or because they were following wild

,. Nyrop, Rich.d F.,Etal., AREA BOOK FOR SAUDI ARABIA, Third Edition, 1977,p.11.

1. EbId., p. 12-13.
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herds, major migrations ofSemitic-speaking people from the Arabian
Peninsula insinuated themselves into the more hospitable lands around
them. In about 3500 Be two parallel migrations occurred: one by the
western route northward to the Sinai Peninsula and into Egypt, where
the immigrants mixed with the indigenous people to produce the
historical Egyptians; the other by the eastern route to Summer where
they amalgamated and became known as Babylonians.i"

This further indicates that although Arabia seemed virtually resourceless to its

inhabitants, other more technologically advanced peoples found it very alluring."

1.1.1.3 The SettledAreas

Facey holds the view that in the early years before modem times, settlement in

the Eastern Province was almost entirely confined to the towns and villages in the two

great oases ofAl Hasa and Qatij.22

1.1.2 The Post-Islam Arabia

1.1.2.1 The Hejaz on theEveofthe Islamic Spread

Islam first appeared in Hejaz and spread all over the world. Islam, in its early

period wasfought byjahaliyah(religious belief in icons and status).

Muslims refer to the period before the revelation ofIslam as thejaha/iyah, or

time of ignorance, and hold the belief that knowledge of this period is of little

importance in understanding Islam. Nevertheless, jahaliyah is a religious and not a

historical concept."

Arabia had become unified, but ironically it had to be virtually
emptied to ensure unification. Like the great migrations ofthe past,
Arabia in the immediate post prophet Muhammad period once again
fed its people into the surrounding areas. Peasants were easier to
control than refractory tribes, and the social structure and agricultural
assets of the conquered land outside the peninsula encouraged
permanent settlements that were necessary in any case to secure
Islamic rule. Thus Islamic politics moved from Arabia to Damascus,
and in the period between the ministry ofMuhammad and the rise of
the House ofSaud, Arabia became an economic backwater."

It might be useful to indicate that the entire Saudi population is Muslims, the

20 Ibid., p. 13.

21 Ibid., p.13

22FF/C8'f. Wllm, TheStory rlThe EastIm Provlnoe rl SaudiArabia, Chamberrl Commerce & Industry.EasternProvince,
Stay Internallon 1994. p.67-68.
23 Nyrop, Richcwd F., Etal., AREA BOOK FOR SAUDI ARABIA, Thrd Edition, 1977, p.16-17.
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only non- -Muslims foreign diplomatic personals, technicalassistance or businessmen

as well as unskilledlabor.

Saudi Arabia houses the Islam's two Holy Cities: Makkah and Madinah.

Pilgrims perform haj trips to those two cities on annualbase at least once in a lifetime

of each Moslem. It is worth mentioning in this context that the Egyptiansupporthad

provide security to the political base in Hejaz and suppliedthe area with economic

resources.

J.1.2.2 Prophet Muhammad and TheSpreadofIslam

The Prophet Muhammad hadstruggledhard to preachthe divinemessagesand

to conceive non-believers to convert to Islam, until Islam became one ofthe most

spread religions in the world. Muhammad, the ProphetofIslam, wasborn in AD 570

into the prosperous Qurash tribe.

About 610, when he was nearly forty, Prophet Muhammad began to
seclude himself in a cave outside Mecca and one evening there
received the first of a series of divine revelations from the angel
Gabriel. After a periodofself-doubthe began preaching the messages
he received first to hisextendedfamilyand then to his tribe. Initially
his message was relatively innocuous: there wasonly one God, who
had created all things, and there wasa Day ofJudgment after which
all men would be assignedto paradiseor to hell.Exclusiveofhis wife
and a few friends he was generally scoffed at as a harmless but
unbalanced religiousenthusiast.2S

1.1.2.3 TheEarlyCenturies

In the dawn ofthe spread ofIslam, non-believers resisted this religionunder the

pretension that its beliefs and rationale were against the conventions of the tribes

existing in these early days.

Due to the earlyconversionofthe 'Abdal-Qaystribe, Islam wasquick
to take root in the EasternProvince. Jawatha, their town inAl Rasa
Oasis, boasted the first mosque in Arabia outside Madinah: its
carefully preserved remains can still be seen, althoughthe town of
Jawatha is little more than a name today. In the 620s, during the
lifetime ofthe Prophet,Islam made steadyprogressand contacts with
the Islamicgovernment and teachings inMadinah were strong. While
inland Al Rasa was controlledby the Arab tribes, the coast was still
nominally governed by the Sasanians.••.• Eastern Arabia now began
to look outwards. The 'Abdal-Qays led seaborneexpeditionsagainst
the Persiancoast, and participatedin the final conquest ofFars in 649
SO. From around this time the entire Arabianseaboard ofthe Gulf as

24 Ibid., p.23.

25 Ibid.•p.19-20.
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far as Omancameto be incorporated intoa single province underthe
greatnewMuslim foundation ofBasra.

The Abbasid assumption of power in 750. and the removal ofthe
Islamic capital to Baghdad, ushered in a new golden age oftrade in
the Gulf which was to last untilthe tenthcentury. As before, eastern
Arabia with Al-Yamamah had a seriesofgovernors appointed from
Baghdad.i., The Gulf ports and merchants involved in the trade to
India and China grew immensely rich; Siraf in particular, on the
Persian side, flourished, but Arabs played an increasing role in the
trade, as witnessed bythe rise ofSuhar in Oman, and the storieswhich
grew up around. The portofAI Rasa Oasis, 'Uqayr, is mentioned in
the 840s as a port ofcall for Basra, Oman, Chinaand Yemen, and a
large archaeological site there probably dates to this EarlyIslamic
period. The importance of EasternArabiato the Abbasid treasury is
confirmed by the very largerevenue collected fromtheregreaterthan
Oman, and almostas muchas the Yemen.,,26

1.1.3 Tbe Modern Era (after tbe unification oftbe kingdom)

1.1.3.1 The ModemSaudi State

The modern Saudi State was established in 1824 when Imam Turki bin

Abdullah, managed to earn enough fortunes. He choseRiyadh to be the capitalofthe

Saudi State. Then, Imam Faisal escaped fromhis exile in 1843. For twenty-two years,

Imam Faisal succeeded to establish his rule and to maintain peace in the region.

Needless to saythat during his reign, Imam Faisal dealtwith the foreign powersat that

time(the Ottomans and the British).

Modem Saudi Arabia was formed bythe Saud family, beginning in
the 18th century in whichthey soughtto forma religious statebased
on the Islamic principals. The first two effortsby the Saud lineage
were successful in forming nation-state on the Arabian Peninsula. In
1901, AbdulAziz Ibn Saudleftexile in Kuwait and enteredthe central
Arabian Peninsula in forceto achieve his people's ambition. Seizing
control ofRiyadh, and NajidregionofcentralArabia. AbdulAziz took
advantage of the waning powerofthe Ottoman Empire, the diversion
of Western (especially British) concerns to European affairs, and
WorldWar I, as wellas lackofcoordinated opposition in the regionto
gain territory and consolidate poweroverthe next 30 years. By 1932,
King Abdul Aziz had successfully formed the ModemState ofSaudi
Arabiaand achieved international recognition.27

:Ie Fray, WiIIsm, TheStay cITheEatIrn Province cISaudi Arabia, Chamberrl Commerce & Incluslry - E.tem Province,

Stacey InUmatlon 1~94, p.47-48.

21 ibid.• p.55-81.
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When Abel al Aziz Ibn Abd Ar Rahman Al Saud established the
Kingdom ofSaudi Arabia in 1932, the foreign capitals then concerned
with affairs on the Arabian Peninsula regarded the event as a minor
curiosity. The general view of the new state was ofan empty desert
region ruled by a warrior family whose members were the dour
adherents ofa staunchly orthodox Islamic sect.28

The two holy cities namely, Mecca and Medina, add special significance to the

Kingdom, apart from the fact that it attracts the attention of the oil companies

worldwide with its possibility ofbeing rich in oil. Thus, the Kingdom ofSaudi Arabia

became a well-known region with the potential of increasing rich resources. The

growing need to develop and modernize the Kingdom started then and continued to be a

conscious attempt. The rate ofgrowth and prosperity could be measured along the scale

of the population growth, as illustrated in Table 1-1 which maps out the population

make up during the early years ofthe establishment ofthe Kingdom.

21 Nyrop, Richard F.. Eta/., AREA BOOK FOR SAUDI ARABIA, Third Edition, 1977, p.1
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Table 1-1: Eastern Province population in the early twentieth

century

This table illustrates the distribution ofpopulation in the eastern province

along with the nomadic population in the early days ofthe twentieth century:

SETTLED PEOPLE

Area
Hasa Oasis, including Hofuf (25,000)
and Mubarraz (8,500)
Jinnah island
Miyah (Wadi al-)
Musallamiyah island
QatifOasis, including QatifTown
(1 0,000)
Subaih (QasrAI)
Tarut island
Total settled population

NOMADIC PEOPLES

Area
Tribe
'Ujman
Hajir, (Bani)
Khalid (Bani), after deducting settled
Bani Khalid on the islands of
Musallamiyah, Jinnah and Tarut
and at QasrAl Subah, etc.
Mu"ah(AI)
Total nomadic population

Population

67,000
500

1,000
2,000

26,000
1,000
3,500

101.000

Population

35,000
5,000

10,000
7,000

57.000

[From Lorimer Gazetteer ofthe Persian Gulf, 'Oman and Central Arabia, 1908-15JZ9

28 Middle East Research Institute (MERI), Saudi Arabia London: Croom Helm, 1985, p.64.
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1.1.4 The Oil Age.

1.1.4.1 Discovering Oil Wells:

In 1938, after five years ofserious attempts to search for oil which eventually

the American geologists ofStandard Oil ofCalifornia, decided that Dammam Well no.7

should be drilled "a little bit deeper". This decision, made in a mood ofexasperation at

the elusiveness ofthe treasure beneath the rock strata, led to the discovery ofoil in vast

quantities. Thus, a new era in the Eastern Province and the Kingdom as a whole

began,"

1.1.4.1a EarlyPlannedOil Towns

Following the Second World War, oil operations were resumed. The

construction of three major settlements by Aramco was a clear evidence. The

establishment ofthese settlements marked the oil age as plentiful and resourceful.

1.1.4.1b PlannedCommunities in the EasternProvince

In 1935, Al-KhobarCity was a settlement, which comprises fifteen huts. Its pre

oil growth, owes to the migration ofmembers ofthe Al Dawasirtribe from Bahrain in

1923. The Al Dawasirs who settled in Al-Khobarand Dammam, worked mainly in pearl

diving. Prior to the actual exploitation ofoil in commercial quantities, Al-Khobar and

Dammam's growth was largely governed by its population's natural birth growth. In

1935 Al-Khobar witnessed a great improvement where a small dock was built by the Oil

Company to facilitate the importation ofoil drilling equipment and other materials from

Bahraini'

In 1938, in its effort to encourage sedentarization in the potentially
prosperous oil region, the government allotted free land to settlers in
Dammam and Al-Khobar. The land distribution program, the first in
the region, granted land to individuals on several conditions including:
(1) All citizens have the right to request a piece ofland to be built
according to the conditions and regulations. (2) No rent should be
levied for the first ten years. (3) Henceforth, annual rent is to be
collected. (4) Building activity must be completed before the lapse of

30 Ibid., p.91.

31 Theuse of concretestructures and cementblockswasintroduced in 1950for the firsttime in the EasternProvince. Mr. Ahmad

AI-K'aki imported skilledbuildersfromLebanon and Syriato buildhisbig multi-story apartment buildingswithcommercial spaces
on the streetlevel on prospering Khalid Streetin Al-Khobar, He hiredan Arabarchitect,NiqullaSalem whointroduced the
Mediterranean multi-story styleto the region. In the new residential units,no spacewasassignedfor livestock. forhousehold
production, a storage room fOf dates andfoodstuffs, Of a waterweR. UnUke thetraditional introverted homes, thenewunitswere
adorned withwidewindows anddoors opened ontowide, straight streets, all tomeetthenew building codes of themunicipalities.
The architectural style that was opted bySalem was ma'e suited tothe Mediterranean region than tothehotand humid climate
oftheEastern Province. The new style was toinspire mass emulation. AbduDah N.A1-Subaie, The Discovering ofmand its
Impact onn. Social Life in the Eastern Province, 135211933-13%Vi'960: A Study InSocial History. Second Edition. (Riyadh:
AshlliefPress, 1969.), 160.
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a two-year period. (5) Structures should not exceed one story,
structures on waterfronts can be higher. and (6) that grantees should
only use concrete and stone to erect their homes. Until 1939, AI
Khobar's homes were all huts built ofpalm reeds and trunks, with the
exception of one structure constructed ofrubble rocks quarried from
the seashore. The small building belonged to the town's Amber
(governor)."

Al Khobar City first planned as a gridiron layout comprising rectangular lots of

130 by 200 feet. For service facilities the city was linked to a north south oriented road

system of various widths ranging from 40 to 60 feet wide. The network was connected

to a major road spine adjacent to the Waterfront Street. In the light of its rapid growth,

another planned annex to the city was established in 1951, to be followed by a new

extension in 1953. The 1960 and 1970s brought about an outstanding growth to these

cities same was the case in many other Saudi cities. 33

In the early 1930s, Dammam was a small hamlet of300 residential
huts, nestled on the Arabian Gulf shores. Now at the locus ofthe
industry, its population historically thrived on fishing and pearl
diving. Its subsequent growth owes its location next to the first oil
well. Its production ofcrude oil lured waves ofmigrants for decades
to come. The traditional compact form of the town was soon to
witness a fury of building activity as more migrants settled in the
vicinity of the oil company's drilling and exporting operations. Under
surmounting growth, ARAMCO staff picked a large parcel of land
outside the old organically organized town ofDammam. .•••By 1950,
Dammam's growth was phenomenal and the municipality was forced
to extend the gridiron network to accommodate the increasing demand
for lots. Learning from previous experiment, lot sizes were
considerably reduced to dimensions of 150 by 300 feet..•.• In a mere
few years, 1952-1957, the area ofDammam tripled from 170 to 925
acres."

Oil policy is based on five factors. The first is a high level ofoil reserves, which

today stands at 263 billion barrels, or about 26 percent of the entire world's total

production. Second, is the daily oil production which amounts eight to ten million

barrels of crude oil per day, and more than 500 thousand barrels ofnatural gas liquids,

hence, the Kingdom comes as the top ofall other producers. The third is the back-up

capacity, which is the ability to bring on stream, in an efficient and prompt way, another

2.3 million barrels a day, if needed. Fourth, is the concern over the stability ofworld

32 Ibid, 160.

33 Ibid. 170.
34 Ibid. 170.
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petroleum supply, and the environmental and international economic health. Fifth and

finally, Saudi Arabia has maintained a policy ofacquiring and developing technology to

improve its expertise. This has resulted in the wise andconscious management ofour

vast and growing complex enterprise. It is then fair to mention that there has always

been a driving force to improve and reach full integration.35

1.1.4.2 The Oil Policy

In its oil policy, Saudi Arabia has always showed concern for the international

economic community. Its policy andleadership, in terms ofworld oil production within

the Organization ofPetroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), were very instrumental in

protecting the stability of world industries and economies. The proven oil reserves in

Saudi Arabia now stand over 260 billion barrels; which amounts for more than twenty

five percent of the world's crude reserves. In October 1993, the Kingdom became the

first oil producer and the top exporter ofcrude oil and natural gas liquids in the world.

Saudi Arabia is the heartbeat ofthe Arab world, and the energy giant with indisputable

worldwide moderating force and influence. Being the owners ofat least a quarter ofthe

world's oil reserves, Saudis have to adopt long-term plan. It is possible that Saudi

Arabia will still be producing oil at a time when many other fields would have gone dry.

Our control of our own tanker fleet will further add to the integration process. (Saudi

Arabian Marketing and Refming Company (SAMAREC) wasmerged in June 1993 with

the largest Oil Company in the world, SaudiAramco.36

1.2 Saudi Government and Policy-Making Process

The king ofSaudi Arabia is the head ofthe political structure. He possesses the

highest degree ofcontrol in all decisions. However it is useful to mention that there is a

board ofadvisors and institutions, which assist the King in the decision making process.

The King presides over a cabinet of government ministries or Council ofMinisters

(CM), which is the legislative body first established in 1953. By 1975, the CM

comprised twenty-three ministers heading the various bureaucratic ministries. It is

worth mentioning that a number ofministries and government departments are vested

with the responsibilities of making decisions of direct and indirect impact on urban

development. Many factors such as economy, culture, transportation, demography,

35 H.E. All. AJ-Naiml, Minister cIPetroleum and Mineral ResClUl'CeS ·Saudl 01 Policy in aGlobalized andDynamic Markel" 15th
World Pelrcleum Congress, Beijing, China, October 15,1997.
:Ie N....R.hld, EaberShaheen. Saudi Arabia: AI You Need ToKnow 1995.
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education and health have direct implications for the urban development, hence, policies

adopted by relevant ministries account for the shaping ofurban environment.

The King is assisted by the Crown Prince, or Deputy Prime Minister, and by the

second Deputy Prime Minister. The cornerstone in Saudi government policies is the

Majlis, which is an institution that allows anyone to petition Saudi leaders, starting from

the King all the way down to the governors of the various provinces and other

government officials. This Maj/isgives the chance to any ofthe public to make a formal

request to the authority.

Due to the increase in urban problems, the government ushered in a municipality

system in order to shoulder the responsibility ofestablishing order andfulfilling the

public needs in the built environment. The modern civic organizations established under

the auspices of the state, such as the municipality and the mohajaza (town's

governorship), are administrative organs of the central bureaucracy. The government

fmances development ofmodem towns, hence, it holds ultimate authority over the form

and scope of local control and administration.

1.2.1 The Judicial System

The administration and application, of the judicial system of Saudi Arabia

indicates the importance ofthe Ulama (religious leaders). At the time when King Abdul

Aziz extended his rule over the western part ofthe Kingdom, he was faced with the

problem of three separate judicial systems. The first was the judicial system ofthe

Western Province, with an Ottoman orientation. The second was that ofthe small town

of Najd. According to the rules ofthis system, an Amir (similar to a regional governor),

with the assistance of one judge, represent the law. The Amirwould try to settle the

disputes submitted to him or refer them to the judge for a final ruling decision. The

implementation of the judge's decisions was the Amir's duty. The third judicial system,

which is more primitive and indigenous, was thetribal law. The rules ofthis system

stipulated that the conflicting parties would settle their disputes in accordance to the

individual tribe's law, and its own lawyers would give a final decision according to

precedent. There was an urgent need then to maintain temporary regulations thatcope

with the current situation. Needless to say that King Abdul Aziz did not allow such

perplexing and impeding judicial systems to continue. Hence, a Royal Decree was

issued in 1927 (1345/46 AH) with the aimofunifying the judicial system ofthe nation.

Its institutions were classified into three hierarchical categories: -"expeditious courts,
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Shari Iah courts, andthe Commission on Judicial Supervision.37

1.2.2 The Formative Era, 19305 and 19405

In 1937, the Royal Decree number8723 assigned the government to regulate the

urban growth and development. In turn the government passed such power to the

municipalities, which were given the authority to develop zoning and building

regulations and codes. In 1941, this decree was followed by the Roads and Building

Statute, which indicated the authorities' need for someformoftown planning.

The statute concerns itself mainly with three issues: planning
procedures, building codes, zoning and the right-of-way. It was
through this statute that the setback conceptwas introduced in Saudi
Arabia with sole objective of meeting the need for future street
widening."

1.2.3 The Council of Ministers (Majilis al.Wuzara)

The Council of Ministers is the mostpotentpolitical body in the Kingdom. Its

main concern is all internal or external affairs in the Kingdom. It derivesits power

directly fromthe King beingthe soleruler ofthe Kingdom.

At present, the Council of the Ministers consists of:

The Prime Minister, The King.

The DeputyPrimeMinister, who is the Commander oftheNationalGuard.

The Second Deputy Prime Minister, who is the MinisterofDefense and Aviation and

Inspector GeneraL

• Minister ofAgriculture and Water.

• Minister ofCommerce.

• Minister ofCommunication.

• Minister ofEducation.

• Minister ofFinance and National Economy.

• Minister ofForeign Affairs.

• Minister ofHealth.

• Minister ofHigher Education.

• Minister ofIndustry and Electricity.

37KIlgdom d Saudi ArabIa, Majmo'. a1-Nuzum- ·CoUection d Regulations·. Makkah: Umm al-Qure Press, 1955.

II Sceh A. al-Hathloul and Anis-ur-Rahmaan, ·The Evolution or Urban and Regional Planning In SaUdi Arabia· Ekislics, 312
(May/June 1985), 206.
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• Minister ofInfonnation.

• Minister ofInterior.

• Minister ofIslamic Affairs. Endowments (Awqaj). Summons (Da'wa) and guidance.

• Minister ofJustice.

• Minister ofLaborandSocialAffairs.

• Minister of Municipal and RuralAffairs.

• Minister ofPetroleum and Mineral Resources.

• Minister ofPilgrimage (HaJ).

• Minister ofPlanning.

• Minister ofPublic Works andHousing.

• Minister ofPost,Telegraph andTelephone (PTT).

• Ministers ofState (six).

To enhance the levelofadministrative and developmental work in the regionof

the Kingdom, certain amendments had to take place in the regional government. In

addition, these changes will preserve security and order and ensurethe rightsofthe

citizens and their freedom withinthe framework ofthe Islamic Shari'ah.

In this respect, a Royal Decreewas issued to dealwith regional government, it

includes a list ofthe 13 regions and their capitalcities in whichthe headquarters ofeach

region are to be located. Eachofthe regions has a Regional Governor who is ranked as

a Minister reporting to the Minister of the Interior. The structure of the regional

government and the establishment of the regional governing bodies and regional

councils provide further evidence of the Kingdom's strategy to increase the public

involvement policy of the Government of Saudi Arabia, and at the same time

maintaining stability and continuity.

1.2.4 The Establishment ofthe M.O.M.ReA. (1975)

In 1975, the government established the MinistryofMunicipal and Rural Affairs

to replace the DeputyMinistry ofthe Interiorfor Municipal Affairs.MO.MR.A, which

was mainly formed to improve the planning, development, and administration ofboth
,

urban and rural areas. It was also meant to be a step towards specialization and

decentralization. Ahhough, the establishment ofM O.M.R.A. was initially intended to

enhance decentralization, the ministry's internal organization operates under a

centralized systemofauthority. The massive growth in the country'sfinancial resources,

coupled with the ambitious goalsofthe secondfive-year development plan(1975-1980)
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aiming at the provision of more andbettermunicipal services, considerably accelerated

the pace of the MO.MR.A.'s activities. The increase in the number ofmunicipalities,

the enormous expansion oftheir services andresponsibilities, and the country's overall

development, made it difficult for the central ministry (M D.MR.A.) to copewithtasks

of strategic planning and a detailed supervision and comprehensive control overthe

municipalities and their activities. Knowing the fact that suchsituations exhaust the

capacity ofanycentral organization, the Ministry ofMunicipal and RuralAffairs, hired

McKinsey International in 1976 to studyand re-organize the administrative structure of

the Ministry andsuggest recommendations for anyreformthat mightbe needed.

In it's 1978's report, McKinsey pointed out that the municipal affairs in Saudi

Arabia adopted an increasingly centralized basis. Accordingly, McKinsey proposed a

new administrative structure forMD.MR.A., based on the principle ofdecentralization.

The reportrecommended the reorganization ofthe internal administration ofthe Central

Ministry, andthe distribution ofthe responsibility to the municipalities and the regional

branches of the Ministry. The role and responsibilities of each department in

MO.M.R.A., the municipalities, and the regional offices was redefined in a waythat

changed the role of the Central Ministry. The Central Ministry was no longer

responsible for the detailed administrative regulation, but rather the overall policy

making and co-ordination. The consulting company summarized the task of the

MO.M.R.A. and it's affiliated organization. The McKinsey's report identified four

major responsibilities in the development process that the Ministry had to carryout:

• To plan the physical development ofthe Kingdom's citiesand towns, witha

viewto developing roadnetworks andotherbasic infrastructure elements.

• To manage the services needed to keepcitiesand townscleanand healthy,

and to maintain the infrastructure in theseareas.

• To administer the various procedures concerned withthe donation, saleand

rental offree land and the acquisition of landfor municipal projects.

• To co-ordinate the development ofthe rural areasoutside the jurisdiction of

the municipalitles."

1.2.5 Municipalities

In 1977, The growing number ofmunicipalities reached more than 100,among

at Mackina8Y International, Inc., Mastering Urban Growth: ABlueprint fa Mlilagement, areport prepared for theMinistry cI
Municipal and Rural Afflira (New York, 1978).
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which Riyadh, Makkah, and Jeddah municipalities accounted for nearly halfofthe

country's urban population and a similarproportion ofM O.MR.A. 's allocated capital

budget. (Table 1-2).

In accordance with the McKinsey's proposal in 1978, and taking into account

the cities and towns populations, as well as their political, commercial, and spiritual

importance, new municipal classifications and administrative organizations were

introduced. Class "A", are the municipalities oflargecitieswith population sizeof

300,000 and above; Class"B", are the municipalities oftownswith population sizeof

100,000 and above; Class"C", are the municipalities ofsmallertownswith population

size of 30,000and above; and finally, Class "0", are for smalltownswith a population

size of5,000and above. A fifthcategory was introduced for the smallesttowns,but was

cancelled in 1979,and upgraded to class"0" level.

The six large cities with Class "A" rating have been granted considerable

autonomy to run their own affairs. Other municipalities have been delegated

responsibilities in accordance with their capacity to fulfill them.The water and sewer

authorities continued to retainsubstantial powerand autonomy, witha direct accessto

the Minister ofMD.M.R.A., whichthey had already possessed.

Table 1-2: The number of municipalities

This Table shows the number ofmunicipalities and their increase to reach 169.

The municipalities are as follows:

Type

Amana

General Municipal Affairs

Municipalities'A'

Municipalities 'B, C, 0'

Rural Affairs

Number

5

5

7

90

62

1.3 Planning Process, Policy Making and Urban Planning

The planning modelofSaudiArabiaadoptsthe trickledown planning approach.

Urban development in Saudi Arabia is shapedby severalfactors including a political

structure performing within a given agenda concealed from public scrutiny. The
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planning process in the Kingdom mirrors the centralgovernment political goalsand

objectives. Policy and decision making fall within the realmofthe bureaucracy ofa

complex organization encompassing twenty-three ministries, all of which affect the

urbanprocess invarying degrees. (Chart 1-1).

In the Saudi urban domain, the transformation of the built
environment and the resulting rigidcharacter it cameto embody was a
function ofseveral factors including: (1) the unguarded application of
Western planning architecture and planning models. (2) the lackof
local adept expertise and well developed indigenous institutions
capable of offering solutions for the emerging transitional problems.
and (3) the overall dismal political environment incapable of
advocating independent initiative and allow for self-evaluating
mechanisms, based rationality andopen to popular scrutiny.40

In the light ofthe basic infrastructure ofthe Kingdom in placeand to ensure that

all parts of the Kingdom benefit from the country's continuing progress, a special

attention is been given to regional development. In 1993, there were three major

political developments:

1. The formation ofthe Majlis Al-Shoura (Consultative Council).

2. The restructuring ofthe Kingdom's regional government.

3. The promulgation of the Basic System incorporating the first two

developments.

These three developments formed part of a carefully constructed strategy to

modernize the Kingdom's system of government withinthe unalterable framework of

Islam andthe Kingdom's traditions.

The municipalities are affected positively by the interference on the national

level. The ministries coordinate with the municipalities in putting into effect and

implementing the various regulation and laws in the localities jurisdictions. Theyput

into force such lawsand makesure that theyare implemented in an appropriate waythat

does not violate the royal decree in that respect. The municipality beinga parton the

Amana (the Higher Municipality in the region), playsan important role in the general

development of the region. These development goals and objectives are set, general

speaking, by theAmana and are performed in a planofaction. The municipalities each

on its own following the propermethod that account for their settings should implement

suchplansofactions.

Al Khajji, the main focus ofthis case studyreflectsa typicalmunicipality with a
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standard administrative organization. Suchorganization consists of(Chart 1-1):

1) At the head ofthe municipality is the Mayor, who is responsible beforethe

Ministry of municipal and rural affairs ofthe performance standards ofhis

municipality in implementing the development planaccording to the royal

decrees and their laws and regulations. Also the Mayorhas to be ableto

discuss the needs and requirement ofhis regionwith the higherauthorities.

In addition, the Mayoris the headadministrative personin the municipality

that is responsible for all its administrative and financial affairs.

2) The Deputy Mayor is responsible before the Mayor ofanyassignments set

for him by the Mayor. He also represents the Mayorduring his absence in

minoradministrative and financial matters.

3) The Municipal Mayor Office is responsible of running the Mayor's

municipal affairs, in a waythat facilitates his work.

4) The Follow Up and Work Perfonnance Department, in responsible for

monitoring the entire municipality's departments and their performance.

Also it follows up and settles any municipal and city problems that might

occur.Thisdepartment reportsdirectly to the Mayor.

S) The Safety and Security Department, petrol's all municipal facilities and

buildings maintains its safetyand securityaroundthe clock. The department

reports to the Follow Up Department.

6) The Technical Affairs Department consists of two sections: 1. Planning

Section, which is responsible for making the study of all the proposed

development projects including cityand urbanplanning. 2. Projects' Section

is responsible for supervising the implementation of the proposed projects.

In addition, the Section is the body within the municipality which is

responsible of issuing the building and demolition permitsfor any site. Also

the section takes care ofthe roads' maintenance.

7) The Municipality service Department consists of three sections:

I.Environmental Affairs Section is the bodywithinthe municipality, which

is responsible of issuing the commercial permitsfor all shops and stores in

the city. Also it inspects the validityand the qualityofthe goods sold. The

Section is also responsible of the city cleanliness by monitoring the

performance of the solid waste collection contractor. The Sectioncontrols

40 Frleclmann (1961); Dyckm~ etIII(1984), op. Cil
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the slaughterhouse, which is part ofthe municipal facilities. 2. The Garage

and Maintenance Section is responsible ofall the municipality vehicles and

their maintenance. 3. The Landscape Section is responsible for all the

greenery, irrigation, plantation and beautification matters of the city. All

these section report to the municipality services department.

8) The Land and Survey Department is responsible ofland distribution and

titles, and surveys all sites and lots.

9) Other departments including administrative and fmancial departments are

the cores ofthe municipal affairs.

It is worth mentioning that each ministry controls its respective projects within

the Municipality jurisdiction. This is done in coordination with the municipality. Each

project is totally funded by its respective ministry. The Municipality allocates no fund

for any public projects except for certain private projects where the municipality seeks

funding through private biding.
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Chart 1-1: Organizational Structure for AI Khan; Municipality (Class B)
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1.4 Post Gulf War Era. (1990- To-date)

During the 1970s and 1980s, the Government of Saudi Arabia was the main

body responsible of establishing the basic infrastructure and institutions aiming, to

strengthen the country's structure. During the 1990s, the Saudi economy had reached its

peak. Meanwhile, future growth underlines the strength and importance ofprivate

enterprise and capital.

The oil price boom during the 1970s helped the Kingdom to make huge strides

in creating a modem and an efficient infrastructure, including national systems for

health care and education, world-class petroleum and downstream industries, durable

and effective fmance and government institutions. However, in the mid 80s the oil price

collapse brought this first phase of infrastructure expansion to a halt. Companies that

survived the collapse re-assessed their aims; many re-organized themselves in order to

reduce their dependence on government's contracts in favor ofbusinesses that aimed to

benefit from the Kingdom's rapid population growth and the large potential for private

sector expansion.

The quick and successful resolution ofthe Gulf War spurred these trends. War

related spending left the economy flushed with liquidity, much ofwhich was invested in

new local ventures. Basically they were agricultural and dairy products, household

goods and furnishings, construction material, pharmaceuticals, or a growing list of

appliances and electronic components. As a result, the Kingdom became increasingly

self-dependant.

Saudi Arabia has embarked on a process of economic reform,
designed to restore equilibrium to public fmances, reduce its
dependence on oil revenues, and encourage private-sector investment
among other things. The government has recently announced spending
cuts to reduce the budget deficit, increased charges for public services,
issued bonds to clear payment arrears, and embraced the notion of
privatization.41

However, Saudi Arabia remains vulnerable to the international oil market, since

oil exports still generate the bulk of its foreign exchange, earnings, and government

revenues. Nevertheless, the Saudi economy has continued to improve with the help of

the increasingly important role, played by the private sector. It is important to mention

that the government encourage the private sector by means of incentives in the form of

the provision of cheap loans, land, infrastructure, and utilities, as well as tariff

41 Peagam, Norman, Becoming a morenormal economy., Euromoney. (314): 231·234. June,1995.
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protection in some cases.

Even after the unexpected Government's hug funds on a highly sophisticated

war i.e. the Gulf War, according to Norman Peagam in 1995, "The country's total

external debt remains modest - $20.7 billion at the end of 1993 according to one

estimate, most of it short-term trade finance.,,42

The economic development of Saudi Arabia has no parallel. Within
the space of one generation, the vast empty territory has been
transformed from an impoverished desert kingdom into a modern
industrial state. Exploiting its huge oil reserves (the world's largest, at
260 billion barrels).43

Remarkably, the performance ofthe oil sector determines the rate ofprogress of

the Saudi economy. Over 11% ofthe world's daily oil supply is imported from Saudi

Arabia; output averages 8 million barrels a day that yields $44 billion at an average oil

price of $ 15 a barrel. The reserves of 260 billion barrels assure that the current oil

production can last for at least 90 years."

Saudi Arabia providing fmancial support to Iraq during its long war
with Iran. In addition the Kingdom also played a major role in
supporting the allied forces during the Iraq's invasion ofKuwait in
1990. This happened when the US led a massive allied offensive from
the kingdom to liberate Kuwait. According to Norman Peagam in
1995, "Saudi Arabia's fmancial contribution to the cost of that
campaign is thought to have been at least $55 billion."

More recently, the sharp decline in real income due to the drop ofthe oil prices

and the high expenditures ofthe Gulf War has over-burdened the Kingdom's budget, but

gradual changes in the structure ofthe economy have improved the situation. This was

achieved by developing a world-class petro-chemical industry and the rise ofthe non-oil

private sector.

Saudi Arabia had successfully trimmed its current account deficit
before the Gulfwar. the shortfall amounted to only $4 billion in 1990
compared with almost $ 13 billion in 1985. It then jumped due to war
related spending. But the deficit has since resumed its downward
trajectory, sliding from a record $27.6 billion in 1991 to $21 billion in
1992, $14.2 billion in 1993 and perhaps $13 billion last year. Henry
Azzam, chief economist at National Commercial Bank in Jeddah,

42 Ibid, 231-234. June, 1995.

43 Ibid,: 231-234. June, 1995.

44 Presley, J., Saudi Arabia, Euromoney (World Economic Analysis Supplement): 20. 1996 Sep.

45 Peagam. Norman, Becoming a mae normal economy., Euromoney. (314): 231-234.1995 Jun.
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thinks it could drop to $11 billion this year as a result ofthe economic
slowdown, lower imports and reduced government spending on
services."

Nevertheless, more allocations to fast economic development plans and huge

service projects along with low oil income, have placed a shadow over the Gulf. It is

reflected in Government cutting-down expenses, the postponing ofsome projects, and

reducing funds for services in general. This perpetuated a new trend ofpromoting

privatization ofsome major service sectors such as communications.

The New York Times wrote: Saudi Arabia, long seen as one ofthe
world's wealthiest countries, has undermined its fmancial stability
with a decade ofunrestrained spending, huge military purchases, and
irregular banking practices."

To reduce the Kingdom's deficit, the Custodian ofthe Two Holy Mosques King

Fahd declared at the beginning of the year 1993 that a 19% cut in the government

expenses is done. The majority ofthese cuts were in defense, which accounted for 30%

of its expenses. These cuts did not affect the services' sector and its related projects,

which directly influenced the public's standard of living. As a result the internal Saudi

economy has maintained its stability.

It became clear that most ofthe decisions taken are in fact a reaction to a certain

predicament problem, rather than a preset strategy. It is always better to plan and

anticipate for the future than to react and decide. Non-planned and sudden decisions are

usually high in cost and have no safe result. Planning allows the possibilities ofstudying

and examining several options for certain scenarios that have high possibility to occur.

It also sets certain priorities for future actions in term ofthe goals and objectives set for

the development purposes.

1.5 Research's Contribution to the Field

The planning process now taking place in the developing countries is a new

phenomenon in comparison to the earlier experiences ofdeveloped nations. Recently,

planning in the Middle East has become a topic ofserious intellectual interest among

students and scholars. Most ofthe research and writings are based on general studies of

planning in the Arab world or a large region within it, such as the Arabian Gulf

countries or the North African countries. However, little attention has been given to the

planning of a specific region within a nation and its relationship to the rest ofthe

41 Ibid,: 231-234. June, 1995.
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country and its other regions. Although SaudiArabiapresentsa striking case ofrapid

urban growth and high rates of internal and externalmigration, it has not had its fair

share of the Middle Eastern studies, especially in the fieldofprovincial development

and strategic planning. This study focuses on this secondlevelofplanning, which is

regional provincial planning. It hopedthis shouldhave a positive effecton bridging the

gap between the macro-level ofcountryplanning and the micro-level ofcity planning.

Regional Provincial Planning (RPP) mightalso link the macrotheoretical conceptsto

the realityofthe micro-level with minimal compromise in conceptsand goals. It should

also helpto balance the distribution ofresources amongthe different regions.

1.6 Planning and Development in the 20m Century (In the Arab
World)

Modem development in the Arab Worldbeganwith the end ofcolonialism in

the middle of the 20th century. At the timewhen the formal political imperialism came

to an end, the industrialized nations showed much interest in leading the third world

nations towards development, under the condition that such development wouldnot

conflict with their own strategic interests. These interests were mainly focused on

maintaining a constantimport ofraw materials and resources fromthe formercolonies.

Generally speaking, methods ofachieving economic development in the Middle

East varied from the 1950s to the 1990s according to nationalobjectivesand each

nation's potentials. Eachsectorofthe economy receivedsequential attentionaccording

to the obvious need at a givenpointoftime. For example, initialdevelopment focused

on the growth of agriculture, then the attentionwas givento increasing the industrial

base. Such concepts subsequently developed to emphasizing investment in both areas

concurrently. Finally,planners decidedthat the area ofconcentration was irrelevant, and

the focus ofdevelopment shouldbe based on a cost benefitanalysis, irrespective ofthe

nature of the benefit which could be economic, social, environmental, etc. These

developments took several directions in the policymaking process.The "Top-Down"or

the "Bottom-Up" approaches were used in variouspoliticalsystems in order to satisfy

the mainobjective ofany givendevelopment plan.

Development has been attempted through severaldifferingmodels.
Top-Down development envisions a central planning authoritywith
responsibility for making global planning decisions for the entire
development processas well as overseeingdisbursement offunds and
project management. In contrast, Bottom-Up planning finds local

., Sml1h, Patrick. Gutr. dream, International Managemenl49(6(Europe Edition»: 32-33. 1994 J-A
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government bodies retaining more goal-determining authority with the
national government acting in a facilitating support role. The Mixed
System approach is a combination of these two planning practices
which was adopted in later years,"

Paces of development in the Middle East varied according to the national

revenue and the population ofeach country. Also the countries' national goals played an

important role in specifying such development projects. These projects varied from a

large to a moderate scale. The level of development has also been taken into

consideration re-establishing for example an old country's infrastructure, such as in

Cairo, is different from building a new infrastructure network in Dammam (Saudi

Arabia). In these two cases the aim and the plan for development is different.

Additionally, while small pilot development projects were initially
popular, large-scale, globally oriented growth plans became more
common as a way to Provide a more generalized stimulus for
developing economies. In fact, since World War II, one ofthe most
widespread activities occurring in many countries, especially
developing countries, has been the creation of comprehensive
development plans. Bryant and White (quoted in Waterston
commented, "The national plan appears to have joined the national
anthem and the national flag as a SYmbol of sovereignty and
modernity,"

A World Bank's survey indicates that four out of every five countries have

multi-year development plans," It isnow evident that a variety ofplanning theories and

means and methods of applications has been attempted in pursuit of economic

development. The 1950s and 1960s were the experimental period for the growth ofsuch

planning strategies which have their valuable results.

As most of the population ofdeveloping countries was involved in fanning in

rural areas, this suggests that agricultural development was the safest choice for a

planning structure during the initial development phase. However, this was not

essentially the last choice. Many countries, chose to imitate the seemingly simple

method ofthe industrial development plan, which secured fast revenues on their limited

resources. The failure of such development formula could be attributed to one major

factor that had several severe side effects: the most significant ofwhich was the lack of

adequate spatial structure for promoting and spreading development. When limited

.1 Rondineli, D.• pevelopment Projects as policy Experiment. London: Menthuen &Co. Ltd., 1983, p.30.

••Waterston, Albert, Development Planning; Lessons ofEXPerience. Baltimore, Md. ;Johns Hopkins Press, 1965, p.28.
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resources and materials were distributed widely among many small settlements, they

became insufficient and did not provide a substantial support. Also, when planners

focused their development effortson specificsectors and areas thus focusing only on a

relatively small segment of the population, while the majority of the other sectors

remainedunaffected and marginal.

Mismanagement and implementation problems coupled with
inadequate resource allocation doomed these projects to poor

rf and cui k . t' 51pe ormance quic termma IOn.

However, it is rather impractical in a country like KSAto give more attentionto

development in rural areas rather than urban settlements. Although, the fact that it is

extremely important in a new countryto focuson it's urban economyand development

aiming at building a strong society. Since urban areas house more concentrated

population, whichconsequently generatemore economicactivities.Knowing that, does

not mean that we deny the right for small settlements to have its share in the

development perspective. Such development should be relatively and delicately

balanced between urban and rural settlements to achieve the optimumdevelopment

outcome for the countryas a whole.

Initial attempts at industrial and urban developmentmet with mixed
results. But because the majority of the populationwas located in
rural areas and failed to realizeany benefit from these development
processes, this strategy was doomed as well. Urban industrial
development of primate cities as focal points for economicgrowth
often achieved their initial objectives. However, since the primate
cities couldengage in trade with the developedcountries for food and
natural resources neededfor industrial I urban development, the rural
agricultural sectors never received any "trickle-down" demand
impetus for development. These third world primate cities became
dependent on the industrialized world for food and factors of
production as well as many manufactured goods. ••• Industrial
development was generally suspended in favor of a more socio
economically-equitable development strategy.52

Development efforts during the 1950s and 1960s continued with a
plethora of development schemes, each a logical combination of
sector and spatial emphasis scope ofplanning, and locus ofcontrol.
However, development on the scale sought remained elusive. While it

50 ~aud, ManaOUl' Mutib, "Productivity Improvement n the Public Sector cI Saudi Arabia" Ph.D. dissertation, George
Washilgton University, Washington, D.C.. 1986., p.47.

I' International Bank fa Reconslruclion andDevelopment, "Rural Development Sector Policy Paper." Washington, D.C. : IRBD,
1G75, p.5.

12RoodinelB, Dennis. Development Projects 81 Policy Experiments. London : Methuen & Co.ltd., 1983, pp.32-33.
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Or

has been easy to find reasons for project failures on a case-by-case
basis, it has been difficult for planners to identify global factors to
attribute failure to.53

Although a great progress is marked in the planning emphasis or the elaboration

of the planning effort during the past two decades in the Arab World and Particularly in

the GulfRegion, the impact ofsocio-political constraints cannot be undermined. Socio

economically equitable distribution of the wealth generated by the growth in gross

domestic product namely oil production, necessities a better distribution and investment

ofthe capital resources invested.

It is the irony and paradox of socialist regimes which are based on
humanitarian ideals and principles ofequality and justice that they fail
to come face to face and honestly with the distributive question.
Despite ideological commitments, governments find that distributive
policies constitute a serious constraint on capital formation, and
consequently adopt a policy of statism which has all the ideological
trappings necessary for a self-proclaimed socialist system and at the
same time all the effects that Prevail under capitalism as far as the
poor are concerned.54

By conclusion, any beneficial effects of development are diluted so as not to

have any effect at all in an effort to judiciously distribute development equally. The

realities of socialist concerns for development have led different countries down

different paths.

In the following chapter, an extensive review of planning literature will be

attempted to clarify the various concepts ofdevelopment planning. In addition, planning

in Islam and its relation to the planning law in Islamic context will be revealed.

Accordingly, the researcher will investigate the effect of such theories in building a

contextual theory with the potential ofapplying in the region under study.

13 Renaud, Bertrand, HationaHty Urbanization Policy InDeveloping Counbies. Oxford:Oxford University Press, Published for the
World BMk,1984, pp.38-39.

14 HBJik, IDyl, ·Continuity.,dChange in local Development Policies InEgypt:From Nasaer toSadat."In local Politics and

~veIopment IntheMiddle E_t lolus J. Clrltorland IliyaHank, (eds.) BQJlder, Colorado: Westview Press, Inc., 1984, pp. 84-
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CHAPTER TWO

PLANNING DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES

THEORIES, METHODS AND PRACTICE

This chapter reviews the literature on planning development strategy and its

theories, with a special focus on development, its implementation methods and practice

techniques. Also this chapter will draw on planning in Islam and its relation to the

planning law in the Islamic context. Other issues, such as, urbanization in development,

sustainability debate, planning models and decentralization philosophy will be raised in

the course ofthis chapter.

The aim of this chapter is oftwofold. First it is intended to give an overview of

the planning theories which have a direct implication for the research under study,

especially those that focus on a similar setting. This review highlights the factthat the

society was the dominant agent in the spatial expression of its organization and that the

use of human-made space is merely a mirror image of social and political history.

Second, it will illustrate the perpetual dilemmas ofthe general theory ofplanning and

design in dealing with two extremes, such as a persisting problem ofpeople versus

place and prosperity. In other words, it will examine the optimization ofresources for

the sake ofsettling the people's problems and their needs. Additionally, this chapter will

examine the scientific approach favored by contemporary planning methods and

techniques versus normative one that is still applied in most places worldwide. Finally,

it will elaborate on the need for a comprehensive theory. Such theory should address

issues like the complexity of ideological issues and the uncertain situation ofhow to

specify which set of values and actions are most needed to satisfy the changing

priorities ofhumans.

2.1 Literature Review

"Planning Theory" is a term that strikes terror in the hearts ofmany
planners"ss

Theory, in general, means schools of thought. Planning theories have diverse

directions, they are complex, philosophical, and perplexing. Most planning theories are

IS Brooks, Michael P.·APWhora 01,....Ign.?".Jaumal d theAmerican Planning Association. 59(2): 142.145. 1993 Spring.
(References]
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difficult to be translated into physical activityin comparison to other theoriesin Physics

or mathematics, for example.

2.1.1 What is Planning?

Early writings on planning characterized it as an act ofvisionary
designor creative problemsolving.'6

Planning offers an important meansfor institutionalizing the politics
of deliberation within government. Democratic planning
acknowledges the interdependencies ofour socialproblems, too often
overlooked in the adversary arena of legislative and executive
politics.51

The scope of planning could be local, regional, national, or international

depending on the resources and objectives. Whether the aims and objectives are

economic and/or social, planning always has its physicalside, which is translatedinto

its strategy. This dissertation is concerned with regionalplanninggenerally and physical

strategic planning in the Eastern RegionofKSA in particular. In this study ''regional

planning" dealsprimarily with the physicalplanningofthe Easternregion,and its cities

and towns. This process is often termed"UrbanRegionalism" as it includes the general

planning of all available resources for the benefitofthe entire region. Consequently,

the means of reaching the most integrated and coordinated development has to be via

the optimization ofthe distribution ofresources and investments in the region.

Paul Davidoff (1930-1984) was an unyielding force for justice and equity in

planning. He viewed planning as a processto addressa widerange ofsocietalproblems

to improve conditions for all peoplewhileemphasizing resourcesand opportunities for

those lacking in both.To him,planninghas to expandrepresentation and participation

of traditionally excluded groups in the decisions that affect their lives.He challenged

planners to promote participatory democracy and positivesocial change,to overcome

poverty and racism as factors in society, and to reduce disparities betweenrich and

poor, whiteand black,and men and women.'8

According to Davidoff, the planners, main concern should be the societal

benefit. Davidoff's scope of vision couldhave been acceptable a few decadesago. At

H bid., 142.145, 1993Spring

17 Fa-ester, John.,"WhIt ......... Do: Poww. PoIIIos." PersuasIon.-. Admilistrative Science Quarterly. 41(4): 719-723.
1~ Dec. [References)
II CheckC7tiay, B~. 'Pad Dllvldolf... 1ldv0ClllClY""""In l'IIbospeal-,Journal c:llhl Amerk31 Planning Association.
00(2): 139. 1994Sprilg.[References]
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present, due to the globalization, and the rapidchange in livingpatterns, planners have

to be concerned with the various aspects of life such as economic, environmental,

political aspects, etc. Accordingly, planners should be more comprehensive in their

view,study, and solutions.

A plannershallseekto expand choiceand opportunity for all persons,
recognizing a special responsibility to plan for the needs of
disadvantaged groups and persons, and shall urge the aherationof
policies, institutions, and decisions, which militate against such
objectives.59

It is safe to assume that planners shouldbe equallyconcerned withall social

groups regardless of their status. An integrated societyis a muchsaferone. Social

interaction and a homogenous planning strategy should secure a minimum and

acceptable standard of living for all sectorsofsociety. Ifwe plan for the disadvantaged

groups exclusively, we wouldbe compelled to neglect the other sectorsofsocietythen

accordingly 'who willplan for the other groups?'

What were the roles of city planners? Most planners worked for
planning agencies, whose citizen commissioners and staffmembers
had commitment to "the public interest", ofthe community as a whole.
Planners wereakin to technical experts,who workedoutsidethe realm
of politics, advised decision-makers without promoting particular
policy positions, and prepared "masterplans" with singularsolutions
to urban problems. They emphasized the physical planning ofland
uses, the spatial distribution offacilities, and the generalimprovement
ofurban life.

Davidoff viewed planning as a process to promote democratic
pluralism in society, by representing diversegroups in political debate
and publicpolicy. Pluralism wouldstimulate cityplanning, he argued,
by better informing the publicofalternative choices,and by forcing
the planning agency to compete with other groups for political
support. ••• Some city planning agencies assigned staffplannersto
prepare subarea plans, organized subarea planning councils and
encouraged residents to participate in citywide planning, althoughit is
mistaken to confuse subarea planning in which central planning
agencies deconcentrate functions to localsubareas, with neighborhood
planning in whichcommunity residents plan for themselves,"

Planners are striving to justify their work by providing a comprehensive

rationale for their profession. The maindeliberation ofthe planning theory is to howto

·'Ibid,139-140.

60Chcckoway. Barry. ·PI" nlvldofl'a.d advoeac)' pia..'" .. retrospect.·,Journal ofthe American Planning Association. 60

(2):139·143. Spring 1994. (Rcfcrcm:cs)
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manipulate the process rather than to only focus on the actualtheoretical approach.

Consequently, planning theoryis almostalways overwhelmed by the needto understand

the political process behind the planning action.

Perhaps it is time to acknowledge that planning is not really a
profession but a looseconfederation ofsharedinterests andconcerns:
1. The problems or development processes occurring at one or more
levels ofhumanorganization, 2. Anorientation to the future, and 3.the
employment ofplanning processes or strategies.

Some writers suggest, for example, that planners should function
primarily as agents of social change (e.g., Kraushaar 1988;
Beauregard 1990). Others-myself included-have called for a
reemergence of the visionary spirit that once enjoyed a prominent
place in planning thought (Brooks 1988). Some (e.g., Susskind and
Ozawa 1984) argue for the critical importance ofskill in mediated
negotiation. Others (e.g., Forester 1982) urge the plannerto serve as
the aforementioned monitor ofcommunication flows. And still others
(e.g., Benveniste 1989) argue for the mastery ofpolitical skills. There
are still writers, of course, who assert the ongoing importance of
rational analysis (e.g., Black 1990). I continue to hear,on occasion,
the planner's role described in termsofcomprehensiveness-putting
all the parts together to createa unified whole. Mostrecently, it has
been suggested that planners should function primarily as customer
service agents, as discussed by McClendon here and in an earlier
Journal article (1991). The list includes planners as deal makers,
political economists, and social institutional designers.

Planning theory can be considered the translation ofwhat we doas planners. It

is concerned with the process rather than the concepts. Theoreticians attemptto use

theory for distinguishing the planning profession fromotherprofessions that dealwith

public policy and socialfactors. This searchhas focused on two basicissues. It has to

deal with the subject matter of planning, andhas takena formofan ongoing debate.

The debate is between one team who prefer to restrict professional expertise to the

scope of land use and physical development versus the other teamwho believe that

planners have legitimate rolesto play in a muchbroaderspectrum ofeconomic, social,

and otherpublic policy matters."

There is no single agreed upondefinition ofplanning theory,nor is
there any consensus on what it includes. Just as the planning
profession grew to its present configuration, drawing its members
from different backgrounds, so planning theory developed by an

61 Brook.. Mithael P.-A pletkora orpandJaas!-.loumal oCthe American Planning Association. '9(2): 142.145. 1993 Spring.
lReCereDteS]
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eclectic accretion ofconcepts froma widerangeofdisciplines. Today
planning theory reflects the sequence ofdominant images that have
succeeded one another since planning became a distinct area of
endeavor."

Nothing is as practical as theory" said physicist J. Robert
Oppenheimer, one ofthe developers ofthe atom bomb. Thisstatement
seems paradoxical, but it begins to make sensewhenwe appreciate
what theoryactually is. Theory is a wayofunderstandingthe world, a
framework to organize facts and experience and interpret them in a
systematic way: Science is built of facts the way a house is builtof
bricks; but an accumulation offacts is no more science than a pile of
bricks is a house."

Theory could be looked at as the blueprint we use to congregate the factsand

knowledge into the synchronous structure of understanding. Thus, it could also be

considered as the basis for understanding the worldaroundus as well as the foundation

for development and the methods used in implementation. In short,one can declarethat

theory is equally essential to the planning practitioner as it for the scientist. Fromwhat

is stated one can understand that theory isgoodbut not too goodand no theory is bad

but not too bad. Excessive formulation of theory is similar to taking excessive

medicine. Theory should be conceived and developed in its natural habitat and

environment. If this environment became polluted by foreign thoughtsthat are not in

harmony with the habitat 'cuhure', it coulddestroythe basicsofsuch theory.

This suggests one of the dimensions of the interaction between
planning and the social sciences, fromwhichplanning has obtained
many of its theories and methods. The theories developed by
economists, sociologists, urbananthropologists, socialpsychologists,
and the like,are all valuable contributions to our understanding ofthe
subjects and contexts of our planning efforts.But planning, in turn,
can provide the practical arena for confirming or refuting theory.64

2.1.2The Planner's Triangle: Three Priorities, Three Conflicts

Planners, from the early stagesofplanning, claimthat they are the protectors of

the environment. Historically realityseemsto contradict sucha claim.Plannerswork to

promote the development of citiesat the expense ofdestroying nature. Forests, rivers,

IZ Thanqs D. Galoway and Riad G."'ahayan~ ·PJanning Theory n Relro8pect TheProcess cIP.adlgmChang"', Journal cI
the American Institute cIPIannerI43 (Janu8fY 1977); 62-71.
II PoirlCa", 19Q5.

14 R.S.Bolan, "ThePractitioner ..Theorist ThePhenomenOlogy of the Prof..slonalEpisode,- Journal oftheAmerican

Planning Association 48 (3), (July 1980): 281-274; pp.281.284.
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air, sea and even deserts were influenced in one way or another by some sort of

pollution resulting fromdevelopment. Some assesssuch pollution as mild,whileothers

claimtotaldevastation ofthe naturalenvironment.

That is not the complete picture, since planners also haveoftencome
to the defense of nature, throughthe workofconservationists, park
planners, open space preservationists, the Regional Planning
Association of America, greenbelt planners, and modem
environmental planners. Yet alongthe Economic-ecological spectrum,
with Robert Moses, and Dave Foreman (ofEarthFirst!) standing at
either pole, the planner has no naturalhome, but can slide fromone
end of the spectrum to the other; moreover, the midpoint has no
special claimsto legitimacy or fairnesS.65

Accordingly, the planner moves between playingthe role ofa joker in the pack

and sometimes, regretfully, a clownin the circus. By following director indirect orders,

the planner mediates between two perspectives ofhest; neithercouldbe acceptable by

the planning directors in any givensituation. In this case, the plannerfaces two options:

either to make a compromise that please the directorsat the expense ofthe task at hand,

or to be expelled andreplaced withanothermoreunderstanding professional, prepared

to try and make the most of any situation. The planner shouldexecuteordersand

directions while maintaining professional integrity and standards. Also, heshouldbe

more elaborate in expressing his pointofviewand attemptto convince others that his

pointofviewcan also include theirs if viewedfroma differentangle.

According to Harvey in 1985, most planners viewthemselves as the advocates

of the poor in pursuit of achieving socio-economic equality. Conversely, planners'

efforts recently are focused on planning concepts and projects such as downtown

redevelopment, freeway planning, public-private partnership, economic development

strategies, sustainability and environmental protection. Suchconceptsdonot contribute

clearlyto socialequityandadvocacy.

At best, the plannerhas takenan ambivalent stancebetweenthe goals
ofeconomic growthand economic justice••• In short, the plannermust
reconcile not two, but at leastthree conflicting interests: to "grow" the
economy, distribute this growthfairly, and in the processnot degrade
the ecosystem. To classify contemporary battlesover environmental
racism, pollution producing jobs, growth control, etc., as simply
clashes between economic growth and environmental protection
misses the third issue, of social justice. The "jobs versus

6S These issues of language andtranslation were raised byNgugi waThiong-o andStuartHanin separate distinguished lectures at

theCenter for theCritical Analysis ofCODtemporary Cultures. R.utgers University (Mareh 31 andApril U. 1993).
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environment", dichotomy (e.g., the spotted owl versus Pacific
Northwest timberjobs) crudely collapses under the "economy" banner
the often differing interests of workers, corporations, community
members, and the national public. 66

In the Utopian world, the planner shouldstriveto achieve the conceptual balance

between all three demands- economic growth; the fair distribution ofsuchgrowthand

the needto preserve the ecosystem. Sucha tripartite ofgrowth, equity, and preservation

forms the mainparadox in planning.

However, professional and fiscal constraints drastically limit the
leeway of most planners. Serving the broader public interest by
holistically harmonizing growth, preservation, andequality remains
the ideal; the reality of practice restricts planners to serving the
narrower interests oftheirclients, that is, authorities andbureaucracies
(Marcuse 1976), despite efforts to work outside those limitations
(Hoffman 1989). In the end, planners usuallyrepresent one particular
goal-planning perhaps for increased property tax revenues, or more
open space preservation, or better housing for the poor-while
neglecting the other two. Where each plannerstands in the triangle
depicted defines suchprofessional bias.67

According to Higgins (1994), the planner's unique contribution appearsat its

best in seeking to resolve both environmental and equity issues at the sametime.

Community development planners and environmental planners shouldcollaborate more

to crossthisobstacle and try to solve suchcomplex objectives.

2.1.3 Review of Planning Theories

There is as little agreement within planning as to whatconstitutes
planning theory, as there is within feminism as to what constitutes
feminist theory... Planning theory can be delineated into three
different emphases: planning practice, political economy, and
metatheory (Sandercock and Forsythia 1990). At one levelare those
authors who theorize about planning practice, both its processes and
outcomes. In general, theories ofplanning practice involve analysis of
the procedures, actions, and behavior of planners. They may also
include an analysis of the context or concrete situation in which
planners are working."

.. Theaeluues d language and translation were raised by Ngugl WIT~ and Stu.t Hilin HJ*ate distinguished lectures

atthe Center fa 1he Critical Analysis d Cmtemp<ny Cultures. Rutgers University (March 31 andApri 15. 1993).
"Ibid . (March 31 and AprI15, 1993).

61 • RctcntcumpIes include Clavel (1916). Marris (1987). Forcster (1919). Krumholz andForester (1990). Sanderc:oc:k (1990).

Heskin (1991).
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Theory plays an awkward role in an applied profession," Hoch
reminds us. "Professionals can learn to act in usefuland effective
wayswithoutknowing why their actionswork.69

The laying out of various spatial elementshas different valuesand meanings.

Controlling forces, such as economic, physical and social factors usuallymitigate the

impact of the physical environment on human's behavior. The natureofthe human..

environment relationship has been explained by different theorists and planning

specialists. A group of theorists argue that environment is an independent variable

which determines particular human behavior. Sociologists suggest that the city is a

social product resulting from conflicting interests. Other Western theorists and

planning specialists with more optimism would argue that citiesrepresent the spatial

concentration of people, consequently human environment is shaped as a resultof

economic activity.

This Utopian perspective characterized someofthe early giantswho
influenced both the ideology of city planning and the actual forms
taken by planned cities and communities: EbenezerHoward, Frank
LloydWright, Le Corbusier, LewisMumford, and Clarence Stein.70

This study focuses on strategic planningand development in relationto human

social values, whichmaybe considered as the main factorsresponsible for shaping our

environment. Thus, the socialrealityapproach can organize the conflicting conceptsof

planning and designrationale.

The core of planning theory is the planning process: how shouldand
do people plan? This question appliesto individuals, groups, firms,
and governments. A planning process is responsible for someone's
deliberate career decisions, a family's household budget or vacation
itinerary, a club's rosterofevents, a corporation's marketingstrategy
or production schedule, a city'scapital improvement program;a state
water resources plan, and national policies inenergy,environment,
defense, and humanservices. Planning theory explores the planning
process and examines its components: Whatare they?How do they
interrelate? How are they affectedby the contextofplanningefforts?
How do they determine planning outcomes? All these affect the
question of how planning shouldbe done: planning prescriptions that
are divorced from reality are utopian, andare likely to be impossible
to carry out. At the sametime, in translating descriptions ofplanning

69Forester. 1ohn....WIt.t P1...en Do: Power.PoUtk...ad Pen.....•• Administrative ScienceQuarterly. 41(4): 719.723.

1996 Dec. [References)

70 M. Meyerson. 'Utopian TraditionlandthePlanning of Cities: Daedalus, 90(1) (Winter 1961): 180-193. Reissman. ThoUrban

Procell: Citiesin Industrialized Societies, (NewYork:FreePress,1970) 39-68.
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behavior into norms for planning activities, it is important to keep the
distinction clear."

It is quite clear from the above that planning consists ofprocesses and outcomes

that should be grounded in a real world. There should also be a clear distinction

between real life planning and utopian planning that is usually impossible to implement.

These ideas should be taken into consideration in the context ofthe Kingdom ofSaudi

Arabia, where one can expect that planning is a straightforward process due to the

availability ofvirtually unlimited resources. Anything can be done! However, resources

are a function ofthe goals, needs, and objectives ofany society, then, there are no such

thing as unlimited resources. The Saudi context also has various constrains that direct

the planning process into certain directions, e.g, the political system, cultural

background, etc. In such a case, one should talk about planning theory as being the

abstract thought needed to minimize the conflict that could occur between what is right

or should be done and what could be done and may be applicable.

The metatheory approach involves work that asks fundamental
epistemological and methodological questions about planning. Its
theoretical object is an abstract, general notion of planning as a
rational human activity that involves the translation ofknowledge into
action. At this level, theorists are no longer necessarily talking
specifically about urban or regional planning, but about planning as a
generic activity and as a historical legacy ofthe Enllghtenment.f

John Friedmann's recent synthesis ofplanning theory, planning in the
Public Domain: from knowledge to Action, is an example ofplanning
theory's uncertainty about its knowledge base. Initially he defines his
theoretical object--planning--as the linking ofscientific and technical
knowledge to action in the public domain. But in conclusion he turns
away from purely technocratic planning and embraces subjective
knowledge as the foundation ofa radical planning approach--a stance
more sympto feminist critiques (Friedmann 1987, 413-5).73

John Friedmann, in his effort to bridge the gap between planning theory and

implementation, suggested the need to focus on the technical elements ofboth ends.

This could in a way minimize the grounds ofconflict. We should face the conflicts, any

conflicts, by looking at the grounds where the different points ofviews could meet, not

71 Alexander, Emest R•• APPROACHES TOPLANNING"lntroducing Current Planning Theories, Concepts, and Issues. 1986

P.7
72 See Majone and Quade (1980), Falucli (1986), Friedmann (1987),Lindblom (1990).AndKrieger(1989).

73 Sandercoek, leonie. Forsyth, Ann,"A Gender Agenda: New Directionsfor PlanningTheory."Journal of theAmerican

PIaMing Association 58(1): 49-59. 1992 Winter. [References)
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where they differ. This will eventually reduce the loss of energy and make us join

efforts to achieve a common goal even if it is very minimal in the beginning.

2.1.4 Planning Historic Background

A review ofwestern urbanization history indicates that the wider logic
of the construction of western cities lies in the notions those human
agents who decide the structure ofspace. This can be clearly observed
in the appearance of the industrial city in the 19th century, which
followed the rise of modem capitalism as the dominant form of
economic relations... The massive concentration ofpopulation in the
core area associated with congestion and other social ills eventually
prompted a decentralization policy. Not only upper income residents
began to move to peripheral areas, but also workers moved into dense
residential districts around the industrial districts."

This observation and analysis by David Gordon illustrate the evolution ofthe

planning theory during its early stages. It is very clear that the basis for this evolution

orbits around the industrial and economic factors, thus overlooking the implications of

the social and political factors.

After 1945, the post-War Reconstruction period, considerable change
was achieved in many cities. Such drastic change and urban
transformation led to opinion clashes and reconstruction philosophies
conflicted. The traditional-minded people frequently opposed this
radical change. This dramatic change was conceived by many scholars
as a conflict of new and old modes. Others attacked it as elitist and
reflected the desire to change the object and its social context."

The previous quotation reflects the current situation that is facing the Kingdom

of Saudi Arabia. The founders are opposing rapid change because oftheir fear that this

change may affect the country's heritage and its Islamic culture. On the other hand, the

new generation is striving to place their country on the current wave ofcivilization.

This conflict should be resolved in a serious and careful fashion. It is true that change

may affect the heritage and culture in all dimensions, but applying a gradual and

metamorphic change that is mildly felt at a certain point in time, the society should be

74 David Gordon (1978), in hisreview ofAmerican cities with anIndustrialization process, pointed outthat·itwas advantageous

forthecapitalists to locate factories Inthelarger cities than thesmaller ones, asto make more efficient used production systems
without thedisapproval of anestablished pre-industriaJ community.
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less resistant and more absorbent to such change.

2.1.5 Dilemmas and Approaches to Planning

Why do we plan? Is an important argument addressed by severalplanning

theories, which of course raises a lot of issuesregarding ethics and values. Ethicsand

values are inter-linked to the socialcontext that we plan for. One may ask is it better to

plan to intervene in an ongoing process in order to affect its future state in a desired

directionor is it better not to plan and to leave well enough alone.

The rationale for planning also raises the question of legitimacy:
professional planners, after all, do not plan for themselves, but for
others. What entitles themto do this, and, by implication, to makeor
direct social choices? Other issues also arise whenwe addressthis
question.76

Who actually plans-inquires about public and client participation in
the planning process? The question, "To who are the planners
accountable for planning decisions?" has been asked, in another form,
since the development of the administrative apparatusofthe Roman
empire: Quis custodiet ipsos custodes? - Who will guard the
guardians?77

The above explanations of planning history in capitalist societyrevealedthat

change has occurred in the interpretation of the planners and designer's tasks and

priorities. This change has resulted fundamentally from the dichotomized views of

planning, such as centralization or decentralization, long-term or short-term,

comprehensive or incremental, procedural or substantive, positive or normative,

quantitative or qualitative, and analytic or synthetic. Basically, this dialectical

relationship andthe contradicting views ofplanningemerged from the determination of

urban specialists, theorists, architects, and decision-makers to justify their actions and

visions. This in turn inspired them to resort to other scientific and speculative

71 Urbanization history In the capitalist aocleties reveals that planning and design professions .edominated by the preferred

positivistic views rI the wortd and the plnuit or mode-nism. Such viewsarerooted in utiliW\an fundamental prirqMs. The
utilitarians ..gue the overriding motivation rI human beings Is to fulfil thei' deai'es. Acc:ording to this principle rI utility.
Governments emceived by Bentham (1748-1832) and Milol (1773-1836) must ensure the achievement ct the greatest
happiness for the greatest number. Scientific meens and mathematical calculations CII'l be utiliZed to achieve thit purpose.
Baaically the utiliIarI8n Concept, Laissez-faire provided )Jstification fa the IberaI democratic state. Their objec1I~ w. to ensure
the necesa~ conditions fer theindividual topursue hit a' herInterestwithout therisk rlthe arbilr.-ymOMChicaI pa.vera. Inthia
view thebest plan, design, decision, etc..it themost efticient one. Therefa'e urbanspaces came tobe treeted almost elGCUlively
accading tothe prevailing muet condition.
71 G.C.Hemmens, -New Directions InPlanning Theory, - JournaloftheAmeri;an Pllnnilg Associatim, <48(3), (July 1973): 155
169.

77 Alexander, Emest R. • APPROACHES TOPLANNING" Introducing ClJITInt Planning Theories, Concepls, and Issues. 1088
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philosophies on the natureofhurnan beings" (Falud, 1973;Friedmann, 1987).

Goal finding is considered the most important task in the planningprocess

similar to the target in a shooting game. Misleading goals will eventually lead to

undesirable results. Manyscholars andtheoristswithinsocialscienceseemto be drawn

by a common consensus and retreat within the traditional models and values.

Efficiency, that was onceconsidered a usefulmeasureofaccomplishment, is now being

challenged by its implication for equity.Thus, the obvioussuggestion is that planners

and designers should begin in defining goals in such a waythat satisfyboth human

needs and desires in their specific livingenvironment.

Some believethat the appearance ofthe scientific thought in our modem life and

its approach to tackleour everyday problemsmarks the displacement ofreligion in our

daily practice and endangerour entirebelief system.This ideahas its roots back in the

harsh reaction to what was going on in medievalEurope,where religionforbidsthe

interference of science in human life believing it to be black magic.Thisis totally

against basic Islamic thoughts and beliefs, as Islam deals with and appreciates

knowledge and science and its role in our everyday living practices.The theory of

modem science explains that "magic" by science takes two forms: first, the idea

transferred for explanatory purposes, with indirect or limited application; second,

various formulae are taken fromone discipline to the other, in order to solvepractical

problemsrather than to provide explanatlons.P

Professional plannerswork in an institutional order ofcompetitiveand
hierarchical relationships, which, despite their adversarial and
instrumental qualities, require some cooperation. Many professional
planners regularly try, in imaginative, incremental,andoccasionally
grand ways, to shift attentionfrom theadversarial to the deliberative.
Their persistence testifies to the effort they are making in our

7Iln the philosophical school cI Plato and Kant, they believe that the empirical world with Ita knowledge Is IncapablecI any

complete embodiment cI perfect order In society, while thephilosophical schoolcI Aristotle andHegel, view thatempirical world
has the~ity ~grow Into perfection (fermore elaboration~ee Friedmannm, 1979). FoIowlng the II'gUment cI Aristotle, the
western Iocletiel belNMt that man Is master over nature, with lnteIigence and scientific knowledge man canovercome III
~~. .
7. In 1979 Uarios Camhis, , pointed out that "Inmedieval Europe. when astrology wasa highly respected ICience, thedivine

order - from God down toangela andhumans was -scientiftcIIly" explained byanalogy with the celestial ad« cI pIaneta(bema!
1969) ••• Hobbes tookGaiIeo's mechanistic explanation cI theuniverse and IrMspased Ittohumanity WittI the developmentcI
biology as wei as the exact science theorganic view cllociety is favored morethanthemechanis~ one: With reg..d to the
application cI Newton's law cI gravitytothe analysis cI Lrban systems, Maious added that 'the gravitational pull exerted bytwo
bodies has beeni1terpreted asthelfTlount cllnteractlon between two .....~ themasscI thebodies h been eel In
terms cI size or attractiveness cI the area (lee. 1973. 58). Thesemoclelshav.graeluallydelte\opedto~ m:more
variables. Themai1 problemwiththese models Isthatthey cannot invdw change and lhat they ;sssume thatpeop~ will always
behave In thesame way:
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competitive liberal society to keep alive the practical possibilities and
the hope ofresponsible, free, and informed dellberatlon/"

Several attempts have been made by planning theorists to the feasibility of

constituting a planning model, which might reconcile this tension between "efficiency"

and "equity". For example, Kevin Lynch (1984), and Christopher Alexander (1988),

endeavor to find a comprehensive theory, although both of them have their own

idealized vision of planning and design. However, they both admit that they did not

reach a comprehensive theory. In other words, they did not formulate a solution, which

clearly identifies the action that might effectively narrow the gap between "the needs"

and "the means."

"Advocacy and Pluralism in Planning", was published in the Journal
of the American Institute ofPlanners in 1960's, a time ofchange and
turbulence in American society. Increasing numbers ofpeople-many
of them Black--were moving to large cities, where racial
discrimination and residential segregation concentrated them in the
central ghetto areas. These areas were often so blighted-by
unemployment, inadequate education, poor health care, deteriorating
infrastructure, and substandard housing-as to be "unfit for human
habitation." Some residents organized against these conditions, but
others retreated from participation in the community."

Another challenge came from Davidoff in demanding ofplanners if they can

become advocates for what they believed to be proper values and actions. Besides their

client's vision of what the good society should look like. Davidoffurged planners to

express their values, engage openly in the political process, and help groups to

formulate their plans and develop their capacity. Davidoffviewed advocacy as a way of

enabling all groups in society, and he pointed out that organizations representing low

income families and encouraging them to become part ofthe society and the decision

making process as it is equally important.

The plan requires education ofplanners who will be able to engage as
professional advocates in the contentious work of forming social
policy," he wrote. "Recognizing that ideological commitments will
separate planners, there is a tremendous need to train professionals
who are competent to express their social objectives.

Advocacy planning took various forms. For example, some advocacy
planners worked with neighborhood residents in opposition to federal

10Fa-ester, John.,"What PI_MrS Do: Power, Politics,Incs Persuaslon.-, Administrative ScienceQuarterly. 41(4): 719-723.
1996Dec. [References]

11 Checkoway, Barry. ·Plul Davidoff Meladvocacy p1aMlngIn retrospect...Journal of the AmEnan Planning Association.
60(2): 139-143. 1994Spring. [References)
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programs which threatened decline, and with community
organizations which went "from protest to program" to develop
services oftheir own. Others formed advocacy planning programs and
received funding for demonstration projects, such as the Architects
Renewal Committee in Harlem, the Community Design Center ofSan
Francisco, and Urban Planning Aid of Cambridge (Blecher 1971;
Heskin 1980).82

An environmental psychologist, Harold Proshansky (1974), believed that most

architects, designers and planners possess a wealth of unrefmed data and wild and

unconventional ideas about people in relation to physical space and its organization

which has not yet been recorded in any systematic fashion. As a matter offact, many

planning theoreticians support Proshansky criticism and acknowledge that there is no

appropriate body of literature that link both the natural and the built environment in a

. I I . th 83sing e p annmg eory.

The downfall of planning theory and practice is attributed to the ramification

between knowledge and actions, along with the critical issue ofgoal finding. Charles

Hitch (1960) debated that, "we must learn to look at our objectives as critically and as

professionally as we look at our models and other inputs." John Friedman (1987) stated

that, "we are forced to conclude that mainstream planning is in crisis", because when

action is divorced from knowledge, it becomes a "blind action". Thus, planners and

designers have had to describe their work as a failure with little use. Rittel & Webber

(1973), noted that, "we do not have a theory that tells us how to fmd that which might

be considered a socially best state".

Building on this emphasis on an ethical stance, Martin Krieger (1988) pointed

out that planning theory is in difficulty because it neglected the dogmatic approach. He

stated that, "the logical problems of decision making are not restricted to the earthly

world, but come up in the construction of the transcendental one". The previous

overview of the general dilemmas of planning and design theories suggest that

inadequate models now characterize planning and design theories.

In a comprehensive way, planning and urban design symbolize social attempts

to order the human environment in order to achieve certain goals through a set of

decisions. As Krieger (1988), Churchman (1962), Charles Hitch (1960), and Rittel &

Webber (1973), recommended that, planning and design should be concerned not

12 Ibid. 60(2): 139-143. 1994 Spring. [References]

.3 See JohnLog, 1966: Dear, 1986; PeterHan, 1980, 1988.
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just with the rational allocation of resources, but more importantly with the

selection of goals and values toward which these resources should be direeted.,

Since pIanning and design process deals with futurepremonitory, and in so doingthe

decision for planning actionwas taken, consequently destinedshouldbe viewedwithin

a wide range of anticipation. As a result, the planning process requires morethan

observation, it requires intuition to relate past to future andto laythe foundation for

future action.

2.2 Regional Planning
Regional plans are, in essence, the translation of the policy to be followed,

should satisfy the regional strategic development plan. These regional plans are

formulated and built according to the amountof information gatheredby various means,

such as regional surveys and regional nationaldirectionsand policiesstated by higher

authorities. Regional plans do not deal with fine details, rather they present general

outlinescapable ofbeing interpreted.

As town planning methods andtechniques have developed, and development in

all aspects of life has extended over wider areas, the study and preparationofmaster

directive plans for larger regions has become a necessity in order to securemore

effective results.

An initial plan for a region should consist ofcreative ideas for development

opportunities that suggest an ideal framework, rather than a detailedworking program

for immediate execution. In Britain it bas been foundthat such plans have beenofgreat

assistance as a guideto the development ofproposals, in statutorydevelopment phase.

Many problems of planning can be solved ifapproachedfrom the regional level where

local authorities and private owners cooperatetogether in developing largeareas. One

good example is that the improvement ofthe road network system in an area cannot be

well plannedexceptthroughthe framework ofa regionalstudy.

2.2.1 Why Regional Planning?

The complexity of modem life has created a needfor the study oftrends at the

local and the national level. In recent times a growing needexists for nationaland

regional plans whichguide the development processthrough programming and organize

suitable systems of implementation. Information Technology (IT) is playing an

important role in developing regional plans that deal with real life situations in a

realistic manner.
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The literature on developing countries'planninghas grown considerably within

the last two decadesbut with littleattention focusing on MiddleEasterncountries. Yet,

unlike most of what is called the Third Worldor, more appropriately the developing

nations, the Middle East has known urban life since the early days ofcivilization.

Islamic civilization was and still is focused in urban areas, providing the need for

political centralization that complemented the requirements ofthe main activities,which

are trade andcommerce. Consequently, this sectionexaminessome researchandpolicy

issues raised by the literature on planningin developingcountries,particularly in the

Middle East.

2.3 Planning in Islam
The teachings and interpretations of"The Qurra'n" (the MoslemsHoly Book),

and the Prophet's traditions "Hadieth", contain a precise and consistent body of laws

called the "Sharia'h", It covers all domains of a Muslim's life: spiritual, religious,

social, economic, political, and legal, It emphasizes the principles of social ethics

(Leaman, 1985, 123): those related to the rights and duties of Muslims in their

relationship to "Allah", and in their relationship to their fellow human beings, as well as

principles of justice, equality, and brotherhood. Muslimsbelieve that the divine law is

ethically binding, absolute, and immutable, and that it calls for ideal social conditions

that should enable human beingsto live in prosperity,dignity,harmony, and freedom.

The Islamic "Sharra" and Islamic value systems influence the shapingofthe built

environment and the use of space in Islamic cities. These cities grew and developed

under a normative system, which delineated distinctions betweenprivate and public

spaces and established commonrules ofconduct. The constitutionand the civic life of

Islamic cities were organizedsolelyby religious institutionsbecause there was no place

or need for any corporate or municipal organizations. Islamic law provided a

comprehensive body of directives that regulated all facets of social life: all social

responsibilities were religious in character, with no distinction between duty as a

believerandduty as a citizen.

The purposeofthe "Sharia 'h" is to maintain the welfare and justice of
Islamicsocietythrough the application ofits laws.14

Planning in an Islamic context can be defined as a normative activity, that

applies the intricacies of the rule of law as understood in the prescribed principles

.4 Khaddurl, Majid 1984 '''Iamlc Concepllon a jlDtlce", P: 135.JohnHopkins University Press, Baltimore.
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governing the "permissible and prohibitables" induties imposed by the '""Sharia 'h'''''.

Welfare and justice as defined in the Qurra'n (the Muslims holy book)and interpreted

in the "Sharia'h" is the fulfillment of the general guidelines of that bodyof laws.

Planning and policy decisions and actions are considered legalas longas theycomply

withthe"Sharia'h",

2.3.1 Law in Islamic Context

2.3.1.1 The Sources ofLaw The "Sharia'h"

Law in Islamic culture is formulated froma different foundation than Western

law. As the Holy Qurra'nwhich is the baseofall Islamic Laws is not a humanconcept

rather it is the Creator's words to mankind (andwho knowsthe habitsofthe humans

better thantheirCreator). Alternatively, Western lawsare the workofhumancollective

thoughts and ideas, and their vision ofhumanrightsand their relationship withone

another. Seaman expresses thesedifferences saying:

The concept of law in Islamic jurisprudence••• differs fundamentally
from Western legalthought with respect to the natureand scopeofthe
legal injunctions. "Sharia'h" is a religious law resting ultimately upon
divine revelation, while Western law is the secular creation of
government institutions. In addition, the "Sharia'h" is not simply a
system of legalrulesand administration, rather, it extends beyondthe
Western sphere of lawsa positive and specific regulatory technique to
structure the integrity of human conduct in the moral, ethical,
religious, social, and legalspheres. Islamic law is not only concerned
with civil and public legalproblems in the modemsense,but is also
concerned with religious duties suchas ritualpurity,prayer, fasting,
almsgiving, and pilgrimage. (Seaman, 1980,417)

The laws of the "Sharia'h" address the welfare and justice normsas objectives

realized by its proclamations. At the sametime the lawsprescribe principles for their

achievement. Also, considerable weight is givento the existence ofrights in common

properties, and thus to the corresponding duties associated with these rights.These

principles find expression in what is permitted and what is prohibited, stressing that

what is acceptable is not in violation ofany existingrights.

Moreover, planners and policy-makers are obliged to obey the laws of the

"Sharia 'h" in their attempt to fulfil socialgoals. In this regardthe Islamic "Sharia 'h"

gives equal weightto bothnorms(efficiency andjustice') yet restrictstheir achievement

to the implementation of itsrules.

Islamic "Sharia'h" should be observed when building a theorythat is derived

from Islamic principals. Islamic "Sharia 'h" in generalfulfills an ultimategoal ofhaving
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a good and just society by maintaining the welfare ofIslamic society, and hence, to

achieve economic efficiency and establish justice.

The degree of success oftransferring planning theories and methods from one

culture to another depends on the degree ofcompatibility ofboth cultures, withrespect

to the bases of their normative judgments. The implementation ofimported planning

techniques by planners in the Islamic World depends on their understanding ofIslamic

cultural normverses the sourcecuhuretrends.

2.4 Urbanization in Development
Primacy is one of the most common characteristics of urbanization in

developing countries. It couldbe interpreted astheconcentration ofpopulation in a few

cities. Urbanization is a directresult ofa highnatural rate ofpopulation growthcoupled

with an uncontrolled cross regional and innermigration to the largest cities. Family ties

being a strong cultural habit also play an important role in accumulation of the

population in one specific location. Although the distribution ofcities in developed

countries has been well documented, primacy in developing countries and its

relationship to economic and socialdevelopment has not beendefinitively studied. EI

Shakhs (1972) and Friedmann (1966) claim that primacy is associated with the very

early stages of economic development. EI-Shakhs' studyshowsthat the UnitedStates

and Britain reached a primacy phaseby the 1850s, whichdisappeared as theydeveloped

further. Similarly, Friedmann proposes a pattern ofminimal primacyin the early stages

of development, high primacy as a country approaches industrialization, and

diminishing primacy in the beginning stagesof industrialization. But Chetwynd's study

(1976) of 40 developing countries does not confirm the Friedmann model Chetwynd

developed a longitudinal approach using 1960and 1970as benchmark years sincethis

decade was associated with accelerated economic growth in LeOs. During that period

he observed an increase in primacy, an implied contradiction of Friedmann's third

hypothesis.

While well knownasa practitioner ofplanning and architecture, and
sometimes ambivalently remembered as the father oftheshopping
center, VictorDavid Groen(1903-1980) alsocontributed significantly
to the theory of good urbanform. He arguedthat a world systemof
medium-sized, dense, urbane, cellular metropolises would improve
considerably both human happiness and global ecological
sustainability. Gruen's prototype is first placed in the contemporary
literature on global sustainability, and his life and work as a
practitioner and theorist areoutlined. Afterdetailing his metropolitan
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ideal, its value in planning thought and practice is commented upon.
Groen's position, though seriously incomplete, is an important
middle-left synthesis in planning theory. As an integrated transit-auto
concept, his prototype is conceptually useful for automobile cities
planning to add moremass transit,and for masstransitcitiesplanning
to addmorefreeways.

In 1973, at age sixty-nine, Victor Groen published the last chapterof
his literary crusade against low-density automobile sub-urbanization.
He argued that it represented "land wastage, the destruction ofnatural
assets, compartmentalization and ghettoism, economic and ethnic
segregation, and enforced mobility" (1973a, 202). Without usingthe
now current standard of "sustainability," he said the samething: The
consequences of worldwide auto sprawl would crippleglobalEco
systems and could bring about the "physical and psychological
starvation of urbanized man" (1973a, 202). Recent studies of ex
urbanization (Nelson and Dueker 1990), super suburbs (Dillon,
Weiss, and Hait 1989), edge cities (Garreau 1991), high urban
gasoline consumption (Newman and Kenworthy 1989; Blacket aI.
1990), and global warming (Titus 1990), suggest that Gruen's
concerns remain unresolved. Manythoughtful observers believe that
creating a globally sustainable society, that is, "onethat satisfies its
needs without jeopardizing the prospects of future generations"
(Worldwatch Institute 1990), should head the agenda for
contemporary planners (Lim 1990).8s

Some researchers have associated urbanization with social and economic

development. Lerner (1964) arguesthat increasing urbanization tendsto raise literacy,

which leads to media exposure, which in turn increases peoples' participation in

economic and political life. But manyother researchers havearguedthat the veryrapid

rates of urbanization in the Arabcountries haveoutpaced the ratesof industrialization

and economic production (Eskist, 1983). Issawai (1969), in his studyofthe relationship

between urbanization and economic development, found that the ratesandpatternof

urbanization in the Arab countries are different fromthose ofWesternNations in that

they are not conducive to economic development. There isan over urbanization and the

concentration of the urban population andservicesin a fewcities.Similarly, Ibrahim

(1975) and A. Galal (1972) claim that "over-urbanization" in Arabcountries hinders

modernization and economic development. They argue that in Western countries

industrialization in the nineteenth century proceeded more rapidlythan urbanization, but

in Arab countries the opposite hasbeen true. Urbanization has not led to the expected

II HiI,DIVid R.:SUlt:llIIIbIIy,VIamrGn-., lind the CeIuIa-.......·,JournaI c:l the American Planning Auociation.
58(3): 312-326. 1992 Summer. (Diagram., References]
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modernization and economic development. Rapid increase inurbanpopulation have put

considerable pressure on housing, transportation, watersupplies, healthservices, and

education, resulting in extensive urban poverty and high rates of unemployment

(Roberts, 1978; Linn, 1982). Responding to such trends, policy makers in many

developing countries are convinced that citysize should be contained and controlled.

The political economy approach examines the natureand meaning of
urban planning in capitalist society. This approach mightencompass
speculations about the relationships among capitalism, democracy,
and reform. Generally this approach is disinterested in planning
practice. Rather, this work begins with a general theory-most
commonly some version ofMarxism--and uses casestudiesfrom the
planning arenato illustrate the prettiness theory.86

2.5 The Sustainability Debate and Good Urban and Regional Form

Human happiness and ecological systems should be developed according to

certain limits and balances. This issue raises the continuing question of how the

accelerated expansions of consumable industrialization caneffect the ecosystem. This

also questions the case of the sustainability of the human relationship to nature.

(Meadows 1972; .Mumford 1961; and Worldwatch Institute 1990). McHarg (1971),

expressed that human happiness depends upona balance between human nature's needs

for community and spiritual meaning, and its needs for rationality, individuality,

material support, andmaterial accumulation. Ecological stability likewise depends upon

limits and balances, with these beingdefined withina delicate webof interdependent

living and non-living natural systems.

Taking these assumptions intoconsideration, Mumford arguesthat the operation

of the modern world stimulates expanding obsessions and compulsions in humanity,

whichpush it beyond these limits.

He felt that popular democracy's abilityto dealwithenvironmental
quality depended on the electorate's grasp ofthe complex economics,
ethics, and aesthetics of urban and regional space. Until the voters
could debate these issues adequately, littleprogress couldbe made. He
tried to make his spatialdiagrams simple, clear, andexplicit, so that a
broad range of busy people couldget the ideaquickly inpreparation
for public discussion.87

.. Seec.teb (1977); Tibbend Sawn (1978); Hervey (19788, 1978b); Fai'lsteln InS Falnstein (1982); PIIiI (1983);
Fogellong (1986); and Soja (1989).

17 HI, David R.,"8usWftllb8y1 VIotIoran..........Cell..MeIropoIIs.-.JoumaI of the American Planning Aasociation.
58(3): 312-326. 1992 Summer. lDMvamI, References]
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In theory, it allows us not only to calculate whether we haveattained
sustainability, but also to determine how far awaywe are. (Actual
measurement, though, is another, harder task.) Clearly, it can be
argued that, though initially flawed and vague, the conceptcanbe
transformed and refined to be ofuse to planners. History, Equity, and
Sustainable Development One obstacle to an accurate, working
definition of sustainability maywell be the historical perspective that
sees the practice as pre-existing, either in our past or as a Platonic
concept. I believe instead that our sustainable future does notyet exist,
either in realityor evenin strategy. 18

The path towardsSustainable Development There is two final aspects
of the fuzzy defmition ofsustainability: its path and its outcome. The
basic premise of sustainable development isone that, like the long
term goalofa balanced u.s. budget, is hard not to like.89

Evaluating the real world withall its components needsa modified modelthat

achieves the set ofgoalsand objectives for a specific setting.

2.6 Planning Models for the Real World

The comprehensive rational planning model, which is considered the original

planning model, ischaracterized as beingmore conceptual than reaL

Faludi, 1979 added that, due to its perception as a broad and theoretical model,

the comprehensive rational approach has received tremendous criticism on both

incrementalist and substantive grounds. Incrementalist criticism ofthe modelcenterson

perceived shortcomings in command, control, and communications-implementation

issues. Substantive criticism focuses on the models self-imposed value-neutral, and

objective posltioning."

Important qualitative and intangible considerations are usuallyabsent
from theoretical models and approaches. Successful corporate
planning requires a balance ofart and science. The corporateplanner
then should implement the following guidelines: I.Give adequate
attention to all dimensions of strategic planning, Le., rational,
political, and educationaL 2.Balance specialized and fragmented
planning inputs with overall qualitative analysis and judgments.
3.Integrate strategic planning with complementary systems, and
monitor and control the execution of the plan. 4.Maintain and

It These Issues cllanguage and translation were raisedbyNgugl waThiong-o and Stull'tHd naepnte distinguished lectures
atthe Center fa theCrltlcaI Analysis clContemp<Dy Cultures, Rutgers University (March 31 andAprl15,1993).
"ibid (M.-ch 31 andAprI15, 1993).

10 faludl,Andr.... PlanningTheory. Ollfcrd, England: Pergamon Pr..Ltd.,1979, 172-173.
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upgrade the strategic planning system,which includesbalancing the
plan's internal and externaldlmensions,"

2.7 Criticism and Approaches

The traditional rationalplanningmodelhas receivedmanyattacks for
its lack of consideration of implementation issues. Friedman and
Hudson identified the handlingofuncertaintyas one area in which the
synoptic modelhas difficuhies.92

Accordingly, rational planning is perceived as a special blend of hope and

expectation, although there are no two persons likely to have the same basis of

judgment regarding the future. Despite the claim that statisticians have succeeded in

accommodating subjectivity in decision models, this does not entirely eliminatethe

irrational bias inherent in the decisionmakingand analysisprocess.

Consequently most decision variables can be seen as essentially
unstable, subjectto changesin tastes and attitudes.This leaves rational
planners in a somewhatprecarious positionwhen a "best-fit" solution
developed at one time becomesless desirablethan other ahematives at
a future time-contrary to the axiomsofrationalitythat require rational
plannersto objectively select the single best choice or solution.93

Another major incremental problem is related to coordination. Decision

theorists assumethat once a decisionis taken, it should be implemented with minimalof

abrasion. But empirical studies of organizational behavior have concluded that

coordination not only may be difficult to achievebut may, in some cases, be ahogether

impossible.

In his study of bureaucracy, Anthony Downs (1967) formulated three basic
principlesoforganizational control:

The first is the law ofImperfect Control: no one can fully control the
behaviorofa largeorganization.

The second is the Law of Diminishing Control: the larger any
organization becomes, the weaker the control over its action exercised
by those at top.

11 Rodgers, Wilam N. Babcock, Rich.-dD. Efendioglu, A1ev M.....Art 01StI...... ,..,....,Advanced Management

JournaL 53(4~ 26-31. 1988Autumn. [DialP'ams. References)
t2 Friedmann. John and Hudson, B, ·Knowledge and Action : A Guide to Planning Theory: Journal ct American Planning
A!!oCIatiOn. vol. No.~. 1974. pp. 958-982.
II Hudson, B•• ·Compa-ison d Current Planning Theoriel : Countwpa'ts~Contradictions. • Journal d American Planning
AHociation. vol. 45,no.4, 1979, pp.387·398.
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The third is the law of Decreasing Organization: the larger any
organization becomes, the weakerthe coordination of its actlons."

Incremental planners contend that the conceptual natureofsynopticplanning

renders it unrealistic as a practicaltechniquefor conducting planning. It is argued that

the synoptic modelhas a limitedpracticality due to:

1) Insensitivity to limitations on information and decision-making abilities,

2) Dependence on reductionism problemsolving techniques, and

3) Emphasis on the centralized bureaucracy as a result to conduct planning

functions, are all presented as arguments to support the contentionofthe

limitedpracticality ofthe synopticmodel.

On the other hand, the incremental approachstresses that: "intuition, experience,

rules of thumb [sic], various techniques (rarely sophisticated) known to individual

planners, and an endless series of consultations."95 On reflection, Hudson (1979)

contends that incremental planning is more typical ofthe type ofplanningthat takes

place all around the worldon daily basis. Planning in this sense is less organizedand

somewhat more informal, with more individuals and groups contributing independently

insteadofa largeorganized effort under strict centralized authority,"

However, disjointed incremental planning was found to be
handicapped by its lack of comprehensiveness. Economiesofscale
and the benefitsofsynergistic programsofdevelopmentwere lost. In
response to this, a mixed-scanning approachwas developed."

The mixed-scanning model was the compromise approach
synthesizing traditional comprehensive rationalism with disjointed
incrementalism. Mixed scanning seeks to take advantage of the
synoptic approach's comprehensiveness and the incrementalist
approach's thoroughness."

Transactive planting developed for similar reasons as incremental
planning but with a different focus. While incremental planning
adheres to the more traditional concepts ofeconomic incentiveand
gain, transaetive modelspursue a differentobjective. The transactive
approach devalues statistical and mathematical modeling (objective
approach) in favor of the subjective approach. Practitionersprefer

14 Downs, Anthony, ·Emerging VIeWS c:I Planning.- Journal c:I American Institute cIplanning. vol 33,no. 4,July, 1967, p.234.

• 5 Horvat, B.,etaI. ·SeIf-Governing Sociaism.- wi. 2 White Plains, NewYorlc: Institutional Arts and ScIences Press, 1972, p.200.

" Hudson, B., ·Compaison c:I CUITent Planning Theories : Counterpa1s n Contradictions.· Journal cI Amtlrican Planning
Association, vol 45, no. 4, 1Im~, pp.387-398.
• 7 Rondinell, Dennis, Developmentproia. policy Experiments. london: Methuen &Co. Ltd., 1983, pp. 25-26.
II CllTlhis, M.,Planning TheoryandPhilClllClphy. NewYak: Tavistock PUblicCiona, 1979, p.56.
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face-to-face contact with affected groups stressing quality-of-life
issues rather than economic issues. Transactive planners see planning
as a natural part of the learning/evolving process. Hence planners
stress generalized development versus specific goal achievement,
decentralized versus centralized authority, grass roots versus
administration initiation ofdevelopment andgoal setting.99

Klosterman (1976) found that transaetive planning is also a viable
solution to the paralysis caused by the dysfunction of pluralist
decision making.'?"

2.8 Substantive Critique

The area ofsubstantive criticism is where the comprehensive rational
model may have experienced its most important and fundamental
refutation. The problem truly lies with the heterogeneous nature of
knowledge and value sets in a democratic-pluralistic society.IOI

Planners often prepare plans less as a source of vision than as a
rhetorical weapon they can deploy in adversarial development
batt1eS.102

The problem is not a matter of uncertainty about the way things are, but the

certainty that the prejudices of the current paradigm will bias and hence misrepresent

the nature of the situation in the future. In addition to the problem ofknowledge, a

second major obstacle confronting theories of rational decision-making, is what

economists call a community welfare function that is a calculation oftradeoffs among a

community's preferences for different objectives. Only six years after Simon's book

(1945) on administrative decision processes, Kenneth Arrow (1951) provided proof

that, within the constraints of formal democracy, a community welfare function could

not be logically derived from premises that conform to the formalized rules ofpolitical

democracy.I03

The end •.. of the practical disciplines or praxis is not theoretical
knowledge... [It] is to change our forms ofactivity and bring them
into closer approximation to thefull ideal offree human activity.104

.. Friedman, John, Relraeing America Garden City, New York:Anchor PresslDoubleday, 1973, pp.4-6.

100 Klclterman, R. "Toward a Normative Theory fA Plannilg.- Ph.D. Dissertation, Comell UnMnIty. Urban and Regional
PlannIng, 1978, p.89.

101 Mandlebaum. Seymour, -AComplete General TheayfA PlannilgIsImposstie.- PoIk:y Sciences 11, 1979, pp. 68-70.

102 Forester, John.."WhIIt ......... Do: PowIr, PoIIIIos, InCI PwIueIon.-, Admilistratiw Science Qu.w.1y. 41(4): 719-723.
1996 Dec. (References)
10J MOW, It. Social Choice and Individual Values. New York: John, Wiley and Sona, 1951.

104Aristotle. quoted inR.Bemsteie, Prui.and Action (Philadelphia:University ofPcnnsylvania Press, 1971) 316.
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The advocacy planners will argue that no common social interest in
sustainable development exists, and that bureaucratic plannerswill
invariably create a sustainabledevelorcment schemethat neglectsthe
interestsboth ofthe poor and ofnature. 05

Advocacy planning addresses the pluralistic concerns as well as the
shortcomings ofthe incrementaland transactive models.106

From a legal point of view, advocacy planning protects minority interests.

Advocacy planners' claim that, while transitive, incremental, and even synoptic

planning may have the best of intentions with regards to planning for a majority

population, the minority interests cannot bemerelybrushed aside or ignoredaltogether.

Both aspects form the society profile that shapes its personality. This planning insures

that minority interests at all phases in planning are represented and addressed.The

process also insures in some ways, the satisfactionofthe minority interests. Advocacy

planning overcomes the shortcomings ofsystems based on subjective,group dominated

manipulation.

Radical planning is an ambiguoustradition, with two mainstreamsof
thinking that occasionally flow together. One version is associated
with spontaneous activism, guided by an idealistic but pragmatic
vision of self-reliance and mutual aid. Like transitive planning, it
stresses the importance of quality-of-life factors. More than other
planning approaches, however, its point of departure consists of
SPecific substantive ideas about collective actions that can achieve
concrete results in the immediatefuture. It draws on varying sources
of inspiration economicsand the ecological ethic, social architecture,
humanistic philosophy,and historicalprecedents. In this sense, radical
planning is the empowennent ofplanners as active agents ofchange
with the job of facilitating social erentation by the people
through educationand social advocacy.'

The second stream ofradical thought takes a more critical and holistic
look at large-scale social processes: the effect ofclass structures and
economic relationships; the control exercised by culture and media;
the historicaldynamics ofsocial movements, confrontations,alliances,
and struggles. The focus is less on ad hoc problem solving through
resurrected community, and more on the theory ofthe state, which is
seen to permeatethe character ofsocial and economic life at all levels,

105 These Issues cIlanguage and translation were raised byNgugl waThiong-o and Stuart Hal il sepnte distinguished lectures

at the Center f« theCritical Analysis cIContempcxwy Cultures, Rutgers University (March 31andApri 15,1993).
101 Davidoff, Paul, -AJjVOJZy and Pluralism i1 Plamlng.- Journal cIAmerica1lnstilute cIPlanning, \d. 33, no.., July, 1967,

p.23Q.
• Bolan, R., -Emerging VI8WS cIPlanning.- JOIITl8I cIAmerican Institute cIPlanning, YOI. 323, no. 4,July, 1967, P. 239.
107 Grabclw, S. andHeskins, A., -Foundations fa' I Radical Concept cIPIanni\g.- JOlm8I d American Institute cIPlanning. vol.

39,no. 2, Mardl, 1973, p.112.
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and in tum determines the structure and evolution of social
problems.10e

2.9 Planning, the Other Definition

If you're not willing to make arguments and stickto themin orderto
pursue difficult agendas, thendon't get involved in planning. Wedon't
needany hangnails on the fickle finger offate. I09

Several and repeated attacks on the rational planning modelhave led someto

consider abandoning the theory altogether in favorofa lessrational, morepragmatic

modeL Although the Comprehensive Planning Model has proved to have many

shortcomings in implementation, it is still applicable in manysituations. Many ofthe

other models still maintain a degree of rationalism in their approach. This is

philosophically justifiable whenoneconsiders that planning occursfor rational reasons

based on needs and desired objectives and goals to be achieved. As far as

incrementalism is concerned, this relegates the rational theoryquestion to beone of

appropriate implementation. This concept considers the limitations and constraints in

resources of any region in relation to its desires, in order to ensure the proper

implementation of any conceived plan. Suchlimitations are translated into fonns that

include the planning organization for gathering data, processing information, and acting

on that information in a directed and controlled manner. Yet this does not addressthe

much moreserious substantive issues. Rational planning was originally intended to be a

'value-neutral' endeavor, which was established as a legitimate scientific field witha

systematic method that mayensurestrictobjectivity.

Development planning has been masquerading as an apolitical,
technical, and rational instmment for serving the public or collective
interest. In fact, planning hasbeenan inherently political activity.ttO

In fact, in a pluralistic-democratic society, the nebulous natureof
societal norms, values and goals makes it inherently difficult to
arbitrarily define universal values and societalgoalsto plan by. But
planning for the future requires the establishment or projection of
goals; thus requiring a value or normative based rational modeL In
fact, normative models (basedon various incremental approaches) are
steadily gaining in favor amongst planners. Faludi (1973) cites

10. Ibid.

lot Ferester. John.,"WhIIt PIMneIs Do:Poww. PaIIIIos,-.cI """Ion.-, Administrative ScIence Quster1y. 41(4): 719-723.
1996Dec. [Rererence&]
110 Webber, M., "The Myth d Rationality: DeY8lopment Planning Reconsidellld.- Environment andPlanning B: Planning anct
.Q!!!gn, YOI. 10,1083, p.96.
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Friedmann (1966) elucidating that "the goalsofnormative planning
are thoseofthe system itself.1

11

Here in one pithy line we see the interweaving ofsubstance ("good
arguments"), connections ("theirfriends"), distributive politics ("their
interests"), and political uncertainty ("feared lawsuits"), too.

Analysts have tended to over emphasize the scope of adversarial
relationships in planners' work and to underestimate the social
significance oftheirtechnical activity, Hochargues. The analysts have
fostered commitments to distinctions that not only miss the
complexity of planners' activity, but also. Blind practitioners to the
importance and value of their actions.... Planners are not only
gatekeepers, but pathbreakers; not simply visionaries, but counselors;
not just power brokers, but public servants; not experts, but
teachers,' t2

2.10 Decentralization Philosophy

Decentralization, is viewed by many planning theorists as the onlyconcept to

achieve social, economic and political development. Decentralization, according to such

theory, may deal with large as well as small states and endeavors to grant local

governments some degree of autonomy. The justification for decentralization could

merely be to allow practical administration, or in other cases, as a strategy for coping

withpolitical instability anddemands for regional autonomy.

Decentralization is a term that has beenexpanded to covera widerangeoflife

aspects. However, one should be morespecific as well as sensitive whendealing with

the concept of 'decentralization'. Decentralization meansdifferent thingsto different

people in different countries. In their analyses, Mathur, Rondinelli, Nellis and Harris

show that political and administrative leaders in different countries bad their own

particular reasons for promoting planning and administrative decentralization. Fantini

and Gittelalso found that "decentralization" has been interpreted differently. Some view

decentralization simply as an administrative devicethat shiftsadministration fromthe

national to state or citygovernments and fromcentralcity administrative offices to the

field. Others insist that decentralization plans embody a design for meaningfully

yielding ofup powerfromcentral agencies to localcommunities.

The process of decentralization denotes the transfer ofauthority, legislative,

ttt FlIIud~ A., planning Theory. Oxtcnf, England: Pergamon Press lid.,pp. 172. 1973. Citing Friedmann, John, ·Plannlng IS a
V<Uion:f>!an C-*., vol. 13, 196617, pp. 99-124.Vol. 1,no. 7.pp. 8-26.
tt2 Fa..., John.,"WhII& PIIII'iiwrs Do: Poww. PoIItIos, Mel ............•• Administrative SCience QU8ter1y. 41(4): 719-723.
1996 Dec. [Rer.ences]



judicial and/or administrative, from a higher levelofgovernment to a lowerone. It is

the converse ofcentralization that should not beconfused with deconcentration, a term

generally used to denotethe delegation ofa subordinate officerto act in the name ofthe

superior without a transfer ofauthority to him.

In 1931, Leonard D. White gave a specific definition to decentralization. He

viewed decentralization to involve the process of conferring authority legislative,

executive, and judicial upon lowerbranches ofgovernment. Feslernotes the different

use ofthe term,"decentralization", inFrance, England and UnitedStates as follows:

The French use the term "decentralization", for the transferofpowers froma

central government to a specialized authority with a distinct legal personality (for

example, the increase of the degreeofautonomy ofa local government or ofa public

enterprise corporation).

In both England and the United States "decentralization" is a generic term

similar to "administrative", "political" and "governmental", which servesto specifya

limited usage. Whereas, "federalism," local self-government, and ''intergovernmental

relations" are alternative terms for specific purposes. The UnitedNations Divisionfor

Public Administration, considered decentralization as the vestingofauthorityby the

central government. To it, the term refers to the transferofauthorityaway from the

national capital either by deconcentration (Le. delegation) to field offices, or by

devolutionto localauthorities and other localbodies.

A broader and more operational definition of decentralization was stated by

Diana Conyers as being, 'the transferofauthorityto plan, makedecisions, and manage

public functions from a higher level ofgovernment to any individual organizationor

agency at a lower level'.

However, from the above definitions, it seems clear that the concept of

"decentralization" has been to someextent confusing and undefined,No country is fully

centralized or decentralized. Accordingly, ifwe assume that the centralizationisat one

end of a spectrum and decentralization is at the other, one step or two from

centralization in the direction of decentralization should not be considered as full

decentralization, but rather as a step towarddecentralization. What is important is the

balance between centralization and decentralization, that depends on each country's

circumstances Le. cultural, economic, authoritative, political system, etc. and its reasons

behind initiating decentralization policies. Decentralization, by itself is not a solutionto

a problembut rathera processby whichcertainobjectives can be achieved.
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2.11 Conclusion
Since Planning is involved with the property rights regime in the name of

justice, this makes it an activity that transcends scientific rationality and utilitarian

ethics. Accordingly, property rightsand their complementary aspectsbecome essential

normative components of the decision making process. Because ofthe emphasis of

planning process on rationality, its traditions take the notion ofglobalization. Such

claim is erroneous because ofthe following: 1) rationality is particular to cultures and

social systems where humanbehavior is involved; and 2) Although property rightsare

the center of almost all planning activities, their relationship to justicevarieswidely

fromone context to another.

As planners, we should always believein ourselves as humansaviors. We shape

human life from top to bottom. Accordingly, the 1945 post-warera wasa goodmedia

for planners to demonstrate their ability and good will to join and guide the

reconstruction effort. Social as wellas economic reformation hadto take a significant

value in the objectives. After50 yearswe haveto run a self-criticism process. Several

problems that were translated into dilemmas are reflected in the current planning

confusion.

As Friedmann pointsout, although informal and formal planning have
engaged mankind from time immemorial, it is a relatively young
academic discipline. As such, planning theory has been subjectto
much analysis, revision, and reconsideration... Theorists and
advocates ofvarious schools ofplanning maycriticizethe synoptic or
comprehensive rational model ofplanning (employed by the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia) for its methodology, circumscribed logic or a
particular past application.113

Taking into account huge budget deficits accumulated by even the
richest countries, it is no longerfeasible just to buy a solutionto the
problems of the growing urban crisis.Morecreative approaches are
wanted. Oneofthem involves time:usingthe clockas a new resource.
New social architecture oftimecouldaddress a varietyofiUs.•• This
means treating time as an economic and socialresource- promoting
24-houreconomies with successive work shifts.I14

The time factor is a radical one, which will not work in a societylike KSA

where the daily life cycle revolves aroundIslamic prayer times (5 timesa day). This

concept may only work well in the holy cities ofMecca and Medina, wherepeople

t II Hudson, B., ·Comperison cICurrent PlaMilg Theories :Counterpa1a m Contradicliona. • JoumaJ d theAmerican Planning
ANocIaIIon. vol 45, no.4,1979, p.389.
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spend most of theirtime in practicing rituals during few days while visiting the holiest

of the holy cities for Islam 'no time should be wasted on side issues'. Commercial and

service activities have to cope with around the clock schedule, 365 days a year.

114Hager, L MiehaeI.,""" nonstop oily-And OCher ........ noIIons IIbouttlme.-, Futurist 31(3): 39-042. 1997 May/Jun.
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CHAPTER THREE

REGIONAL AND LOCAL DAT A

SURVEY METHODOLOGY, DATA

COLLECTION, COMPILATION AND

ANALYSIS

3.1 Introduction

This chapterexamines the case studyin depth, including the region's importance

and its characteristics. An assessment ofthe region's physical, socialand economical

components is presented. Also, this chapter includes an overview of the inter

relationship between eachand everyzone in the region, as well as an analysis ofthe Part

ofthe region understudy- theAl Khajji Governorate (Figure 1-4).

Both statistical and visual information that addresses the social, economic, and

urban factors in the Al Khajji Governorate will be drawn on. Moreover, the chapter

includes a global outlookon the kingdom with a focuson the importance of its Eastern

Region.

The chapter describes the proposed scope and methodology for choosing the

land use surveys for AI Khajji region as representing the Eastern Region ofSaudi

Arabia. It also summarizes the method used for carrying out the surveyofnatural

resources.

3.2 Regional Plan Level

For the sake of recording the broad distribution of existing land use and

conditions allover the Eastern Region as a basic data of developing the Strategic

Development Plan, Al Khajji region is selected to present the Eastern Region

settlements for the following reasons:

• It is a medium size city and lies in between Dammam as a largecityand

other smalltownsand settlements suchas AIJubail.

• Its development paralleled thegrowing economy ofthecountry,same is the

case in other areas.

• It faces the same problems of other settlements, suchas low development

rate, insufficient infrastructure, inadequate facilities, such as education,



health, recreation, anda highdemand for housing, etc...

• Although it is not a bigcity, it has a heavy traffic loadpassing through from

and to Kuwait, which eventually addresses issues ofroadmaintenance for

example.

• It is a rich and resourceful city with a diverse economic potential that

deserves special attention and comprehensive proposals fordevelopment.

3.3 StrategicDirective Plan Level

Recording existing land uses ofthe various settlements aswellas the building

condition data for the region under study (namely AI Khoff! region) is utilized as an

input for the preparation ofthe Strategic Directive Plan forAIKhajji urban area.

A full survey ofAIKhaffl region willbe carried out in the following steps:

• Land Use Survey forAIKhafj; Region Settlements in general

• Urban Land & Building UseClassification consisting ofthe following:

A three tier coding system for land classification is used as follows:

1. At the lowest tier, there are 72 classifications, carrying a wide range of

building usesin the Eastern Region Settlements.

2. At the middle tier, there are 24 classifications. This mapout the uses in the

lowertier in one group.

3. At the toptier, the land usescan be grouped intomajor headings. (Table 3·1).

• The Survey Methodology willexplain the following procedures:

1. Scale ofthe Random Sample Surveys.

2. Delineation of Random Sample Survey Zones.

3. Field Listing.

4. Checking by the Researcher.

S. Output andResults.

6. Survey Team.

7. Time schedule.

8. Unmapped Settlements.

• The Survey Context willconsist ofthe following:

1. Natural Resources Survey.

2. Climatic Data.

3. SoilandLand forms.

4. Natural Vegetation (Grazing).
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s. Water Resources - Surface Water andGroundWater.

6. Economically Exploitable Minerals.

7. Agriculture andEcology.

• AI Khafji Regional LandUsewill discussthe data presentation method.

• The Survey Analysis will tacklethe following issues:

1. Building and LandSurvey.

2. Roadand Network Survey,

3.4 Land Use Survey for the AIKhaD; Region Settlements

The Urban Land Use Survey coversthe built up areasoftheAI Khajji Region

Settlements. It provides the basis for a general presentation and analysis of landuses

and also, includes a General Settlements function in the region, and their general role in

the region.

In devising the methodology for theAI Khajji Region urbanlanduse survey a

number ofpretestswereconducted. The purpose behind thesepretestswas to determine "

a suitable land use classification, which relates concisely to the city'sexisting urban

uses and secondly, to ensure that the proposed surveys could be carried out in an

organized andaccurate way.

3.5 Urban Land & Building Use Classification

In orderto devise the classification, a random sample surveytest was carried out

in AI Khajji City. The proposed land & building use classification is illustrated in

Table3.1. The system has beendesigned to reflectthe land & building uses found inAI

Khajji City by the Municipality. It is also set out in sufficient detailto ensure that the

diverse mixand rangeofuses in the regionunderstudycan be adequately recorded. The

coding system, as shownin Table3.1, has 3 tiers ofclassifying landuse.

First, at the lowest tier there are 72 classifications, whichcoversa widerange of

building uses in the Eastern Region Settlements. Thisdetailed levelallowsto underline

the distinctions between uses, ofdifferent locational requirements, suchas officesand

retail units or play grounds and sportsclubs. It also distinguishes betweenthe various

types of government and institutional uses andprovides a usefulbreakdown for a more

detailed analysis ofdata.

Second, at the middle tier there are 24 classifications. Thesegroup togetherthe

uses in the lower tier in an appropriate way that allows for mapping the survey

information. Any greater number of classifications wouldcomplicatethe mapping in
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terms ofreading and interpreting.

Third, at the top tier,the land usescan be grouped intothe following headings

residential, commercial, industrial, transport, utilities, non-building uses, lnstltutional,

cultural, recreational, health services, educational services, religious andcommitted

land. These major headings areused to summarize the landuse survey data. (Table 3-1).
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Table 3-1: Land Use Classification System

H.A:m.IUlSE CODING USE CAT~GQ8I

1) RESIDENTIAL 100

~ 101 Apttrmts
102 LowCbsiPopk
103 1rdiml~

1~ ViIh
105 Pdke
106 TelIpm:yI~~

CoomJml~ 111 Re.et-lilte
112 WOlk.Qmp

2) COMMERCIAL 200

WInesale 201 WlDkslE
Rdail 211 GerrralRdail

212 Petrol~ StiiJn
0fIX:es 221 Gerrral-anl-PmaleofiDs

amFJIIlll:ialServi:es
SeJvirs 231 PerDB1mlcdu'SelvUs:

e.g. hnhy,puoJrim's,
1Dtus,1aibsmlresarcns.

232 lIoo:6
233 W~(ouskIeirdus1ml

iIms. eg,caJd~ ti'enpti').
234 a..sW&~

235 Calilacial&reskbtid
3) INDUSTRIAL AND

WAREHOUSING 300

L@lt1Idmy 301 L@lt~an

F~

302 W~

Hea\y1Idmy 311 <lrni=akRlPbtts
312 Oda'bmyirdsry

OilarxfGas 321 OilardGasRefineJy
Extra:ti\e idmy 331 OilFdJs

332 Mirqml~

W~ 344 W~anS1a¥
(~'ootmnrs)mls)
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4) TRANSPORT 400

Tet'Illimk 401 Bl6Temimls
402 TaxiTeunimk
4ffi AiJxxt
404 SeaPat

5) UTILITIES 500

1.JtJ'Jtrs 501 ~PmwrStiin

SOl Desa1irDinPbt
503 Sewage~

SOt SoilWase
505 TekmmFday
sos OduUtilty

6) NON-BUILDING - USES 600

Cemmy 001 Cemmy

~ 611 SrmlllDkq
612 FamEstae

0Jm 621 WaJi
622 VaatUnl
623 ~Lard

7) INSTITUTIONAL 700

Gl\amIrtMtillim· 701 Govemnrt~

tiJnniSeM:es Po1ke,CivilIJeffJR, Cmtglml
futofli:eamaID'

702 lVarxlRdJ
703 OduGovemnrt~

8) CULTURAL 710

711 Limy
712 Idri:l1Jikq lX'sIe
713 CoommIyam'lSarxlalD'

SoWVcuk1wl
714 Pmae~arxl

Soci.Us
715 Oduwhtalarxl t)tedaililelt
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9) RECREATIONAL 720

721 Fai'grolnl
7Zl. Stntsa1ivlis
723 Pbygrwxl-Pak
724 ~tmalJDk

725 &xiJlclub
10) HEALTH SERVICES 730

731 ND:~

732 PmaelbPal
733. HeakhCeDfr
734 ~

11) EDUCATIONAL

SERVICES 740

741 ~crNlnuy

742 Go\mltatPrimy
(GrlsaBo)5)

743 Gownlluthenmlde
(GrlsaBo)s)

744 Go\U111atSecaxDy
(GnaBo)s)

745 PmaeSdmJs{by-t)pe)
746 Edx:abtuludi~~

\\dUeclink:setc.
747 ~Edx:abt

12) RELIGIOUS 750

751 EiJ.Maqw
752 JunBMaqw
753 l.oca1Maqw
754 Odas

13) COMMITED LAND 760

761 Government
762 Oil
763 Private
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3.6 Survey Methodology

This study's main objective is to develop a Regional Development Strategy for

AI Khafji region, hence, a comprehensive detailed survey is not essential. Primarily, a

sample survey is needed. The following procedures were followed for the random

sample survey:

• Specifying theareas to be included in the random sample survey.

• Gathering any relevant datafrom previous survey workconducted recently

in these specific areas by agencies such as Municipalities, Ministry of

Planning, Department ofTownPlanning, ARAMCO, etc.

• Studying relevant survey research; its methodology, scaleandtype.

• A comprehensive urban survey will be conducted in a laterstage inthis

research, which requires a random checkasprerequisite to verify the quality

of suchsurveys. Random checking also fills the gaps, corrects mistakes, and

updates anychanges that might occur.

3.6.1 Scaleof the Random SampleSurveys

The scale at which the urban land and building use random sample surveys were

carried out varies according to the current intensity ofuseswithin Al Khajji City. In this

context, three types ofrandom sample survey areas are delineated. They are as follows:

a) Central Business District (CBD): This comprises the main commercial

center and major commercial corridors. It is a relatively dense urbanareaofrelatively

high-rise buildings. It also covers a significant area of a mixture of business,

commercial and residential uses.

b) Inner Area: This covers an areathat ischaracterized by a relatively lower

density ofurban form comprising a mixture ofhighand lowrisebuildings, witha lower

intensity of business and commercial uses. The uses ofthe ground floors in this area

tendto be different from theuses onthe upperfloors.

c) Outer Area: This covers a widearea and is characterized by predominantly

low-rise buildings.

3.6.2 Delineation of Random Sample Survey Zones

For administrative purposes AI Khafji City is divided into several zones that

form the basic unit for the random sample survey. Eachzone is further divided into

blocks to support the field workmethodology.
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3.6.3 Field Listing

The random sample survey of urban land use is based on a field-listing

procedure, where each individual surveyor is provided with a fieldwork form and

reference map. The surveyor traverses the survey area,by foot in the CaD and inner

area, or generally by car in the outerareas, and records the landuses inaccordance with

the coding system.

There are three types of fieldwork forms, which varyindetails according to the

area being surveyed. The most detailed form isemployed for the CaD survey area,a

slightly less detailed fonn is used to record uses in the innerarea, and a relatively

simple form is designed for use in the outerareaSurveys (see tablesAPI-I, API-2,

APl-3).

The reference maps (at an appropriate scale) showthe location ofeachbuilding

or block under survey. The field surveyors working within the CaD and innerareasof

AI Khajji City complete the surveying of a specified number ofbuildings eachday.

Surveyors working within the outer areas receive similar instructions, but for the

completion of a specified number of blocks. The individual surveyor systematically

surveys the buildings or blocks and identifies the land uses indetailaccording to the

particular survey zone. Ifthe surveyor is unable to identify the use, code,character, or

location of the land use,a note is made on the survey's formand map. Inside the CaD,

surveyors enterbuildings in orderto identify the building useson each floor.

3.6.4 Checking by the Researcher

On completion of the daily survey assignment, the surveyor return the data to

the researcher who checks the completed fieldwork fonn and reference maps. Any

discrepancies or irregularities will be noted and rectified. The researcher mayfmd it

necessary to carry out a field check to determine the accuracy ofthe random sample

survey.

3.6.5 Output and Results

Data collected in the fieldwork forms, and the reference mapswill be translated

into a composite land & building use mapofAI Khaf]! City. The results will then be

arranged intodata listsusing a GIScomputer program.

3.6.6 Survey Team

The Urban landUseSurvey wasconducted by a teamofprofessional surveyors
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along with the researcher who trained andtestedthe surveyor'scapabilities in carrying

out the fieldwork. The selection ofthe surveyors wasbased on the following criteria.

• Knowledge ofboth English and Arabic languages.

• Ability to read maps.

• Goodknowledge ofAl Khajji City.

The professional surveyors closelymonitored the fieldwork and supervised the

othersurveyors during the earlyweeks, throughrandomfieldchecking and monitoring.

3.6.7 Time schedule

The anticipated random sample survey

wasdesigned as follows:

• FieldSurvey

• Data recording

• Data Analysis

3.6.8 Unmapped Settlements

programfor the EasternRegion Cities

8 weeks

12weeks

8 weeks

The location of settlements, which were not documented in the detailed

mapping, was ascertained, if possible, fromexisting aerialmapping. The survey team

visited each known site accessible by car, and recorded its distance fromthe nearest

mapped location. Thenumbers ofdwellingunits in the area were recorded together with

any other significant landuses. The data collected wasput in lists. The randomsample

survey was restricted to settlements reached by a road network.

3.6.8.1BuildingCondition

The random sample survey appraised the quality and the condition of the

buildings in Al Khajji City. The survey focused on the zones,whichare identified by a

big number ofpoor quality building.

3.6.8.2Structural Condition

The random sample surveyassessed the structural conditionofthe buildings on

the basisofextemal inspection. A grading systemwas used as follows:

• Goodstructmal condition: No majordefects.

• Fair structural condition: non-structural defectse.g, peeling ofpaintwork,

dirt, damaged doors,windows, etc.

• Poor structural condition: evidence ofstructural defectssuch as cracksand

partial use ofnon-permanent materials.
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• Bad structural condition: evidence ofcollapse; abandonment; excessive use

ofnon-permanent materials, etc.

The above grades have beenadoptedto covera reasonable rangeofconditions

and to lay the basis for policies and proposals ofupgrading. For example, buildings in

bad condition maybescheduled for detailed surveys, whilean actionarea planmightbe

an appropriate suggestion for a deteriorating location. On the other hand, those

buildings in goodcondition maybeexcluded fromredevelopment proposals.

3.6.8.3 Buildings lifespan

The general life span of buildings I buildings blocks will fallwithinthree

categories, namely:

• Pre-1960.

• 1960-1980.

• Post 1980.

The buildings' life span was concluded fromexisting data, including available aerial

photographs and plans from the local authorities, as well as external inspection of

buildings.

In addition to documenting the life span of these buildings within the three

defined categories, relevant comments on the aesthetic qualityofthe buildings or blocks

has also beensuggested. Comments wererecorded inthe remarks columnand included

the quality of the buildings and areas. This additional Information wasessential at the

preparation stage of the Strategic Directive Plan, whichhelped in identifying potential

areas for conservation andI or redevelopment.

3.7 The Survey Context

The survey covered diverse fields ofservicesin the urbancontext. It covered

the natural resources, the climate, the soil and land forms, the naturalvegetation, the

waterresources, minerals and agriculture.

3.7.1 Natural Resources Survey

The natural resources surveywasdesigned to provide a thoroughunderstanding

of the natural and physical resources of the Eastern Region, also,AI Khajji area. It

covered a large rural area, and hence, it differed fromother surveys in this study. Its

basis was built on the interpretation and analysis of the existing data, which was

supplemented bya limited degreeoforiginal randomsamplesurveywork. Theanalysis

will focuson the following topics:
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• Climatic Data.

• Soiland Landforms.

• Natural Vegetation.

• Water Resources.

• Economically Exploitable Minerals.

The natural resources survey and data collected provided the basis for

identifying the areas that require maintenance. Also,theyallowfor identifying areas

reserved or considered as potential zones for agriculture, grazing, mineral exploitation,

water supply, coastal protection andnature conservation. The output ofthisworkwill

serve the purpose of providing the definition ofopportunities and constraints for the

generation of development options, primarily at the regional and the strategic directive

planlevel.

3.7.2 Climatic Data

The climatic data was obtained from the meteorological centers allover the

Region. Civil aviation data was obtained from the International Airport in addition to

data from the Arabian OilCompany worksin theAI Khoffl Region. Thedata collected

covered rainfall, temperature, humidity, evaporation, wind velocity etc. The data

obtained was analyzed to identify anyparticular characteristics ofclimate, whichmay

havean influence in the generation ofdevelopment strategies at the regional level.

Tables 3-2: Climatic Conditions In AI Khafjl ReglonU 5

AverageTemperature

AverageHumidity

Jaa Feb Mar Apr May Jaa July Aug Sept Ott Nov Dec

High 18 20 24 32 38 42 44 44 40 34 26 20

All: 14 14 20 24 30 34 36 36 32 26 20 14

Low 8 10 14 18 24 26 28 26 24 18 12 8. .
Jaa Feb Mar Apr May Jua July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

High 80 80 70 65 50 30 30 35 45 60 75 80
All: 60 55 50 40 30 25 25 25 30 45 55 55
Low 40 35 30 25 20 IS 15 IS 15 20 30 35

111 TheCimate AllIS Minlatry cl W"8nd Agriculture. KSA
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Average Rain (mm)

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

AVG 10 20 20 10 0 0 0 0 0 10 10 10

Fig. 3-1 Average Temperature (degree centigrade)
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3.7.3Soiland Land Forms

Data obtained fromthe Ministry ofAgriculture's office inthe Eastern Province

provided the basis for soilanalysis. Particular attention wasgiven, to factors affecting

the potentials for agricultural development, this includes:

• Soilprofile characteristics.

• Chemical and physical properties.

• Dune encroachment.

3.7.4Natural Vegetation (Grazing)

It is useful to mention that natural vegetation and trees in the studyregion are

relatively rare. Particular attention was given to the grazing potential ofsoil, bothby

analyzing the existing dataand by conducting new field surveys.

3.7.5Water Resources- Surface Water and Ground Water

This aspect of natural resources wasbasedon the analysis ofthe existing data.

Particular emphasis was givento the problem ofthe scarcity ofnatural water resources

and its impact on development. Primary data sources was included in the current study,

and also the investigation ofground waterat the EasternRegion.

3.7.6 Economically Exploitable Minerals

The survey included a review of the existing data in terms of the mineral

resources and the reports available from the Arabian Oil Company (ARAMCO). This

covered the survey ofmineral resources ofthe Eastern Region.

3.7.7Agriculture and Ecology

The natural resources survey closely relatedto the process ofdata gathering and

analysis of the relevant departments in agriculture and ecology. Thesewerethe main

input to identify the opportunities and constraints of the development options at the

regional and strategic directive plan levels.

3.8 AIKhafji Regional Land Use

3.8.1 Presentation or Data

The presentation of regional landusedata involved an aggregated summary of

the urban and rural land use survey data for the settlement. Thebroad patternofmajor

land usesoutside the urbanand ruralsettlements ofAI Khafji Region was also recorded
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from the existing mapping and aerial photography, besides data collected from the

natural resource surveys and other sources of infonnation. The existing AI Khaf]i

Regional land use map was presented at a reasonable scale, it differentiate between

urbanandrural activities, andpointed out the settlement patternin termsofthe principal

natural resources, agricultural land, transport, utility and other major land uses of

regional significance. Due to the broadscope ofpresentation required at the regional

level, land usesweregrouped intothe following majorcategories:

Urban Areas Grazing land

Major Industries Agriculture

Major Utilities Plantations

Ports Oasis

Villages

Defense Areas

Oil fields

3.9 Survey Analysis

3.9.1 Building and Land Survey

Sabkha

Land-under reclamation

Mainroads

In order to reach a realistic planthat deals with real lifesituation an analysis of

the various survey results for the city should be attempted. Thissurvey willhave

different dimensions with regards to the different aspects ofthe city. For example, its

age pattern, which is reflected in the city's structures and theiruses inaddition to their

conditions, which makes it important to give a complete representation ofthe existing

condition of the ground. This survey helpsindeciding whichzonesneed improvement

and inwhataspects (services, facilities, infrastructure, etc•••).

3.9.1.1 Building life -span

AI Khafji City has two buildings onlywhichareknownto be almost 40 years

old. This city is relatively newin comparison to otherSaudi cities. It wasestablished at

the beginning of the period ofoil exploration in the region. AI Khafji Cityis based on

the oil industry due to the fact that it is its maineconomic base.The following figures

(Figure 3-4) (Map AP2-7) illustrates the uneven building age patternduring the short

life spanofAI Khajji City.
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KHAFJI CITY, KSA
BuildingAge
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Fig. 3-4- AI Khafji City - Building Age

As clear in the building age analysis shown in Figure 3-4 that, the real building

boom has started 20 years ago, during the rise in the oil prices, which also coincided

with the start ofthe real-estate bank in the Kingdom. At that time the oil price jumped

from $5/8 to $35/8, which had its booming effect on development generally, and in real

estate particularly.

The second period ofgrowth is due to the fact that ten years ago oil companies

decided to finance a home ownership program for their employees, which resulted in the

building of 636 homes in one year. This represents the highest recorded number of

house construction to date. The oil companies has realized the fact that providing

houses for workers was a great incentive to keep their employees working for the same

company for longer periods of time. This housing policy consumed a lot ofcash

reserves that had to be spent in Saudi Arabia as part of the oil companies' concession

agreement. Additionally, housing loans are interest free, because the general policy of

Saudi Arabia prohibits the charging of interest.

After the last "boom", the building ofhouses seems to decline, which may be

due to several reasons. For example, the Gulf war of 1990 has its effect on AI Khcf]!

because of its location. Being on the borders with Kuwait, it housed most ofthe ground
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troops of the allies. Besides, government budgets were deeply affected by the fund

allocated to finance war purposes. The cost was highly significant in regards to the short

terms of these funds, precisely no more than eight months. Finally, the sharp fall in the

oil prices during the last few years influenced the government spending. The Saudi

budget depends largely on oil revenues, which was exacerbated by the fact that the

budget was planned based on an expectation ofa high level ofoil prices and did not

take into consideration the fluctuation of such prices down to the lower limit.

3.9.1.2 Building -Ground Floor Use

The analysis of the survey data shows that there are more private homes and low

cost housing (4730) which are entirely occupied by local citizens, than apartments

(212), which are occupied by non-citizens. This fact indicates that local residents

dominate Al Khafji , which is not the case in other Saudi cities. Cities, such as Khobar

or Dammam, have a balanced number ofexpatriates and locals. Al Khafji City is solely

characterized in the Eastern Region by having more locals than expatriates. This is

probably due to its strategic location being a boarder city where it is inappropriate to

have an unbalanced population mix. In addition the limited range ofactivities that are

represented in the oil production, border security and the army by their nature call more

for service of locals than expatriates where the ratio is about 80 to 20.

The calculated population is about 47300 persons, nearly 10 local inhabitants

per household. In addition, an estimated number of about 12700 persons live in

apartments or in camp housing, making a total ofabout 60000 persons. The calculations

of this figure includes two household helpers, such as a maid and a driver, which are

considered the minimum number of helpers that any household may have. The driver

specifically is essential for any household, because women are not allowed to drive

according to the Saudi regulations. There are a total of67 both boys and girls schools ,

which is sufficient according to the normal rates applied in KSA which tend to be

higher than most rates in other countries. There are thirteen health facilities , which is

not sufficient for the total population including expatriates. There is only one main

hospital belonging to the oil company and serving its own persormel and other

emergency cases. The twelve other clinics have no inpatient facility. (Figure 3-5), (Map

AP2-3/4).
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KHAFJI CITY, KSA
Building Ground Floor Use
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Fig. 3-5- AI Khafji City - Building Ground Floor Use

The total number ofmosques is 42, which is appropriate for the population and

is expected to increase in the next five years.

There are only three playgrounds and parks, which is not sufficient. However

they lack privacy and are relatively small in area.

Manufacturing does not appear to be the main economic activity in Al Khafji.

Commercial activities are quite sufficient in terms ofthe market demands. Nevertheless,

variations in commercial facilities to meet the needs of the different classes and sectors

of the society seem to be required.
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3.9.1.3 Building- Number ofF/oors

The analysis of the survey data show that the majority ofthe city's skyline

consists of low-rise buildings oftwo floors only (4840). (figure 3-6) (Map AP2-9).

One building only consists of six Floors.

The Commercial Residential buildings, which dominate the main street front,

are ofthree to four floors high.

KHAFJ] CITY, KSA
Building Number of Floors
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Fig. 3-6 - AI Khafji City - Building Number of Floor
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3.9.1.4 Building Condition

It became clear from the Building Condition survey, which is illustrated in the

map and its analytical chart, that: 78% of the buildings are in good or fair condition

most of which belong to the private homes sector. (Figure 3-7) (Map AP2-8).

About 15% of the building stock is in poor condition which needs extensive

maintenance. Only 7% of the building stock are in a bad or dilapidated condition and

need to be totally demolished. Non-durable materials are greatly used in construction of

these buildings.

KHAFJI CITY, KSA
Building Condition

Bad

7%

Good

46%

Fig. 3-7 - AI Khafji City - Building Condition.
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3.9.1.5 Building Utility Connection

The Building Utility Connection survey, which is illustrated in the map and its

analytical chart , proved that : 49% of the buildings have water, electric and telephone

utilities. Only 18% of the buildings have water and electric utilities. 2% have water

only, and these are mainly under construction. (Figure3-8) (Map AP2-10).

KHAFJI CITY . KSA
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Fig. 3-8 - AI Khafji City - Building Utility Connection
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309.1.6 Building-Mezzanine and Upper Floor Use

Most of the buildings with more than one floor are mainly apartments, Low-cost

housing, villas and work camps. In addition a few multi-storey buildings are used as

hospitals and schools. Buildings that have more than two floors are mainly low cost

housing and apartments, which dominate the skyline ofthe city. (Figure 3-9 & 3-10)

(Map AP2-5& 6).
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Fig. 3-9 - AI Khafji City - Building Mezzanine Floor Use
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Fig. 3-10 - AI Khafji City - Building Upper Floor Use
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3.9.1.7 Land Occupancy Survey

The Land Occupancy Survey reveals that only 24% of the dedicated land is

occupied. Such dedicated land is planned and distributed to the locals with nearly no

charge. Developing this land remains the responsibility ofthe owners. (Figure 3-11)

(Map AP2-11).

Usually, the owners have to wait for the infrastructure services installed by the

government, such as roads, water, electricity and telephone lines. Then they seek

government's soft loans from the real state bank of the government. This issue causes a

lot of problems for the future development ofthe city, as the government cannot, same

is the case with any other government worldwide, be responsible ofeverything such as

land allotting, infrastructure, and soft loans. There should be another appropriate

method for expediting the development to meet the public needs. Perhaps, an innovative

method of financing the infrastructure and buildings themselves, would be a conscious

attempt. This solution addresses a critical issue, which is the right ofall locals to have a

decent shelter as stipulated in the royal decree.

KHAFJI CITY, KSA

Land Occupancy
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Fig. 3-11- AI Khafji City - Land Occupancy
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3.9./.8 Land Use Survey

The Land Use Survey, which is illustrated in the map and its analytical chart,

indicates the following:

The current Master Plan, which is represented as a Land Use Plan shows that the

main land- use in the city is for residential buildings which, occupy about 18000 lots.

The Commercial use is appropriate to serve the planned residential use.

The Industrial use, which is represented as the third largest ofall the Landuses,

is not sufficient to support the community being the productive use.

The other uses occupy very limited areas, which calls for further study to fulfill

the actual needs for the proposed and planned lands. Figure 3-12) (Map AP2-2).
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Fig. 3-12 - AI Khafji City - Plots Landuse
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3.9.2 Road Network Survey

The Road Net Work is illustrated in several Maps and Charts as follows:

3.9.2.1 Street Width

Most planned streets are 15 m. wide, which is considered appropriate for service

roads in residential communities.

The majority of the streets range between 10 and 25 meters wide, and they are

mainly used as service roads. There are only seven high-speed roads or major roads,

whose width ranges between 50,60 and 100 meters wide. (Figure 3-13) (Map AP2-12).
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Fig. 3-13 - AI Khafji City - Road Network (Street Width)

3.9.2.2 Road Network Street Number ofLanes

As shown in the Road Network (Street Number of Lanes) Survey, which is

illustrated in the map and its analytical chart: 1474 Streets are two way, two lane streets.

Only 74 streets are four lanes, two lanes in each direction.

The remaining 18 streets are of 6 lanes, 3 lanes on each direction. These are

streets arterial roads that join the main sectors ofthe city. Only one street is an eight

lane road four lane on each direction, and it is the major highway in the Eastern Region,

connecting Al Khafji with other cities. (Figure 3-14) (Map AP2-13).
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Fig. 3-14 - AI KhafjiCity - Road Network (Street No. Of Lanes)
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Fig. 3-15 - AI Khafji City - Road Network (Street Plantation)
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3.9.2.3 Road Network - Street Plantation

The analysis of Road Network Street Plantation Survey shows the following:

3% of the total number of streets are planted, which is rather very limited in number.

Approximately 97% of the streets are not planted, either because they are still

not paved and landscaped or than are not considered to be important enough for

landscaping. (Figure 3-15) (Map AP2-14).

3.9.2.4 Road Network Street Lighting

The Road Network Street Lighting Survey analysis shows the following:

Only major streets are lighted which constitutes approximately 22% ofthe total

number ofstreet. (Figure 3-16) (Map AP2-15).

KHAFJI CITY, KSA
Road Network (Street lighting)

Fig. 3-16 - AI Khafji City - Road Network (Street Lighting)

The remaining 78% of the streets do not have street lights, either because they

are still not constructed, or they are in the process to take their turn in the future lighting

phasing plan.

3.9.2.5 Road Network Utility Lines

The Road Network Utility Lines Survey analysis demonstrates the following:

More than half of the number ofthe streets has no utility lines, which constitute

927 streets. This is mostly because they are only planned streets and are still under

construction.
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The majority of the other streets have water, electricity and telephone lines,

while about (464) streets lack sewerage system. Meanwhile, 186 roads have all utility

lines, which mainly serve the present community. (Map AP2-16).

3.9.2.6RoadNetwork Base Condition

Approximately 630/00f the streets are still sand tracks, due to the fact that they

are in the planning phase.

KHAFJI CITY, KSA

Road Network (Base Condition)

Good
11%

7%
S Track

63%

Fig. 3-17 - AI Khafji City - Road Network (Base Condition)

Only 11% of the streets are regularly maintained and in a good condition. In

addition 17% are in fair condition.

The remaining 9% of the streets are in bad condition and require total

maintenance. (Figure 3-17) (Map AP2-17).

3.9.2. 7 RoadNetwork OverallCondition

The Road Network Overall Condition Survey which is a mixture ofall the other

road surveys, illustrate in the map and its analytical chart, that it scores eight as the best

score.

Two thirds of the roads, are in very poor conditions (66%), they are mainly sand

tracks. 6%,3% and 2% are in the top ofthe scoring which add up to 11% ina good and
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acceptable condition. This corresponds to the basecondition survey in which 11 % are

usually maintained.

The remaining 23% of the roads need extensive maintenance to be In an

acceptable shape. (Figure 3-18) (Map AP2-18).

KHAFJ I CITY, KSA
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Fig. 3-18 - AI Khafji City Road Network (Overall Condition)
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CHAPTER FOUR

GENERAL DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTS

4.1 Introduction

This chapter will explore the basis for the creation ofa strategic development

plan for the region under study. It will summarize the existing condition as revealed by

the survey and will consider a list ofdeductions based on such conditions. In addition,

the general development concepts and ideas that best suit the region under study will be

deliberated, as well as the proposed development procedure for a future strategy.

The General Development Concepts will focus on the study ofvarious ideas

from local (GulfRegion and the Arab World) and other international zones, and will be

elaborated into a form that seems appropriate the study area. From this end, the chapter

will examine the analysis ofthe survey and any additional published data relevant to the

Eastern Region. It will then develop a theory (strategy) in the form ofa hypothesis that

will be tested by using suitable criteria for the local setting and the nature ofthe selected

site.

4.2 Synopsis of Existing Conditions

In summarizing the existing conditions in the Al Khafji Region, it is intended to

provide the context for the preparation of the regional development strategy and the

Regional Development Plan.

4.2.1 Physical Features, Natural Resources and Environment

Al Khafji Region is situated near the northeastern side of the Arabian Peninsula

and shares its boarders with Kuwait. It has a total area of about 175 km", (Figure4-1).

4.2.2 Climate

The climate of the Al Khafji Region is characteristic ofthe hot arid desert zone

with scant and variable rainfall where shade temperatures exceeds 45°C in summer.

There are two main seasons: winter and summer. Winter starts from December till

March with relatively cool temperature. Summer starts from May till September with

hot temperatures while relative humidity varies between coastal zone and inland areas .

Rainfall varies according to different locations, however, it is very light (Fig. 3-3) .
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4.2.3 Physical Features

Few features characterize the topography of the region. The land elevation is

low along the coastal line (dominated by low-lying salty mudflats-sabkhas) then rises

gently towards the inland.

4.2.4 Soils

The soils of the Region are mostly coarse textured (sandy) and have weakly

defined top soils with low organic matter contents, besides its saline soils, which occur

on sabkhas.

4.2.5 Agricultural Resources, Crop Production & Livestock

The land areas occupied by agriculture and forestry plantations are very

minimal. Dates from private plantations are the main crop.

Livestock (camels, sheep, goats and poultry) has always had an important place

in the economy of the region aswell aswithin its culture and life style of the citizens.

I I ' Courtesy ~ Meteorological Center- KSA- Riyad.

\20 Courtesy ~Meteorological Center·KSA- Riyad.
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Although some animals are still herded in a traditional nomadic manner, pressures on

the grazing land mean that some desert ranges are being degraded.As citizens tend

more towards a sedentary life style, raisinganimals becomesincreasingly dependant on

purchased food, muchofwhich is imported.

4.2.5.1 The Saudi Agricultural Bank (SAB).

This was established and started its activities in 1964. The Bank provided

Fanners and Agricultural Firms with soft loansto purchase agricultural machines and

equipment. These loans which amounted to more than SR (28.1) billionwere used in

financing more than 2629 projects for producing vegetables, fruits, meat and dairy

products. The Bankalso extended morethan SR (10) billion in subsidiesfor agriculture,

4.2.6 Water Resources

Water sourcesin the Regioninclude groundwater, desalinated water, and treated

recycled sewage water. Waterproducedfromdesalination amountedto 465590m3/moDth

andrecycled sewage water amounted to 4600 m3/day.

4.2.7Marine Resources

The water in the Arabian Gulf is shallowbut productive and containsa wide

range of marine natural resources. Fish are relatively abundant along the Region's

coastline and can be grouped in two categories: resident fish, which includesmorethan

200 commercially exploitable species, and migratory fish, which travel through the

Region's watersbetween September and May.

The total catch in the Al Khoffi Region is more than the Region's demand. The

rest of the catch is exported to other Region's in the Province. The potential for

mariculture is substantial. However most of the Region's needs are presentlymet by

fishing. Up until now, there has been an enthusiastic attitude for the promotionof

mariculture by CentralGovernment.

4.2.8 Oil and Minerals

The Region is endowed with vast oil resources. Oil is exploited and produced

offshore and represents the mainstay of the economy. Associatedgas from crude oil

production isalso producedbut not efficiently used until now.

Oil resources are managed efficientlyand the products are transported through a

network of pipelines to the main refineries situated in Al Khajji, Al Safania, and

Tanajeb and to shipping terminals. A number of settlements are linked to oilfields
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offshore. Most ofthese settlements provide mainly bachelor statusaccommodation.

4.2.9 Environment

Urbanization, increased industrialization and the exploitation of natural

resources have created various pressures on landand marine ecosystems in the Region.

The desert environment is, ingeneral, inherently fragile and the marine environment is

very saline which is important in providing bothnursery and feeding grounds for fish

and shrimps.

Although in general the qualities ofair andwaterare good, thereare a number of

potential threats to be dealt with. Air pollution mayoriginate from refineries, quarries

and urban traffic at peak hours. These emissions are not regulated at the present timebut

various pollution control safeguards are incorporated into industrial plantsat the design

stage.

Sewage in urban areas is treated anddischarged intothe sea. Onthe otherhand

Industrial discharges are not regulated and the discharge of hot brine waters from

desalination plants may cause localized problems. However the most important

potential hazard originates from tankerdischarges and oil spills fromaccidents which

result in the pollution ofthe marine life.

4.2.10 Population and Human Resources

AI Khafji Region has experienced a veryrapidpopulation growth over the past

30 years. This seems to have resulted from a combination ofa highnatural birthrate of

increase among citizens plussubstantial immigration, composed mostly ofnon-citizens,

attracted by the employment opportunities generated by the rapid development ofthe

Region. While the natural increase in the number ofcitizens has beenconsistently high

in the past 10years, the increase in the number ofnon-citizen hastended to slowdown

after the Second Gulf War in 1991 as a resultofthe declining demand in the economy

for foreign labor.

4.3 Citizen Population and Labor Force Characteristics

4.3.1 Citizen Population

The structure of the citizen population reflects its youthful nature. Morethan

S()O;'o are below the age of 20. The male to female ratio is estimated at 1.02 : 1.00.

Citizen household sizes are large and have been increasing duringthe past 15 years.
They have been estimated at 8 persons per household This reflects the t"• con mumg
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tendency of citizens to live inextended families and this trendhas beenperpetuated by

the allocation oflarge housing plotsfor citizens.121

4.3.2 Citizen Labor Force

Thesalient features ofthe citizen Laborforce are:

• A lowparticipation rate witha consequent low share of'totalemployment.

• Thedominance of the Government as the mainemployer ofcitizens.

• Lowparticipation rates in the private sector.

• Relatively high and rising levels of formal education that in some cases

reach university first degree leveL

• Very low level of female employment with most being employed in

education.

However, these characteristics are obviously changing rapidly reflecting the \:

comparatively large numbers joining the laborforce. Increasing employment ratesand

increasing education and training opportunities are consequently expected in the

immediate future.

The occupational profile ofcitizen labor indicates that this employment activity

is highest in administration, clerical and service positions. It is lowest in professional

employment, production and agricultural jobs. It is clear that citizens tend to favor

administrative employment and have not yetbeenattracted to professional and technical

employment. There seems to be an emerging opportunity to prepare citizens through

additional training to occupy higher ranked positions in professional and technical

occupations.

4.3.3 Non-Citizen Population and Labor Force

The rate of increase ofthe non-citizen population residing in the Kingdom has

steadily declined in the lastdecade.

Thesizeofthenon-citizen population is a function of:

• Thelevels ofactivity withinthe economy.

• Labor requirements.

• Occupational characteristics.

• Thesizeofthe citizen laborforce.

• The proportion of family to single status workers in the non-citizen

121 Source: Sau<l Arabia Census Depa1ment
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population.

The population structures ofnon-citizens presentsa very unevenprofile. This is

especially reflected in the great difference between the maleand female population.

Also, the number of male population in productivity age (18-55) is higherthan both

populations in the school age group andthat of the olderage group. The non-citizen

labor force includes domestic servants who reside in households but are not part of

household units. Non-citizen household characteristics are verydifferent from thoseof

citizens. Private family non-citizen households are smaller with an averagesize of4

persons per household. Many non-citizens live in sharedor 'collective' households,

which include bachelors who sharethe sameapartment.

4.4 The Economy

4.4.1 General Characteristics, and Trade

The AI Khoffl Region has an open economy, which must be viewed in the

context of its principal resource, that of oil production and its related trade.

Accordingly, the oil prices and Government expenditure levels constitute the prime

detenninants for the condition ofthe economy. The link. betweenthe economy and the

population sizeand composition is strong in the region, since labor is an internationally

traded commodity. It is also important to distinguish between the oil and non-oil

components of the economy. As oil output andoil incomeare very volatile in nature

andreflect exogenous factors.

4.4.2Roleof Public and Private Sectors

The lack of emphasis on diversification in the Region has contributed to a

continued dominance by the Government and the publicsectoron the economy. The

National Oil Company (ARAMCO) and its subsidiaries manage the oil related resources

of the Kingdom whilst the general industries controlled by the government are

responsible for many publicly owned non-oil interests. The latter has made significant

investments in recent years. Other significant public investments are made by the

Agriculture Sector, which plays an increasingly significant role compared to such

activity in other countries. Co-operatives, established under Government Law, are

significant in trade and incertainSectoralactivities.

4.4.3 Employment Structure

The employment structure inAI }(haji Regionreflects most ofthe above aspects
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and ismainly characterized by thefollowing:

• Government and community services e.g. hospitals, schools, water and

electricity together with trade and other servicese.g, telecommunications,

postoffices, transportation etc••• dominate employment.

• Construction, livestock and fishing account for a limited number of

employees. Bothsectorsemploy a largeproportionofunskilled labor.

• Hydrocarbon extraction and processing is very intensive and provides for a

significant number ofskilled employment.

4.5 Settlement Patterns, Rural Development and Regional Land Use

4.5.1 Settlement Patterns

The existing settlement patternin theAl KhajJi Region has been influenced by a

number ofhistorical, geographical, economic and social factors. Outside the centerofAl

Khaffl City, the size and distribution of settlements have been influenced to a large

extent by government development policies, which included the establishment ofnew

settlements. The location of these settlements is generally conditioned by the

availability of natural resources and I or tribal demand, in particulargroundwater,

cultivatable soil, fishing and oil, and to the mainregionalroads.

Settlements in the region display different characteristics and functions. At

present, two major urban centers form the mainpoles ofattractionnamely;Al Khajji

City and Al Scfania City. Settlements situated in the rural areashave a minor influence

on the total population.

The provision of community facilities in settlements is generally good, and

larger settlements tend to concentrate more facilities. The distribution of existing

facilities in Al Khajji City is shownin Map AP2-3/4, and isrelatedto populationsize.

Some rural settlements in the Al KhajjiRegion suffer froma lackofquality ofservices,

due to the smallsize ofthe population in each village. Also, the long distancebetween

the settlements mitigates against the establishment of a complementary service that

could be distributed amongst them. The linkages betweenrural settlements in the AI

Khaffl Region are generally not very significant. The only exception is the highway

connecting Al SofaniaCitywithAl KhajjiCity.

4.5.2 Rural Development

The main obstacles facing an extensive rural developmentrelate to the scarcity
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of groundwater, plus the limited funds allocated for such purpose. Also, the harsh

desert environment with very limited resources contributes to the problem.

4.5.3 Regional Land Use Pattern

The pattern of regional land uses in AI Khafji Region is characterized by the

presence of large areas of desert, sabkhas and permanently uninhabited land which

constitutes more than 90% of the total area. Human settlements, major facilities and

institutions are grouped in specific areas, mostly situated along major regional roads.

The regional land uses are shown in (Figure 4-6).

The pattern of land use activities is at the basic level, conditioned by the

availability of water in addition to two other important factors. The first is the location

of oil fields and associated facilities onshore and offshore; the second is the presence of

large areas ofsabkhas, which constrain development along most of the coastal road.

Fig. 4-6- AI Khafji Governorate Regional Land Use Map 122

122 Coortesy r:A Dammam Municipality , (Information Surveyed by the Researcher) - Dammam.
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(Municipality).

• Granting and allocating residential land plots to citizens for all type of

housing.

• The provision of free interest loans to finance construeti n ia th Re I

Estate Bank.

• The initiation and implementation of redevelopment program .

4.6.1.3 The Real Estate Development Fund (REDF).

This was established in 1974 for the purpose of en ouraging t pn

engage in the building and construction business. The fund pro . ed

II 1.7) thousand billion in loans over a 20-year peri d. The

b ilding (505718)-housing units throughout th Kingdom.

4.6.2 oci I Service nd Public F cilities

Th provision of social services and public faciliti in lu

health, religious cultural and welfare facilities. Reer ati n n

included, as well as other public services.

4.6.3 Educ tion

ilit i

The education system in the Region consist of th publi

Th exist ing school structure consists ofa four-ti r n

ind rgarten (3-5 years old). lem ntary

i dl ch 01(12 to 14 years old) . condary ( 15-17
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Percentage of School Classification

III:JElementary

• Middle School

o High School

Fig. 4-8- AI Khafji Governorate Schools Classification

Number of SChools (Boys & Girls)
AI Khafji City 1999

Elementary Middle School High School TotIII

School Classltlolltlon

Fig. 4-9- AI Khafji City Number of Schools (Boys. Girls)

The government offers free education to all citizens and expatriates employed in
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the public sector. Theprivate sector catersfor all other schoolchildren. (Figures 4 -3 ,

4-4,4-5).

ARAMCO Career Development Center (CDC) provides the vocational skills

required by the oil sector through various programs and courses. Adult literacy and

social development programs andon the job training are also offered.

4.6.4 Health

Health services are provided by boththe private andpublic sectors and consist

of hospitals, health centers, andpublic andprivate, clinics.

4.6.5 Religion, Culture and Welfare

Mosques are well provided for in the Region. Theyconsist offacilities forEld

prayer, Friday prayers, and local mosques. Someofthe registered mosques havebeen

fmanced bytheprivate sector.

The major cultural facility in the Region is the Cooperative Welfare and Charity

Society ofAI Khaffi. Social welfare services provided by the Government include social

security, divorced women services, and facilities for the handicapped. The Ministry of

Labor and Social Affairs manages theseservices.

4.6.6 Recreation and Sport

Recreation andsportsfacilities are mainly concentrated in the urbanareas. In AI

Khof]! city, AI Alamain Sports Club represents an important regional facility, whilethe

Horseback Riding Club is considered a private sports club. Also public parksand

gardens are reasonably provided but not welldeveloped in the urbanareasas well as in

rural settlements.

4.6.7 Other Public Facilities

Other public facilities serving the various settlements include police, civil

defense, postal services and gas stations. The existing level ofservices is generally

adequate, nevertheless, the quality ofsome ofthe services provided mustbe reviewed.

4.7 Transportation, Communications and Public Utilities

AI Khajji Region has the infrastructure necessary to supportrapiddevelopment.

International linkages for oil companies serving the Region areprovidedby sea, road

and through the telecommunication networks. The currentlevelofthe other servicesis

not responsive to the demands and needs ofthe region, notablywith regard to power,
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water and sewerage. There are indications ofan urgent needto expandthe capacity of

these services to meetanticipated increases in future demand. Studiesand projects have

already begunto provide additional facilities in each ofthese sectors.

The strategic road network is a major element ofthe Region's transportation

system. It provides international communication to Kuwait and other Gulf States

through the eastern road. In the absence ofInter-Regional air services,strategic roads

provide the onlylinkages to a widely spread Kingdom.

Buses and taxis provide public transport. The buses operate betweentowns,

while taxis provide the service inside the town only,providingthe principal form of

urban public transport. The bus servicehas a low public profile andopportunitiesexist

to promote the use ofbuses in the future.

4.7.1 Utilities

4.7.1.1 Water Supply

Water resources in Al Khajji Region comprise desalinated water; sweetand

brackish water from inland well fields. Mainly the Water and SewageDepartment

provides the water supply, which is a govemmentorganization, while the Ministryof

Agriculture alsoadminister the extractionofwater fromwell fields.

All desalination facilities are presently operating at fullcapacity and provide

some six million cubic meterseach year. The trunk. mains supplydesalinatedwater to

theAl Khoffl Cityonly. Other settlements are suppliedby mobilewater tankers daily.

4.7.1.2 Electricity

Saudi Cooperation Electric Company (SCECO) in the EasternProvincesupplies

the Electric Power.The demand for electricity has increased significantly in thepast 15

years. The principal power stations are atAI Khajji City.

4.7.1.3 Sewerage

Around 20% of the total allotted land have piped sewerage inAl Khajji City.

The rest ofthe Region uses septicunderground tanks.

4.7.1.4 Drainage

Surface water drainage systems are not available at the present time and the

Municipalities deal with flooding in the very short rainy season by using vacuum

tankers.

Drainage problems occur in Al Khalldia Area inAI Khoff! City, because ofthe

high water table level and a fullydevelopedarea with no main sewage but only septic
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tanks, which in return complicate the problem during the rainy period. Thisarea is

predominantly Sabkha with no natural watercourses and extensive groundwater lakes

are evident following rain.

4.7.1.5 SolidWaste

Municipalities take waste from roadside bins and industrial premises at regular

intervals to a solid waste disposal yard in the desert outside the settlements. They are

buried in designated areas and covered with sand to a depth offour meters in layers.

Landfill sites are provided to serve Al Khajji City. No special facilities exist to handle

and dispose ofhazardous wastes.

4.8 Existing Condition Fact Finding and Reasoning

From the previous survey the following are some of the main problem that

should be dealt with when shaping the conceptual strategic plan for Al Khajji Region.

Most ofthe region is considered to be new with very few old buildings as it was

mainly built after the oil boom period. As the oil prices fell the housing development

declined, starting in the early 90s. Most ofthe area are private houses as well as low

cost houses, which shows the non-homogeneity of the community. The population

structure is much better compared to similar settings in KSA, as more nationals live in

the region. Some community services are sufficient, such as schools and mosques, while

others are insufficient, such as health care facilities and recreation facilities.

The economic structure of the community relies on consumer trade and

government jobs including the oil companies. There is a short of infrastructure in newly

developed areas, which is an indication ofthe rate ofphysical expansion in the region

during recent years. The survey also reveals the unbalanced landuse, in that it

concentrates mostly on residential and commercial uses. Also the road network does

not serve the expanding areas. While the existing roads have less plantation due to the

shortage of irrigation water, most roads need maintenance as there is a shortage in road

maintenance funds.

The following table (Table 4-1), explains in a tabulation form the revealed facts

and their possible reason or reasons. This method will help in identifying thebest
possible ways to tackle the existing problems.
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Table 4-1- Existing Condition Fact Finding

No. Fact Reason
1 Very few old • It is considered to be a newly

buildings developed oil city
2 Real estate booming • The rise ofoil prices

during 70s-80s • Establishing ofthe RealEstate Bank
3 Oil companies in the • To improve the standard of living

area subsidize • To help in the citydevelopment
housing ownership
fortheiremployees

4 Housing development • The startofthe second GulfWar - Al
declines in the 90s Khaffi City was the main theatre ofthe

war located at the Kuwaiti boarder
• The war financing affected government

budget.
• Oil prices dropped to a very low level

5 More private housing • Community demographic structure not
and low costhousing homogenous
than apartments • Reasonable land prices

• Availability of loans for home
ownership

6 Population Structure • More burden on land demand, as all
is better than in locals are eligible for housing lot.
comparative cities • More community facilities are needed
where more locals e.g, schools, hospitals etc.
live, about 57300.

7 67 Schools consist of • According to the previous calculations
631 Classes forgirls the number ofschools exceeds the
and boys international rate.

8 13 Health facilities • Less government support
which does not meet • Less contribution from the private
the community needs sector

9 42 Mosques • Evenly contributed between
government andprivate sectors

• Beingan Islamic Country which
practice Islam, support is given
strongly to all religious facilities
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No. Fact Reason
10 Parks and Play • Not efficiently utilized since they have

Grounds Only 3 very minimal privacy, and unsuitable
areas.

• Substituted by a 7 km. Stretched
Corniche along the Arabian Gulf Coast
which supplies more privacy for locals
as wellas expatriates

11 Manufacturing is not • Not enough support from the
a main economic government
activity • No Market for any production

regarding the various type of industries.

• Not sufficient Freight Transportation
• No easyaccess, to airports, sea Ports

etc.
12 Commercial Activity • Plenty ofshops as most multi-storey

is sufficient buildings have shops in theirground
floor level.

• Less diversity of the shop types that
satisfy the community needs

13 City skyline is mostly • Most ofthe buildings are for private
two floors residential use .

14 One building six • Government Telecommunication
storey high building and is used for antenna

installation
15 CommerciaIlResident • Market demand.

ialBuildings are • Multi-use building oneor two ground
located on the main floors used for commercial activities
street between three and the upper are for residential use.
and four floors

16 78% ofthebuildings • Mainly private home buildings,
are in good to fair recently constructed following.
condition • Good standards andstrict supervision

and reasonable maintenance
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No. Fact Reason
17 15% of the building • Oldbuildings 30 years old.

stock is in poor • Built using poor material duringthe
condition and need early days ofthe oil boom
maintenance

18 7% of the housing • Oldbuildings more than 30 years old
stock needs • Built using poor material before the oil
demolition boom.

• Very little or lackofsupervision
19 49% ofthe buildings • Existing sewage stationcannot support

are connected to all all committed lands and buildings.
infrastructure except • Less funding for infrastructure
sewage

20 18% ofthe buildings • Insufficient phone lines
are connected to • Less funding for sewage
waterand electricity

21 Only 2% ofthe • Underconstruction
building stockhas • Did not apply for otherconnections
water connection and • Building is not used for human use
no other
infrastructure

22 31% ofthe total • Those building were builtduring the oil
building is connected boom
to all infrastructure

23 24% of the • Mostundeveloped no infrastructure.
committed land is • No service road network for such lots
occupied while the
remaining is still
undeveloped

24 Unbalanced landuse • Landuse Plan concentrate only on
Residential and Commercial use

• Otheruses are considered as
unimportant and do not playa
significant role in the industrial
development ofthe city.
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No. Fact Reason
25 Road network does • Insufficient funds

notserve most ofthe • Lackofcommunity participation,
committed land mostly from the private sector

26 Plantation is rare • Lackof irrigation water
• Not enough funds

27 Street Lighting are • Roads are not fully constructed
22% of the whole • Scheduled for the next street lighting
network phase

28 11% ofthe road • Less maintenance funds allocated for
network are in good road network
condition while 17%
are in faircondition
and the remaining are
still sand tracks
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4.9 Development Concepts and Ideas

Various development concepts have beenexperienced in the Gulf Region with

the intention ofaccelerating development procedures and implementation processes. As

a consequence ofsuchexperiences Riyad in SaudiArabia and Abu Dhabi in theUnited

Arab Emirates are today implementing full government controlover all development

issues and procedures. In this processthe Government finances the entire infrastructure

and creationofcommunity facilities as well as housing. On the other hand, Bahrainand

Dubai in the UnitedArabEmiratesboth practice a significant partnership role with the

private sectorin relationto urbandevelopment. Both conceptshave their own strengths

and weaknesses. Each has its own reasoning and criteria ofchoice in the development

process.

Other concepts from different regions around the world, which can also be

considered, include the following:

For example, in Australia the "System of Urban and Regional
Planning distinguishes between cross-regional and local urban and
regional planning or municipal development planning, resp., the latter
referring to the municipal development within all substantial areas
(local development concept I development program I thematic
concepts and programs), the elaboration of future spaceutilization
(zoning plan) and the area wise detenninationofframeconditions of
spatial development (design guidelines and concepts) for the legal
wording of the volumeto be built-up(building-up plan).123

With regard to the above context, it is possibleto distinguishbetweenseveral

levels of planning starting fromcross-regional passingthrough localurban all the way

down to the, "building-up plan". In this research it is also necessaryto deal with several

levels of Planning, someofwhichare explicitlydetermined, while others are implicitly

ingrained within the planning concept.As has been indicated, the research itselffocuses

on the local levelofAl Khajji City,but also takes into consideration the regional and the

sub-regional implications for the proposedconceptualplan.

The "spatial master-image" (i,e. building-up master-image) is to be
regarded as part of the local development concept (program).The
local development concept (program) is to comprise at least the
following elements: settlement master-image (functional structure
settlement boundaries),.spatial masterimage (built-upand free space):

12) CONCEPTION OFASPATIAl MASTER IMAGE (URBAN SPATIAL MODEL), HIERZEGGER. H., VOIGT, A.,l"ZER, H.,
MAYERHOFER, R•• WALCHHOFER, H.P., VleMaUniversily dTechnoIogy,1natitute d Local Planni1g Viema, Austria P
TheSecond tnternatlonaI Conference on QUlllity fA Ue InCities. 8-10 Mi1a12000 , Slngapae. I • 1.
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infrastructure concept (energy, traffic,water supplyand waste water
disposal) zoning plan. 124

According to these ideas, all the components ofthe localdevelopmentplan are

part of the actual physical plan ofthe city that are realized in a later stage. The local

development concept, as mentioned earlier, is affected by the following elements:

• Culture.

• Beliefs.

• Physical Site.

• Governing systemand politicalsetting.

• Economic aspects.

• Socialand demographic concerns.

Future developments of the zoningplan shouldprincipallybe based
on the building-up plan, thus stepwiseconverting the zoningplan into
the building-up plan (bothchronologically and spatially).

The, "spatial master-image" is to be regardedas a thematicconcept
regarding constructional-spatial development ofthe settlementspace.
It is to continue the localdevelopment concept(urbandevelopment
concept) takingthe regulations ofthe zoningplan into account.12

'

To reach the ultimate goals and objectivesofthe society, the building-up plan

should be a true reflection of the zoning plan. While in tum, the zoningplan is a

translation of the spatial master-image. The spatial master image is the thematic

concept through which the plannerexpresses his ideas. This imageshould not be buih

in a vacuum away from reality, rather it should fulfill the needsofthe society in a

realistic manner.

The outcome of the localdevelopment conceptI urbandevelopment
concept, the regulations ofthe zoningplan and the contentsofpresent
material concepts may not be rendered obsolete, but subjected to
appropriate qualifying conslderatlons.r"

Accordingly, all the previousplanningefforts shouldbe taken into consideration

while formulating the futuredevelopment plan for the city. All such plans were based

upon certain experiences that were appropriate to the relevant conditionsat that time.

Regardless of its suitability to the existingconditions, such a plan has an educational

value for the creation ofany future conceptualplan. This is particularlytrue from the

'
24 1b1d. P.1.

'21 /bid. P.1
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political point of viewin attempting to dealwith the various forces that were affecting

such a plan at a specific point in time. After having regard to such issues it is

appropriate that the original concepts themselves can be used as a base for future

conceptual planning.

Additionally, it is important in this case study that the development concept

itselfshoulddealwith the ideaofspaceand time with regard to any future development.

In such a case,anyproposed development is safeguarded againstabsolution in the near

or middle range plan. It is not a matterofsolving currentspecificproblemsor certain

existing matters, but rather it is about building a prosperous future whilesolving the

currentconditions and problems.

The"Spatial Master-Image" can bedividedinto six major elementsas follows:

1. Natural and landscaped space.

2. Development.

3. Building-up.

4. Utilization.

5.Sttu~ofiliecity~

6. Master-image projects.

Using such elements to analyze the city area resuhed in the following
main contexts:

a. The structuring ofthe city into sub-areas,

b. The drawing-up ofsection characteristics with a defmition of
''preservation'' and I or "modification" priority(potentials) for
the constructional-spatial development.

c. Deduction ofspecialized area-related projectS.127

Consequently, building on theseconcepts, it is irrelevant to judge which one can

gratify the current situation, but ratherwhatcan lead to the futureoutlook, goals,and

objectives for boththe regionandthe nation.

At present the Saudi Central and LocalGovernments playa significant role in

the development process and shape the face of the countryfor the future. This fact

influences the choice of the conceptual direction of local development since the

government apparently intends to dominate most ofthe development activities, at least

121ibid. P.2

t211b1c1 P.3
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for the near future. The type ofgovernmental control maypossibly vary in application

but will remain at a significant levelas longas the country is in transformationphase.

Consequently, the proposed development procedure, its future outlook and its

challenges that have to respond to current problems in the first instance,has to be

scrutinized througha process ofobjective and subjective testing in order to determine if

it would be appropriate. From these tests one concept shouldprevail and accordingly

would beproposed.

Various general development concepts and ideas from local and other

international zones have been studied. From this activity,a set ofalternatives for the

development concepts can be suggestedand examined. The test criterionincludes 22

different items that have a high fulfillment potential with regard to each concept

considered in the contextofthe regionunder study. In addition, the Government Role

as the 23rd
• itemwill havea significant levelofinfluence weighing to a highscore that

reflectsits true position in the community.

4.10The influence of master plans
In the KSA, town and city boundaries are detennined by masterplansthat

remain in force often over a 10yearsperiod. On the basisofsuch planning strategies,

municipal and governmental organizations are expectedto constructinfrastructure and

urban facilhies in advance ofdemand. On the one hand, this causesan increase in land

costs within certain boundaries and directions. On the other hand, this decreases or

stabilizes the land cost outside the determined boundaries and directions, since

construction and development are prohibited. As a result, the latter areasattract poor

people who build their houses informally, which are illegally constructed and

inadequate for humanshelterwith regard to safety, hygiene,tranquillity, and the lackof

infrastructure. These illegal and unsuitable buildingscreate new urban ghettos whose

forms, materials, urban faclllties, construction methods and architectural styles are
completelyin contradiction with other new urbanprecincts.

Arranging the spatialorganization ofthe urbanarea based on a defined districts

system may help all local inhabitants to identify themselveswithin thecommunity,

which increases the possibility of face-to-face communication based on their similar

interests, concerns and ties. This type of spatial organization is recommended,
especially for those new urban developments whose inhabitants migrate from other

regions to the urbanarea seekingnew work opportunities.
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During the earlydaysofthe Kingdom(early20th century), when growth adhered

to experience and social norms, the physical organization of towns according to a

preconceived plan with distinct uses and a programofimplementation was unknown.

No central (Le, royal) statutes, no large-scale development, no master plans, and no

strong legislative controls existed. None of the apparatuses, typicalofmodem urban

planning under an established state, were developed. The modem modes of

transportation, and systematic intervention oflarge-scale urbanproduction, under the

auspices ofa powerful centralstateprior to the discovery ofoil.

Finally, adding new land uses, such as oil field reservations, houses and

commercial uses for farmland were done only after securing the rightsoftheaffected

tribes. This methodwas undertaken until a strong formal government was established

around the early 50's, which took controlover the landownership and distribution of

almostall the Kingdom.

4.10.1 Land Ownership and Distribution

During the early decades of the 20th century,settlement growth wasslowand

simple, residents encroached on raw landas theneedarose. Incremental appropriation

of new land conformed to the slow demographic pace. Constant increase in population

was occasionally disturbed by natural disasters and randommilitantconflictsamong

settlements' populations and, or, with marauding nomads. Austere subsistence

economies offeredlimited financial resources, a factor, whichdiminished the economic

viability of town expansion for the political leadership. Under such conditions, urban

growth was economically irrelevant, because land was perceivedasa social resource

rather than a financial asset. Moreover, the Islamic principle of shu/ah was

acknowledged under the Islamic legal code. According to the shu/ah principle, a

neighbor was givenpriorityto buynext door properties at the given exchange price. As

such, shu/ah helped form quarters which housed relativesregardlessoftheir income

categories. Thissituationexists since therise ofIs/am and it is an on going practice as

it is a mainand important ethical conceptofIslamic real estate law.

4.10.2 Sustainability

Sustainability was originally an environmental concept, best illustrated in the

World Commission on Environment andDevelopment 1997BruntLand Report on''Our

Common Future". This report established the principlethat "All our needsshouldbe
met in a way that does notcompromise theability offuture generations to meettheir
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own needs'. The 1992 Fifth Environmental Action Plan ofthe CEC, establishedthe

Precautionary Principle that "Restraintson development should be imposed where there

are grounds for reasonable suspicion of environmental damage without waitingfor

absoluteproof:

It is in this particular contextthat practitioners have been seeking to define an

appropriate approach for sustainable spatial planning and development. This could

involve the following sequential principles.

• Establishing theneed for socialor economic development.

• Establishing the development optionsavailable in the planningphase, if the

need can be justified, and estimating their use of resources and their

environmental impact.

• Considering the least damaging and most beneficial developmentoption,

whenthe environmental impact is established.

• If the "best available option" involves the loss ofresources that cannotbe

readilyreproduced or replaced then the "polluter pays" principleapplies.

• Involving the imposition of enforceable planning obligations on the

development.

• If the development opportunity is "planning led", through a strategy or

development plan, then the associated obligations should be identified in an

appropriate document.

• If the development proposal is made through an applicationofplanning

permission, then the planning obligationcouldbeembodied in any consent.

• A sustainable approach to the formulation of spatial planning and

development strategies will usually involve an integrated land use and

transportation planning. It also considers the issues of economic

competitiveness, social inclusion, and environmental quality.

The functions ofspatialplanningand development are prevention, safeguarding,

enabling, and integrating. Spatialplanning,at whateverlevel, can fulfil the key public

service functions ofprevention, safeguarding, enablingand integrating. However, it isat

the municipal level that the balance amongprevention, safeguarding and enabling can

be most effective. The following paragraphs illustratethese issues.

4.10.3 Prevention

By providing a clear and relevant overall strategyand integrated sectoral and
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territorial policies, programs and proposals of spatial planning can ensure that

development decisions are takenwiththe wider public interest in mind. Sucha context

can help to promote the ''precautionary principle" and to prevent actions, which are

unsustainable. In this way, well founded longer termplanning can act as a preventive

measure against the creation of problems for future generations. The outcome of

effective preventative spatial planning ofthiskind can only be measured indirectly as a

contributing factor to overall longer term social, economic and environmental well

being.

4.10.4 Safeguarding

There arenaturaI andmanmade environmental heritage resources whichcan be

safeguarded through spatial planning systems. Suchresources have to be recognized,

defined and conserved on a sustainable basis. The continued environmental well being

of such resources is considered a constraint on incompatible development, while, at the

same time, it is an opportunity for compatible activities. However, it is onlyat the

metropoIitan Level that the "best available development options" can beevaluated

regarding the capacity ofwider ecosystems.

4.10.5 Enabling

Spatial planning has a Particular and positive role to play in effective

metropoIitan administration by playing thefollowing:

• Exploring longer-term futures.

• Anticipating future development needs.

• Enabling needs to bemet.

This means making active useofavailable spatial planning processes to enable

development to take place over time in a most sustainable way. By rollinga strategy

forward, at regular intervals, the process can ensure that a supply ofdevelopment

opportunities is presented to the social andeconomic markets. Suchan approachalso

makes development control a positive process in safeguarding and promoting the"best

available development options".

4.10.6 Integration

Spatial planning and development isconcerned primarilywith physical issues,

but these clearly cannot be disassociated from the socialeconomic and environmental

forces whichareshaping them. This "holistic"approach has a well-established tradition
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in Europe, whichenables spatialplanningto be recognized as a process thatachievesan

integrated approach to sectoral and territorial issues. Integration at the metropolitan

level, therefore, means baving regard to widerandlonger-termsocial, economic, and

environmental considerations. It also balances sectoralinterests, such as the demands

generated by the marketeconomy, withthe territorial sensitivitiesofcommunitiesand

the environment.

Spatial planning can assess and consider the social and economic forces

affecting urban structures, over foreseeable time scales,and ensures that the changing

needs of the social and marketeconomies are anticipated and addressed. This usually

involves balancing the re-use of urban land and buildings with the release of

"Greenfield" peripheral or rural land. It may involve planning in a contextofurban

decline or growth. Over largermetropolitan regionsand areas both ofthese forces may

be experienced leading to socialexclusion in someparts andpressurefor development

in others. Only at the metropolitan levelcan thenecessarybalancebe reached between

urbanrenewalandregeneration andurban growth.

4.11 Strategy, policies, programs and projects

In spatial planning, there are distinctions to be drawn among the roles of

Strategy, policies, programs, and projects. The role ofa Strategyis to providean overall

unifying direction for the future action of all "stakeholders" in the ongoingspatial

planning and development process. Policiesmay be sectoralor tenitorial expressing the

democratically determined attitude and intent towards strategic issuesoftherelevant

authorities. Issues may be strategic because of their extent acrossurbanarea or their

significance in specific location. Programs usuallyare ofa mediumto long term multl

sectoral nature to address strategic issues. Projects usually are of a shorter term

developmental, infrastructure, or environmental nature in order to meet priority needs.

4.11.1 Strategy

Spatial planning bas a key role to play in identifying and confirming the

strategic issues being faced, or about to be faced in the foreseeable future, by urban

regions and areas. By giving a coherentconsideration to allofthese, spatial planning

can provide an overall longer-term strategy, which encapsulates the main urban

directions for the future. There are many terms in current usage ofa Strategy, such as

perspectives, visionsand frameworks, but the essenceofall ofthem is to provide longer
term durable directions, which can guide shorterterm tactical decision-making. They
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should be pushed forward on a regular basis to maintain their relevance and

effectiveness. Above all, they should be capableofcommanding democratic support

and provide leadership.

4.11.2 Subsidiary in Spatial Planning and Development

Subsidiary is a democratic concept, which suggests that decisionsshould be

taken at an appropriate levelto the issuesinvolved. Thus, issues ofa European wide or

national dimension should be addressed at such levels,whereas issuesofregional or

local significance should be considered at other levels.There are undoubtedly a number

of strategic spatialplanning issuesthat can only be effectivelyaddressedat the levelof

the urbanregionor area. Subsidiary, as a practicalconcept, can only work ifthere is an

effective means of governance at all appropriate levels.Democracyis not served if an

adequate levelofdecision-making is missing.

4.11.3 Time Scales

Most of the physical changethat might take place in urban areas over the next

two years is already committed and muchofthat, whichmight happen in the coming3

5 years is already programmed. Strategic spatial planning at theurban/urbanregion

level is, therefore, aimed at the 5-15 year period wheredecisionscan still be influenced.

In order to test the robustness ofadoptedstrategies and policies; mediumterm planning

needs to be set in a longer-term context.The mediumterm planningshould beguided

by scenario planning, which investigates and considers longer-termfutures during 15-25

years period.

Many of the strategic issues at the urban region level are of a scale and

significance that require the adoptionofa strategy.They needsupportingsectoral and

territorial policies and programs, which remain for extendedperiods oftime, perhaps

10-15 years. The long term urban renewal and environmental recovery of older

industrial areas is an example. Other strategic issues may involve considerable

uncertainty, for example balancing the demandfor marketorientateddevelopmentwith

the reuse ofurbanland and buildings. In this case, a shorter-tenn horizon to perhaps 5

10 yearswouldbe moreappropriate. However, in both cases it is important to regularly

roll forward these timehorizons in order to maintain a positive and enabling "planning

Jed" approach. As a result of these urban region wide considerations spatial planning

responseswill have to consider the following:

• Longerterm urbanfutures and strategicscenarios.
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• Medium term spatial planning and development options.

• Balancing the medium term demand for development with the reuse ofurban

land and buildings. The need for Greenfield landrelease.

• Evaluation ofalternative Greenfield releaseand urban growthoptions.

• The integration of urban renewal and/or urban growth options with

transportation strategies, to reduce travelling trips.

• Integrated transportation strategies for publicand private transport, including

freight and intermodal interchange, and their locational implications.

• Strategic environmental safeguarding and recovery.

4.12 The need for technical capability
Competence in spatial planning at the urban regional level requires infonned

decision-making. This, in turn, necessitates a technical capability to provide that

information. Sucha capability can be provided by a groupofprofessionals workingas a

network or an "in·house team. Whatever the administrative arrangements they must

havethe technical capability to, performthefollowing:

• Identify and confirmstrategic issuesfor themedium and longerterm.

• Gather and evaluate relevant data to informconsideration ofsuch issues.

• Formulate appropriate strategy and policyresponsesto such issues.

• Manage an appropriate processofpublicparticipation.

• Manage an effective processofimplementation.

• Monitorand review outcomes and outputs fromthis process.

Consequently, the previous six pointsare the mainoutline for placinga proper strategic

plan in place.Suchpointshave to be followed carefullya sequenceas they were built to

form a complete work frame. The following chapter will explain such processes in

detailsand setupa strategy to forma comprehensive plan.
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CHAPTER FIVE

STRATEGY FORMATION

5.1 Introduction

Thanks to oil wealth, the urbandevelopment programs ofthe Saudi
government havebeen influential in stimulating thenationaleconomy,
shifting the socio-economic significance of the traditional social
structure and urban network, creating a new urban hierarchy, and
virtually conditioning most of the newurbansceneby underwriting
construction works, subsidizing private investment in the built
environment and requiring municipa11and use and buildingcontrols.
In return,urbanplanning activityand publicpolicy making have been
the prerogative of the central government, a bureaucracy fully
presided over by the King. Due to this heavy reliance on state
spending, the Saudi City has grown economically inefficient,
politically underdeveloped, and physically incompatible with its harsh
desertenvironment. 121

This chapter focuses on the practical side ofphysicalplanning. It discusses the

following main issues:

1. The different levels ofplanning.

2. The planning phases.

3. The methods ofImplementation.

4. Planning Major issues.

S. National policyand planning.

6. Mainconcerns at the regional leveL

7. Philosophical and Imperative perspective for the strategy.

8. Mainregional issues.

9. Regional goalsand objectives.

to.Development strategy.

l l.Planningin the newperspective.

The chapter also highlights the goalsand policiesthat relate well with Central

Government goalsand objectives and the main concernsofthe region.
,

5.2 Levels of Planning

Depending on the conditions existing in a particularcountry, the intermediate

level may actually encompass two or more hierarchically organized levels, for which

'2' FIiIaL Uuberak, Ph.D., Reclaiming Urban Quality: A"Neo-Traditional"~: Riyad, S8UdI Antia·, The Second
lntImItionaI Conference on Quality d UfelnCitiel. 8-10 MatCh 2000, Singapore, P.1.
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the terms ''micro-region'', and "macro-region" would beappropriate. The numberof

intermediate levels and theirdistance from the local and national levels are determined

by several factors. Among themthe following are particularlyrelevant:

a) The level or development: At a very low level ofdevelopment, such as a

subsistence economy, the ties ofa community with the outside world are very limited.

There is not much need for an intermediate level at which popular participationin

development could be organized. With gradual progress, such a level will emerge

covering initially onlya few neighboring communities:

b) The size and administrative structure of the country: The larger the

country, the greater the need for organizing intennediate levels. This level will help in

bridging the gap between the top authority andthe local administration. It also sets the

chain of command in a hierarchical model so as to achievethe optimumoutcome from

the plan in place. Commands and orders as well as ideascan reach both ends with less

distortion.

c) The decision-making system for development, existing in a particular

country: In a highly centralized decision-making system, the need for intennediate

levels of decision-making is not as pressing as in a country where a decentralized

decision-making system is prevailing. Usually, the system operating in a particular

countryis a combination ofcentralized and decentralized decision making.

One of the crucialfactors in popularparticipationat the intermediate level is the

scope of decision-making assigned to it. If the authorities at that level have more

decision-making leverage, there is a greater possibilityfor popular involvement in the

process. Concentration of development decisionsat the center reduces this possibility

but does not eliminate it entirely. The inhabitants ofa countrywhere such centralization

exists are still able to voice their opinionsabout development decisionsaffecting their

area. The central authorities may be willing to take them into account,and for this

purpose establish procedures to gatherand analyzethem.

On the other hand, development of large-scale manufacturing industries,

part~cularly those having international markets, requires assistance from the central

authorities. This maytake a formofdirect aid, as in the case ofnationalized industries,
or indirect aid, such as tax exemptions, creditsandlocationalpermits as in the case of

private industries. Thereare also economic and social sectors that require simultaneous

involvement in decision-making on the part ofcentral, regional and local authorities.
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The general rule in this mattershouldbe that all decisions directlyaffecting inhabitants

of an area should be takenat the decision-maklng levelnearest to them and with their

involvement.

5.3 Planning Phases
Regional development planning should start witha diagnostic phase in which

the current situation of an area, the needs of its population and potential for

development are thoroughly assessed. This can be done more effectively with the

assistance of the population. It is, therefore, necessary to create fromthe outset the

required conditions for popularparticipation in regionaldevelopment. The delineation

of a planning region is the first important step toward this direction. Nevertheless a

single-purpose planning region is delimited according to the nature of the area in

question (riverbasinregion, rice-growing regionetc.), a multipurpose or comprehensive

planning region usually coincides with the administrative boundaries whichreflect the

spatial structure of the existing decision-making system. The strongerthe inhabitants'

sense of belonging to the territorial administrative unit, the better thechancesoftheir

becoming involved in the development processon theregional scale.

Against the background of limited resourcesfor development, choiceshaveto

be madeamong development goalsand, consequently, prioritiesset for meeting national

and regional needs. Thismeans that certainneedsand requirements wouldbe met in the

plan and otherseitherdropped entirely, postponedfor implementation in later planning

periods, or only partially included in the plan. For instance, if it is agreed that the

overarching goal of the region is to create full employment conditions, then, given

limited capital investment funds, it maybenecessary to curtailtheprogramofhousing

construction or development of health facilities. The decisionsconcerning these and

similar matters should not be left to the administrators and planners alone. The

population should be able to express its viewsabout goalsand their proposed order of

priority. In order to do this intelligently, the inhabitants ofa regionshouldbe aware of

possible alternatives and their consequences in terms of interdependencies between

development oftheir regionanddevelopment ofall other regionsofthe country.

5.4 Implementation Possibilities

Implementation of a regional plan offers severalpossibilitiesfor involvementof

the population in development activities. There is, first, the possibilityofdirect popular

participation. Various mutual aid schemes would fall under this category. These
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schemes maybe included either in the development plan as targets (e.g., constructionof

a feeder roadto a mainroad provided for in the plan), or in the assessmentofresources

(a non-monetary supplement of government resources). In either case, self-help

schemes, iforganized on a massscale, can contribute appreciably to the achievement of

planning targets. They may also involve areas not coveredby particulardevelopment

plans, but which are important to the well being of the population, such as the

establishment of regional cultural centersand commonsports facilities for a numberof

communities.

In addition to direct forms of popular participation in the implementation of

development projects and schemes, the inhabitants of a region shouldhave a role in

overseeing the implementation process. Throughsuchcontrol the public is able to assist

in the monitoring of inconsistencies in implementation, to identifyobstaclesthat hinder

implementation, and to help institute additional measuresthat safeguard the timelyand

proper execution of projects. No control procedures organized by the central

government can hope to substitute for this broadlybased grassroots evel f opular

control

5.5 Major Issues
The majorissues understudyare the following:

c The national policies and the mainregional (issues).

c Philosophical andImperative perspective for the strategy.

c Population makeup.

c National goals and objectives related to social, economical, urban, and

organizational structures.

o Naturaland environmental resources relatedto housing and infrastructure.

o Urbanpolicies, economic efficiency, and socialwelfare.

o Balanced urbanization policies.

c Ahernatelocation and comprehensive development.

o Strategyformulation and evaluation method.

5.6National Policies
The National Polices focus on strengthening the State, and its cultural and

social organizations. They also priorities upgrading the quality oflife for citizens and

the placing ofthemat the centerofany development objectives.

Another goal will be reaching and preserving the optimum standards of
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living for all citizens in order to insure the development sustainabilityon one hand,

while maintaining the cultural and social dignityand beliefs on the other hand. Also,

diversification of national income and liberation ofcash flow, as well as exchangeof

goods among the various regions. This will be achieved by savingand developing

weahhand natural resources, byall methods.

5.7 Main concerns at the Regional level

KSA being located in the Arabian Peninsula which is mainlyarid desert,

places water resources preservation, and allocationofthe efficient consumption for its

various uses as its mainconcern. The secondmost important issue is the sustainability

of the population make-up, and balancing the labor force in relation to future economic

development, while enhancing the government role in the market systemalong with the

private sector influence. However, this will need solvingdue to problems oflackof

infonnation and lackofappropriate infonnationmanagement.

The creation of economic diversification, in terms of regional and

international trade, and focusing on urban concentration instead of diffusing

development should be part ofthe regional development concerns.

5.8 The Philosophical and Imperative perspective for the strategy
For the strategy to succeed in formulating a philosophical and imperative

perspective, it should be driven from the surrounding culture and environment.

Consequently, the direct resultwill be an appropriate comprehensive future vision,and

a work program, which materializes such thoughtsand preserves the mainprinciples

and features that shape the country's identity in the future.

5.8.1 Empirical penpective

In AI Khoffi Region the Comprehensive Development Strategy is built on

thoughts and principals, whichis founded upon themain national strategybased on four

tiers:

• Land

• People

• Resources

• Development

5.8.1.1 Land

Land policy and directives are set to achieve environmental preservationand
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optimal Landuse withregardsto the geographical and topographical land features. This

policy could be achieved in manyways such as prohibiting any permanent structureon

the gulf shore (beach). That is to preserve the beachas a public facilitywith the least

human interference. Also,as building on Sabkha land is not efficientor economicplan,

and hence, it should be minimized. Roads shouldalso be buih on flat land to minimize

cost and maximize safety. Wadees (Oasis), shouldbe preservedand maintained.

The policies explores the possibility ofemploying different lands for various

uses and purposes, while providing housing that suitsvarious types ofenvironments

according to location and different activities. They also explore the possibility of

agricultural land use, taking into consideration the suitablecrop for the environment and

the optimum strategic productivity of the land. This could be achievedby choosing

cropsthat bestgrowin the desert, suchas palm trees to produce dates.

Moreover, such policies should supply land with suitable infrastrocture and

services according to what is requiredfor each site due to the proposedand anticipated

type of development. For example, in an industrial area, electricityand water are the

most important infrastruetural requirements. Moreover, a comprehensive industrial

drainage system is essentially required to preserve the environment and the public

heahh. A specialattentionshouldbe given by the government to supplyservices suchas

education, health, etc., due to the special importance of the community service

component in building a complete, integrated andheahhy society.

Finally, organizational and economicinfrastructure should be consideredthe

most important component of the modernized community, while taking into

consideration that the various types ofindustrial and commercialactivitiesare the main

pillars in the sustainable development ofany society. This makes it imperativeto give a

special attention to call upon private business to participate in building a stronger

economy.

5.8.1.2 People

A homogeneous Local development that addressesequal share in facilities

and services (e.g. education, health, etc.) to all citizensalike is considered one ofthe

most important itemsin maintaining the state integrity.

Local development should aim at providing the best possible heahhcare,
which in tum ensuresthe strengthand continuity offuture generationsand providing the

suitable education ofservicesas being an essentialaspect during each and every period

ofdevelopment.
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Population growth shouldbe proportionate to the quantity as well as quality

of such population. This is a critical issue to discussand very hard to achieve. Total

dependence on the Saudis' manpower in the future development should be the main

objective, as it secures the community development on the cultural and social ethics that

address the real life situation. Knowing the Saudisbeliefs and culture, makes it more

wise to call for a development plan set by the Saudisthemselvesas they are thebest to

understand and respect their society's believes and culture. An expatriate can, in a

simple term, design a house for a Saudi that is not suitablefor his family needs and

requirements. This is not any drawback in the design itself, but rather a sort of

misunderstanding ofSaudis' needsand cultural implications.

Saudization ofvarious jobs, throughprovidingadequate training for Saudis,

is mainlyattempted to insure the sustainable development in all periods ofthe country's

growth is important. The aim for settling the Saudis in securedcommunities, is to draw

geographical boundaries ofthe countrythat mightensure its independence, international

boundaries, and territorial integrity.

5.8.1.3 Resources

The target is to maximize the use and benefitofthe available resources, (oil,

gas, water,physical resources, etc.),

Also, to Reduce pollution as much as possible,without compromising or

sacrificing the levels ofdevelopment for eachperiod. Controlling emissionrates from

vehicles(the main transportation mode), industries and oil refineriescould achieve this.

To diversify benefits to reach the needed optimization of all available

resources. This could be achieved by taking into consideration the possibility of

resorting to different combinations ofresources(oil, gas, water, oasis, beaches,desert

and sand, etc.),

5.8.1.4 Development

To co-ordinate development with future goals, objectives and plans, in

accordance with the country's strategic development plan for each phase. To specify

the role and function of each and every community, town, city and region for an

example:

1. AlKhajji City,as a bordercity for trade and port.

2. Al Scfania; as an industrial city depending on oil as the main
resource.

3. Abrak Al Kabrit, as an oasis dependingon grazing and certain types
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of agriculture consuming lesswater. Furthermore, it could be a good

locationfor stockraisingand manufacturing.

5.9 Main Regional Issues

To rationalize the use of water for different needs, such as agriculture,

industrial and domestic consumption. This is considered themost critical issue for a

future development.

The population make-up, and the balancing ofthe labor force between locals

and expatriates, should be attempted according to the future needs and their

relationships to development. In the due courseofsaudizationofall jobs,a specialcare

should be givento avoidany decline in the development rate, althougha little sacrifice

maybe worthtaking.

The issues associated withdiversification ofthe economyand regionaland

international trade are also to be considered. The economyshould not be singletrack

that depends onlyon oil production. The government should rather investmore in high

technological industries that uses oil and its products as raw material.

The issue of urban concentration verses expansion and spread is also

important. The lack and availability of information and its management, are the main

spine for any urbandevelopment, "no information no development".

5.10 Regional Goals and Objectives

Thesegoalsand objectives could be classified in the following categories:

• Social,

• Economic.

• Urbanization.

• Environment and naturalResources.

• Population.

• Infrastructure and services.

• Organizational.

5.10.1 Social Goals and Objectives

• Strengthening the socialand religiousbeliefs and practices.

• Providing the proper and targeted employment opportunities for Saudis to

meet the development needs.

• Providing suitabletrainingand educational facilities.
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• Preparing Saudis to occupy most, ifnot all, governmental jobs.

• Encouraging the women's role in an adequateand suitablejob market.

• Enhancing the cultural awareness by providingthe proper cultural and civil

infrastructure. Providing a high level of social security and facilities, and

making it available for all citizens.

5.10.2 Economic Goals and Objectives

• Diversifying the income sourcesfor the region.

• Optimum employment of the relative features of the region, through a

continues integration between all economic activities and financial and

natural resources.

• Development of the different economic sectors that participate in achieving

the economic integration.

• Enhancing the employment productivity ofthe labor force.

• Opening newchannels for privatesectorparticipation in development.

• Coordinating economic development with other regions in the Kingdom.

5.10.3 Urban Goals and Objectives

• Distributing development benefits on all Regional Spatial Settings. This

goal is achieved by a fair distribution of community services (health,

education, etc,), to all communities.

• Building the properopportunities for development in the entire region.

• Encouraging local development, which reduces expenses and raises the

optimization ofresources.

• Encouraging the currentminorcommunity gatherings (HEGAR), inorder to

unite with the nearestlargercommunity development and get benefrts from

its facilities.

• Ensuring proper land availability for futureexpansionand developmentof

existing urbanareas.

5.10.4 Environment and natural Resources Goals and Objectives

• Optimizing the use ofresources whileprotecting the local environment.

• Identifying environmentally sensitive sites and sites with a special identity

and features thatcanbeconsidered as naturalreserves.
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• Developing pollution detection, evaluation, and monitoring methods and

techniques.

5.10.5 Housing Goals and Objectives

• To enhance neighborhood plansby providing all infrastructures needs. This

needs a conscious plan to facilitate the government's task to meet the

increasing need for housing. Oneway is to increasepublic awareness for

participating to maximize the valueoftheir propertyby meansofsharing in

the infrastructure cost.

• To provide housing for citizens by guaranteeing interestfree loans.

• To provide housing for expatriates through the private sector with non

governmental loans.

• To provide properhousing and socialservicesacross the region.

5.10.6 Infrastructure Goals and Objectives

• The privatization of the supply of infrastructure for the new planed

neighborhoods is another way of insuring the timely supply of such

infrastructure.

• The government by the help ofits localauthorityshouldmaintain the current

infrastructure network.

• Rationalizing waterand energy useper capita.

• Enhancing road network maintenance.

5.10.7 Organizational Goals and Objectives

• Upgrading the management capabilities ofthe government agencies.

• Supporting different government and private organizations to help them

participate in the development programs.

• Supporting the planning efforts among.different organizations, especially

those,whichare concerned with infrastructure and services.

• Upgrading the enforcement abilityofthe municipality.

To achieve the previously mentioned goals, a development strategy that

bridges the gap between economic efficiency and social equivalenceshould be setup.

However, it is important to mention that this is not aseasy as it seems, the Islamic

norms and laws that govern all human activities in the Saudi society and its strong
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cultural background, makes the socialequivalence maintained through the development

process is not an easytask.

5.11 Development Strategies that bridges the gap between Economic
Efficiency and Social Equivalence

The development strategies could ensure one of the following three methods:

concentration of population, dispursement of population or a balanced

development strategy. Eachmethod couldbe achieved by:

• Concentrating the population ina main urban node and few sub-ruralnodes,

which in turn would provide the optimum use of the infrastructure and

services. This concept is mainlybased on the Economic Efficiencytheory.

• Similarly, the distribution ofthe population and the economic activitiesover

a larger number of urban and rural nodes across the region. This may

provide moreSocial Equivalence and better distribution ofweahh.

• The creation ofBalanced Development Strategiesthat mightbridgethegape

between the previously mentioned strategies of concentration and the

distribution of population, and reach an acceptable balancethatachieves an

optimum development in the light of the currentconditions. In thiscase,

certain development process within the major nodes will be the main

objective for future investment in order to enhance the current infrastructure

and develop its economic role. By meansofthis processa suitableeconomic

efficiency can be reached without destabilizing the capacityofthe current

urbansettlements and their role in theregionalsocial equivalence.

5.12 Planning the New Perspective

Development planners have, in recentyears,been attractedto planningfor units

that are relatively larger thanthe community but smallerthana nation.By taking into

account the spatial aspect of development, planners havesought to avoid manyofthe

pitfalls inherent in the excessive reliance on planning at the localor the national level

The local level is generally a poor base for development planning. Its necessarily

limited size rules out most internal and external economies of scale, while it lacks

resources and communications, and its circumscribed administrative-political

boundaries. Many factors, which vitally influence the future development of local

communities, are beyond their reach and can hardly be influencedby an individual

community·s actions. The distance from the local level to the nationaldecision-making
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centeris generally too furto havean effective two-way communication.

On the otherhand, at the national level,wherethe major development decisions

are made for thewhole country, meaningful popularparticipationin decision-making is

difficult to achieve. Decision-making at this level deals primarilywith broad policy

decisions, as priorities require a broadunderstanding ofsocio-economic conditionsat

the national and international levels supported by specialized technical knowledge.

Thus, while development planning is usuallymost efficientlyachieved at thenational

level, it fails to take into account the special needsofindividualcommunities. It is

precisely these needs that interest the average person and around which popular

participation canbe stimulated.

The disadvantages of planning withinthe traditionalnational-local framework

have givenrise to the needto organize for development at an intennediate level, Le., the

regional level Planning at this levelbasically has two functions: creatinga link between

the macro and micro levels of development - the verticalconnection;and integrating

resources within the region - the horizontal function. The vertical link has been absent

or weak in most countries, making it difficult to achieve popular participation in

development. At this intermediate levelmost development problemscould be dealt with

in a manner that is consistent with national prioritiesand local needs. Regional planners,

because of their close ties to national planners, presumably formulate their plans in the

light of national priorities that ensuretheir full implementation. Simultaneously, at the

intermediate level, localneedsand issuescan still be identifiedand dealt with. Through

the process of dis-aggregating national plans, it becomes more feasible to translate

national development strategies and plans into concrete programs addressed to

individual community needs and problems. It is aroundthese specificand identifiable

programs and projects that popular participation can bemore readilybepromoted.

5.13 Strategy Formation

• The method that addresses the issue of the Regional Strategy setup is a

multi-step process, whichfocuses on theeconomic, socialand urban factors.

• Integration couldbeachieved in regardsto thepreviouslymentioned factors.

• Inductive Planning will be the main development concept for a relatively

newsociety, wherethe development relations and integrationare so dynamic.

The Comprehensive Strategic Plan will be setup based on the previouslymentiOned

akematives,and inaccordance with the evaluation resultsofeach alternative.
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5.14 Evaluation Process

The Evaluation Process is the most important part in establishing a successful

plan. This process of scientific choice adopts the plan that achieves most of the goals

and the objects set by the authority and the planner. The process starts at the first level

by looking at the set goals and objectives in relation to the main policies, issues and

opportunities. The previous goals and objectives on the second level should reflect

certain strategic thoughts and principals. These strategies could be achieved through

several urban development strategies as well as social and economic alternatives.

At the third level a set ofevaluation methods are conducted to choose between

the previous alternatives that satisfy the needs of the Central Government Polices and

Plans as indicated in Table 5-1. At the forth level a proposed social and economic plan

in addition to a proposed urban development plan are setup. The final level will observe

the preferred strategy for regional development, which will be a combination ofboth set

plans in previous level. (Chart 5-1).

Chart 5-1-- Evaluation Process Graph
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Table 5-1-- Strategic Development (Evaluation Table)

Spatial Deveiopmeat Comprebeasive Developmeat
Alteratives Altematives

Alteratives Alteraative Alteraative Alteraative Alterative Alterative
(1) (2) U) (2) (3)

~~l5:~;?;{;{6:]f.oi~;tt4:lSeale--~;f~~,i\iW~}~(~~1~ 1'';' 2~; 3~1~ l~;i; 2's:\ '3~,,' 'Ii;;" ;'(~: "3~~(;' H:> 2'~§ 31'(, l¥~ ]ii' '3 :~(~\ ' "
.!>.<

Goal Achieved ";,,,,!, oJ,"M ,'~\~W~ "},,,,;;.' 'ex ,'",,,,", .","'! i ,;::~;'/j;i !;·~!}it;# ~1'fr;8, I ,,'?;I1';"o ' ,li,~~i ,-'. v- ' ,";;trio'!: '"",., ",,,,, • ":f,'li, '~'{."'}

1 Balanced Growth • • • • •
2 Distribution of • • • • •Development
3 Distribution for the • • • • •Benefits
4 Inner Migration • • • • •
5 Government Role • • • • •
6 BestUseof the Existing • • • • •Infrastructure and

Services
7 Large Scale Economy • • • • •
8 Concentration ofthe • • • • •Economic Activities
9 Private Sector Role • • • • •
10 Market Mechanism • • • • •
11 Urban Density • • • • •
12 OilSector asthe Main • • • • •Leader
13 Production • • • • •Diversification
14 Change inthe Current • • • • •Work Force Structure
15 Conversion inthe • • • • •EcononllcalStructure ,

16 Capital Intensive • • • • •Proiects
17 Labor Intensive • • • • •ProJects
18 Leading Economic • • • • •Sectors
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Spatial Development Comprehensive Development
Altenatives Alternatives

Alternatives Alternative Alternative Alternative Alternative Alternative
(I) (2) (1) (2) (3)

Scale"i~r~iii!;~ij,~,~Jf~t~;;~\f~~ft$¥z01'ht;?:-~~~(~ :lflt %i~ ;3~il 10,,* 2i;J:' c3~:! 1'1';;' 21f'; 31> 1";'~ ,2":,: 3'" t "& 2(,'; 3",r,

# Goal Achieved I.~118~£ i ;;'*~11~ 1',j:1:');\1 i I';';'e,", i kim,;;'? i:,YtliJ .i'§;~\'ii: :~~*l ;~;;et;[, I~~~'0; i :;1;:;'r. i;'~I!'; <:~~i;h I'~f:,:.'.'C'

19 Government • • • • •Expenditure
20 Development Growth • • • • •
21 Spatial Distribution • • • • •
22 Economic Sectoral • • • • •Specialization

Government Power 10 20 40 10 20 40 10 20 40 10 20 40 10 20 40

Scale
23 Central Government • • • • •Policies and Plans

Total Score 49 67 57 86 66
Level 5 2 4 1 3

General Seale:
Government Seale:

l=Low
10 = Low

2 = Medium
20 = Medium

3 = High
40 = High
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5.15 Urban Planning

The Master Development Plan "MOP". introduces the concept of coherent,

systematic urban planning at all levels, which makesit possible to closelyrelate the

subdivision design to the concepts ofresidential neighborhoods, road hierarchy, open

space and community facility provision. It is recommended that LocalPlans shouldbe

considered the basis to implement provisions of the MOP. These plans include

appropriate subdivisions andplot allocations as well as zoningmapsand regulations to

guide and control development in the specified area. It would not, however, be

advisable to have each single Local Plan that dictating the basic standards and

requirements for each subdivision. Therefore, a manual or guide is attemptedto assist

the TownPlanning Authority staffwith the principles, approaches anddesignmeasures

that could be followed. It should also be madeavailable to any government executive

agency, whichmightbe involved in residential layoutdesign.

5.16 Urban Structure

The main structuring principle is the proposedcommunity structure, which is

based on a three-tier hierarchy: districts, neighborhoods. and localhousing groups. The

size of districts is governed by the catchment population required to support certain

facilities such as secondary and intermediate schoolsand a rangeofsocialand public

services generally located in a district center. In proposedresidential areas thereare

communities of 32000 to 24000 people, each consisting of3 or 4 neighborhoods of

6000-8000 residents.

The MOP provides the planning framework, the proposedtypesofresidential

development, the mixed land uses for each district,and thepreferred indicative location

of facilities. On the other hand, the Local Plan provides a combination offixed and

flexible site locations, access arrangements, landscaped pedestrianroutes, and servesas

guidelines for subdivision design.

5.17 Development Pressures for Change of Use

The overall building condition and environmental quality of anarea give an

indication of whether redevelopment or urban renewal is requiredor not. Moreover,

certain areas in the city. which are currently perceived as having an acceptable

environmental quality, mayalso needredevelopment as they are pressured to change or

intensifythe mixing of landuses.

It is possible to identify priorityzoneswhere current or likely future pressures
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for change that maycombine the results ofthe MOP landuse and transportationsurveys

with othersources. Theanalysis shouldcoverthe indicators, which can reveal the range

ofthe development pressures as follows:

• Committed landand landunderconstruction.

• Zones where land use is likelyto be intensified, as revealed from existing

building heights in relation to the maximum permittedby current building

regulations,

• Zones dominated by mixeduses,as they providescope for possiblechanges

in the proportion ofcommercial, institutional and residential uses on a given

plot.

• Areas of substandard service as indicated by the ratio offormal parking

provision to developed floor space.

5.18 Site Selection Objective

In identifying sites for redevelopment or renewal, reference shouldbe madeto

the analytical approach included in the Master Directive Plan. The initialassessment

should take into account two mainelements: 1) building conditionand environmental

qualityand;2) development pressures for change ofuse.

5.19 Employee Accommodation

The construction sector is revived by the recoveryin Government expenditure

and in rental levels that induced a real estate boom. However, this boom is also driving

up costs for employers who provide accommodation or orkers, his epresents

major overhead, and higher accommodation costs may also result in reducing

dispersible income, suchas those paida housing allowance which are found insufficient

to coveraccommodation costs.This mayhave a direct impacton commerce and service

sectors.

5.20 Manpower Development

Managers in most private sector businesses id ot ive raining pecial

anendon, due to the fact that they often resort to recruit skilledlabor from overseas to

meet specific requirements.

It may, however, be concluded that meansmust be foundto increase the links .

between the private sector and training institutions in order to encourage a greater

citizen' participation in business activities.

Generally speaking, the average citizen participation is below 10% inprivate
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sector business activities and it is below 1% in construction and related industrial

activities.

5.21 Operational Constraints

There is a good deal of satisfaction ith he rovision f tilities n eneral,

although few businessmen consider this to be a majorconstraint.Most problems of

utilities are ratherlocalized.

5.22 Development Opportunities

Most businesses are established in Al Khag; to serve the local market.This

market develops new opportunities, which are opening up to everyone, equally

businesses grow which makes it important to establishnew marketswithinthe region

and the neighboring regions. Generally the conceptofa FreeTrade Zone is welcomed,

but key constraints for existing businesses were perceived in terms ofadministrative

procedures rather than physical constraints. Waysofdeveloping Al Khajji Region as a

strategically located commercial, business and servicecenter shouldbe considered.

5.23 Site Selection Criteria

The MDP designates new sites for industrial areas and business parks. In

determining the location ofsitesa strategic assessment should be adoptedbased on the

following criteria:

• Strategic development contextand long-termsub-regional growth potential.

• Proximity to airportor seaport.

• Accessibility to the regional road/transportation network.

• Proximity to laborforce.

• Localsocio-economic impact.

• Localenvironmental impact.

• Scopefor future expansion and long-term flexibility ofthe site.

5.24 Site Development Potential

From the site surveys' analyses, and the maps attached, the development

potential of the site should be analyzed and mapped in order to identify the

opportunities and constraints that mayexist. This shouldinclude the following:

• Areasbest suitedfor development.

• Areasunsuitable for development or requireexcessivecosts.

• Areaswhichwouldrequirecorrective actionprior to development.
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• Other environmental considerations (such as pollution, vegetation, visual

aspects etc.),

• Preferred sitedevelopment for different industrial or business activity.

5.25 Zoning Guidelines

5.25.1 New Industrial Areas

The zoning principles for new industrial and warehousing areas are specified in

the MOP. In providing new industrial areasandplanning the structure ofthe present

existing sites, it is essential to encourage the grouping ofcompatible industries andthe

spatial separation of noxious industries. The zoning of industrial activities will be

subject to the following factors:

• The need to separate industrial activities in order to minimize the riskof

potential noiseandpollution.

• The need to group industries requiring sitesofsimilarsize to maintain an

efficient relationship betweenplot widthand depth and to help to achieve the

efficient provision ofinfrastructure.

• The need to minimize traffic conflicts by directing industries, which

generate large volumes oftrafficto Peripheral locations.

• The needto accommodate expansion requirements.

• The necessity of grouping industries ofsimilardemands for infrastructure

planand whichpromotes efficient planning ofutilitynetworks.

5.25.2New BusinessParks

The concept behind 'business Parks' is to attract new emerging technology

enterprises, which conduct a significant levelofofficeand researchactivities, through

provision ofwell-designed layouts havinga superiorenvironment. The overall image is

intended to bean attractive high-quality, low-density development ina landscaped park.

like setting. Suitable businesses would be offices, research, warehousing and light

industrial uses of category 'A' manufacturing industries, as well as government

institutions and educational establishments witha significant researchcontent.

In a new business park, zones for different types of users would be clearly

identified. Zoning should also take into accountthe importantviews from both inside

and outside the park. The following categories of businesses each have their own

requirements andtheir separate identity duringsite zoning:
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• Offices with more than a 75% officecontent should be located separately

from factory units and would occupy the key sites within a development.

Thesemay include the approach to the site or areas with attractivesceneries.

• High technological, of30% to 75%ofits units are offices, the occupants of

high-tech buildings wouldbe typically involved in specializedmanufacturing

or research and development, they do not generally require outside storage

areas,hencethey can occupysites similarto offices.

• Mid technological, of I()O;'o to 30%ofits units are offices, the occupantsof

these buildings are likelyto be involved in manufacturing or storage. Hence,

outside storage and service yards' are required. These are different fromthe

'high tech' uses andgroupedaroundcourts with well-screened storage areas.

• Other uses such as small workshops or large 'low tech' would not be

permitted in the Business Park.

• Zoning should also take into account the size of units. The largestunits

within each category of development shouldgenerallybe grouped together

and located on flat areas. Smaller units are easier to establishon steeper

slopes wheretheseexist and are lessdifficult to integratewith the landscape.

Within each zone it is important to providea range ofplots with a degreeof

flexibility in order to providefor differentoptionsas long as possible. On the

larger sites, it may be possible to havea separatearea for privateplots to be

sold for purpose-buih and owner-occupier development.

5.25.3 Shopping and Recreation

In the light ofthe continuous development ofeconomyofAl Khajji, it is likely

that individuals will seek a greater variety and amount ofrecreationalexperiences,

which will promote the residents' standardsoflife. Shoppingdevelopmentpreference

can be categorized as follows: Large enclosed shopping mall, Department store,

Traditional'SOUK', Localshopping area, and town center street shops.

Leisure development priorities can be categorizedas follows: More recreation

facilities, more public open space, more beach facilities, more leisure facilities for

women, sandy desert picnic facilities, more sailingand fishing facilities, more indoor

sport facilities, shopping facilities, and moreoutdoor sport pitches.

5.26 Development Issues
A principal outputofthe socio-economic surveys is the typeofinformation that
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canbe used to guide future developments in the Region.

Improvements Proposed in LocalFacilities, can be listed as follows:

• Betterhousing.

• Betterroads.

• Parksand recreational facilities.

• Bettershopping facilities.

• Greateradult literacy.

• Government housing assistance.

• Preservation ofcultural traditions.

• Protection ofthe environment.

• Morerecreational facilities.

• Development of industries usingoil as raw material.

• Lessexpatriate staffin technical jobs.

5.27 Planning Production

Three different planning products are examined to determine the suitable one

that should beapplied in this unique setting. The chosenproduct willbeappliedat the

regional and local levels. The planning productsare:

• Comprehensive Plan.

• Master Development Plan.

• Master Directive Plan.

5.27.1 Planning Product Specification and Evaluation

5.27.1.1 Comprehensive Plan:

The quality ofthe comprehensive plan is determined as follows:

1. Hasa comprehensive look for dealing with thecurrent issues.

2. Strategy oriented.

3. LongtermpIan.

4. Guide line for future development.

S. Less integration.

6. Less flexibility in its generaloverall look.

7. Unspecific budgetary anticipation.

8. Less specificity for implementation & Phasing.
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5.27.1.2 Master Development Plan

Thequality ofthe MasterDevelopment Plan isdeterminedas follows:

1. To have a specific approach in dealing with the current issue.

2. Issue oriented.

3. Middle term Plan.

4. Specific future development concepts.

5. Moreintegration.

6. No flexibility in its future plan.

7. Specific Budget for implementing its certainprojectsto reach the targeted

goals.

8. Specific implementation procedures and phasingplan.

5.27.1.3 Master Directive Plan:

The quality ofthe masterdirective plan is determined as follows:

1. To have a comprehensive approach in dealing with certain issues in

particular.

2. Issueoriented witha general strategic direction.

3. Middle term plan.

4. Muhi-directional specific futuredevelopment concepts.

5. Integrated plan.

6. Flexible in solutions and futureplans.

7. Flexible distribution of its specific budgetallocations.

8. Flexible implementation procedures and phasing plan.

From the previous evaluation it isclear that the most suitable planning modelfor

implementation in the Saudicontextespecially in a remote location as Al Khoffl, is the

MasterDirective Plan for the following reasons:

• Smallcommunity compared to the other Saudimajor cities such as Riyadh.

• Lesspriority in development compared to other strategiclocations.

• Needsmore flexibility to producefunds for development projects.

• Helps in developing more creative ideas for future improvements and

projects.

• New community compared to other settings in KSA, which have more
opportunities.

• Dependent on oil income, which ismutableand subject to change. This may

affect the Master Planunlessthere is some flexibility inthe implementation
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procedures andmethods for allocating funds.

• Long termplanning is not welcomed in such a case, rather it needs vision for

an accelerated development of growth that may secure the currentborder

setting.

5.27.2 AIKhan; Master Directive Plan

The planwill be applied on two levels:

1. The regional level(AIKhajji Governorate).

2. The locallevel(AIKha}ji City).

For eachleveltwo different planswill be discussed:

1. TheUltimate Conceived Plan.

2. The Optimized Realistic Plan.

5.27.3 The Regional Level (AI Khan; Governorate):

5.27.3.1 The Ultimate Conceived Plan:

In suchplanning leveleachcity will have its set role:

• Population Targetfor the regionshouldbe500000.

• AI Khafji (a boarder service city), should be the region's capital and

commercial port with a free zone, a majorcenter for highand middle tech

industries.

• Al Safania (a major oil producer), should be the region's oil industrial

complex and fishing port and market,besidesrelevantindustries.

• Abraq Al Kabrit, should be the region's farming and agriculture community,

mainly for dates and vegetables, grazing open desertbesidesanimalstock

production, and adjacent agricultural industries.

• To be a majortransportation networksystemthat servesthe proposedplan.

• To be a comprehensive infrastructure networkthat meetsthe future demand

for the proposed plan.This may include a high-techdesalinationplant.

5.27.3.2 The Optimized Realistic Plan:

In suchplanning leveleachcity will have its set role (Map AP2-19)

• Population Target for the region is 250000.

• Al Khajji (a boarder service city), should be the region's capital and its

commercial port with a free zone.

• Al Safania (a major oil producer), should be the region's oil industrial
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complex and fishing port and market.

• Abraq AI Kabrit, should be the region's farming and agriculture community,

mainly for dates and vegetables, grazing open desert besides animal stock

production.

• To be a majortransportation networksystemthat serves the proposedplan.

• To be a comprehensive infrastructure networkthat meets the future demand

for the proposed plan.This mayincludea high-techdesalinationplant.

5.27.4The local level (AIKhafji City)

5.27.4.1 The Ultimate Conceived Plan(20years):

In suchplanning levelAl KhaffiCitywill have its detailedplan:

• Population Target for the city is 250000.

• A free zoneport at RasMeshab, ofabout 20 sq. km.

• An international two runwayairportone for largebodiesand cargo aircraft,

and the other for midand smallsize aircraft.

• Five shopping complexes (mallsand hotels).

• A 5-sq.km. Recreation themepark.

• A 4 sq. km. University.

• High and Mid. Tech. Industrial park of about lo-sq. Ian including all its

facilities.

• A high-class residential and holiday resortofabout 5 sq. km.

• Threesporting clubs.

• Two private specialized hospitals with the capacityof lOO-beds each.

• Two social and business clubs for men and one socialclub for women.

• A downtown business facility,

• New residential neighborhoods to accommodate the populationdemand.

• A new industrial park outsidethe city limits.

• A majortransportation networksystemthat servesthe proposed plan.

• A comprehensive infrastructure network that meets the future demand for

the proposed plan.This may includea high-techdesalinationplant.

5.27.4.2 The Optimized Realistic Plan:

In such planning levelAl KhajjiCity will have its detailed plan (Map AP2-21):

• Population Targetfor the city is 175000.
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• A free zoneport at RasMeshab, ofabout 10 sq. Ian.

• A local one runway airport.

• Two shopping complexes (mallsand hotels).

• A S-sq. Ian. Recreation theme park.

• A 1 sq. Ian. college.

• Two sporting clubs.

• Onespecialized private hospitalwith the capacityof100-bed.

• One social and business club for men and one socialclub for women.

• A downtown business facilities.

• New residential neighborhoods to meetthe population housingdemands.

• A new industrial park outside the city limits.

• A majortransportation networksystemthat services the proposedplan.

• A comprehensive infrastructure network that meets the future

demand for the proposed plan. This may include a high-tech.

desalination plant.

5.28 Conclusion:

5.28.1 Elements ofStrategies for Popular Participation

Any strategy of popularparticipation has to pay attentionto the waypeopleare

initially motivated for active participation in development. There isa need, therefore, to

offer the people realistic incentives for participation; emphasisshouldbe placedon the

benefits driven from the realization of medium and long-term goals rather than on

instant gains that are unobtainable. To encourage the population at largeto accept

deferment of present benefits for the sakeofgreater futuregains, governments should

reveal their goals and the methods they expect to use in achieving them. Also, they

should indicate the burdens that the various group in society mightbe expectedto

shoulder. This can be achieved through educational programsthat attemptto foster a

sense of socialresponsibility amongthe people. Ofequal importance, great care should

be given to projecting "authentic and realistic images"ofthe future societiesthat would

justify the striving for development and permit the ordering of objectives and

instruments withincoherent societalpolicies.

The fact that Since the degreeofpreparinggovernmentofficials, local leaders,

and the masses of the people for continuing decision-making roles is highly uneven,
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makes it imperative that training should be an integralpart ofa popular participation

strategy. Such training, on the one hand, shouldinvolveorientationabout the nature of

popular participation in decision-making. On the other, it impartsthose necessary skills,

such as management methods and localdevelopment planningtechniquesthat may be

required by the particular institutional arrangements in a givenregion.

While the creation of effective local institutions for popular participation is

frequently a difficult process, the rewards in terms ofdevelopment are correspondingly

greater. Not onlycan the institutions serveas focalpoints for detecting and influencing

public opinion about development issues, but also they can facilitate increased use of

local resources, especially labor. Moreover, such institutions can help structure

economic production and services in a moreefficient and sociallyequitablemanner.

An adequate infrastructure of local institutions, the mobilization of people

around them, and the training ofleaders (localgovernment officials) are all necessary

but not sufficient. There is also a need for procedures that link diverse local institutions

with national ones. Planning and administrative mechanism, that achieve a balanced

development effort.

In summary, a comprehensive strategy for promoting popular participation

within an overallframework ofnationaldevelopment strategycan prove most effective \:

ifundertaken at all levelsofdecision-making within a society.

5.28.2 Spatial Development Alternatives

5.28.2.1 First Alternative: Equivalent Spatial Distribution on the Region

1. The mainfeature ofthis ahernative is GuidedDevelopment).

2. Reaching a balanced growth for all settlements through thedistribution of

development.

3. A fair distribution ofthe benefits ofdevelopment.

4. Minimizing the innermigrationwithin the region.

5. Providing general services, housing loans,and subsidized land, through the

government sector.

15.28.2.2 SecondAlternative: Concentration ofDevelopment and its benefitson
the Region

1. The main feature ofthis ahernative is Market Mechanism.

2. Best useofthe existing infrastructure and services in the present settlements.

3. Maximizing the benefits fromthe large-scale economy, which in tum leads

to concentration ofthe economic activities in the centers oflarge cities.
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4. Making private sector and market mechanism the main dominator in the

marketplace that leadsthe development, whichattracts the urban density.

5.28.3Comprehensive Development Alternatives

5.28.3.1 First Alternative: Enhancing the current economic and social
development

This alternative achieves the following:

1. The continuation ofthe Oil Sectoras the main leader in the development.

2. Minimizing the role of the productiondiversification as the foundation for

the development process, since the Oil Sector remains the main dominator

for economic activity.

3. The Government and the PublicSector will remainthe main players in the

economic activity.

4. Maintaining the currentwork force structure(Saudisto Expatriates), with the

concentration on the labor-intensive projects.

5.28.3.2 SecondAlternative: Economic Sectoral SPecialization as a startfor
Diversification ofProduction

This alternative achieves the following:

1. Guiding the production diversification for leading sectors in the economy

instead of relying on Oil as the sole leadingsector. Thiswill be thestartof

modification in the economical structure.

2. Increasing a larger participation of the private sector in the development

process as compared to the currentsituationwhere the private sector playsa

minimal role comparedto the public sector.

3. Leading the economy to capital-intensive projects rather than labor

intensive. Accordingly, the private sector participation share may increase.

4. Giving the government sector the upper hand in directing the development

process in order to achievethe goalsand objectivesof the national strategy.

Accordingly, the government will have a significantcontrolling role over all

development issues.

5.28.3.3 ThirdAlternative: Maximizing Diversification ofProduction as the
Main Foundationfor Development

This alternative achievesthe following:

1. Increase ofproduction diversification to its maximum, which may lead to the
increase ofthe leadingeconomicsectors.
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2. Make private sector the main economic player in the region.

3. Increase Government expenditure in infrastructure to match the production

and development growth.

This may lead the economy to capital-intensive projects as well as labor

intensive ones. Accordingly, no changes in the current work force structure

(Saudis and Expatriates), within the economic activity.
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CHAPTER SIX

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Introduction

Research findings, mapped out conclusions, further implications and

recommendations for future research are outlined in the present chapter. It is worth

mentioning that research findings presented below are built on the presentation and

discussions as underlined in Chapter five.

The first consideration of the astute planner accounts for the basic traits ofthe

Saudi society, social historical, and economic features with a special implications for

the Islamic traditions which underlines the behavior of the Saudi people and

government alike. It is important to mention in this respect that theobjectives, structure,

policy, decision-making and administration rules ofthe government in the Kingdom of

Saudi Arabia are closely adherent to the Islamic values and traditions. These values

greatly influence the decisions and strategies of any developmental plans aiming at

achieving a significant progress. By the early 19408 development was also spurred by

the tremendous oil wealth brought to a newly consolidated nation. This brought with it

the responsibility of guiding Saudi's largely nomadic population to a prominent place

among the developed countries oftheworld.

6.2 Summary

6.2.1 Research Rationale

In the due course of this research, special attention was given to the regional

strategy and development. To achieve this objective a case study wasdeveloped to

underline the research concepts. Thecase study was setout to cover the Kingdom of

Saudi Arabia (KSA) in general, with a special focus on its Eastern Region (AIKhajji

Governorate).

This study is built on the literature ofplanning studies in the West and also the

Arab world and the Arabian Gulf in particular. It is clear in this literature that the

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is an out standing case ofrapid urban growth, featuring a

high rate of internal and external migration. However, such urban change has not

figured strongly in Middle Eastern studies ingeneral and in the field ofSaudi Arabian
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Provincial Development in particular. Also, the perspective on the StrategicPlanning

Concept inside the Kingdom had notyet beenexamined to its fullest extension. These

factors underline the rationale for the present studyand gives it a special significance in

surveying the various aspects ofsuchurbanchange. A case studythat addressesother

issuesofcurrentplanning strategies was also set out for this end.

This thesis focused on the Regional Provincial Planning (RPP) that can be given

the term "second level of planning". In many cases in planning practice this second

level ofplanningis oftenoverlooked or might further be considered as being irrelevant.

On the contrary, the concept ofan intermediate planning levelmightplay an effective

role in bridging the gap between the macro country plan and the microcity plan. In

other words, it turns the conceptuality of the macro to the realityofthe micro with

minimal compensation or ruling out concepts and goalsoutlined in the regional master

planning.

The centralgovernment allocates budgets to different regionsfor developmental

projects based on approved regional planning goals. In the absence ofintennediate

planning, such distribution of resources resuhs in marginal losses. Second level or

intermediate planning should minimize and controlat the sametimethese losses while

distributing resources among different regions.

Furthermore, such intermediate planning takes into consideration cultural

systems and the ethicalbaseofthe societyin any implementation ofplanning goatsand

objectives. Therefore, developing the conceptofRegional Provincial Planning (RPP)

might hopefully achievethe goalsand objectives ofthesocietywithout interfering with

its political as well as cuhural systems and ethics. This thesis is basedon a true and

comprehensive collection of data for the region under study in order to build up the

planning concept in a realistic manner. The study also applied across-referencing

technique ofdata analysis inanattemptto avoidall embedded characteristics. With this

in mind, the concluded resuhs contributed in developing a framework ofa planning

model that best fits the case study region while maintaining the required depth and

breadth incovering all related issues.

Since planning practice in general draws heavilyon theories and methods well

articulated in the body of knowledge related to this field, this research considered all
relevant literature as a foundation for designing and CO • the

. mpoSln8 adopted
comprehensive planning model
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6.2.2 Literature Search & Review

A comprehensive review ofreferences in various aspects that are relevant to the

scope of the research was considered. Such literature focuses on strategic planning and

development and their relationships to human social values. In order to narrow down

this literature review emphasis was placed on planning theories that have a direct

implication for the research, especially those that developed an analysis ofa similar

setting. The review provided an outlook on planning theory with a historic background

that deals with similar settings or at least compatible environments. As cited in most of

the references, planning was the main focus from theory to implementation. The

following indicates a brief idea on the scope ofthe literature search:

Planning Theory is a term that strikes terror in thehearts ofmany
planners. 129

Early writings on planning characterized it as an act ofvisionary
design or creative problem solving.130

Planning offers an important means for institutionalizing the politics
of deliberation within government. Democratic planning
acknowledges the interdependencies ofour social problems, too often
overlooked in the adversarial arena of legislative and executive
politics. 13l

A planner shall seek to expand choice and opportunity for all persons,
recognizing a special responsibility to plan for the needs of
disadvantaged groups and persons, and shall urge the aheration of
policies, institutions, and decisions, which militate against such
objectives. 132

Some city planning agencies assigned staff planners to prepare
subarea plans, organized subarea-planning councils and encouraged
residents to participate in citywide planning. Although it is mistaken
to confuse subarea planning in which central planning agencies
deconcentrate functions to local subareas, with neighborhood planning

129 Brooks, Michael P.-Apletlon olpandlt..r, Jouraal oftheAmerican Planning AssociatiolL '9(2):

142.145. 1993Spring. (References]
tSO ibid., 142·145,1993Spring

UI Forester, John.,"Wlat PI•••en Do:Power, PoUtks,.1Id Pen.",,·, Administrative Science Quarterly. 41(4): 719.713,
1996Dec. (References]
U2 a,Id, 139-140.
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in whichcommunity residentsplan for themselves(Checkoway 1984,
1985, 1991).J33

Planners always struggle to maintain their presence in the decision making

process by providing a comprehensive rationale for their profession. Theprincipal

consideration regarding the theorization in planning is that theplanningtheory mainly

focuses on the process rather than the actual theoretical approach. Consequently, in

most cases planning theoreticians while building theoriesare overwhelmed to focus on

understanding the political process behindthe planningaction rather than the planning

activities themselves.

According to Harvey (1985), in most cases, conceptually, most plannerssee

themselves as the protectors ofthe poor tryingto achieve socio-economic equality.

Theory playsan awkward role in an appliedprofession, Hochreminds
us. Professionals can learnto act in usefuland effectiveways without
knowing whytheir actionswork.134

The rationale for planning also raises the question of legitimacy:
professional planners, after all, do not plan for themselves, but for
others. What entitles them to do this, and, by implication, to makeor
direct social choices? Other issues also arise when we addressthis
question.13'

Professional plannerswork in an institutional order ofcompetitive and
hierarchical relationships, which, despite their adversarial and
instrumental qualities, require someco-operation. Manyprofessional
planners regularly try, in imaginative, incremental, and occasionally
grand ways, to shift attentionfrom theadversarial to thedeliberative.
Their persistence testifies to the effort they are making in our
competitive liberal societyto keep alive the practicalpossibilitiesand
the hopeofresponsible, free, and informed deliberation.136

In the due course of this research, the literaturereviewwas perpetual and the

relevant references have been updatedby lookingat the latest related articles. Also any

new lawsor decreesthat were issuedin the Kingdomthat could affect the research were

taken into consideration.

133Checkoway. Barry. "Pa.1 Davidoffa.d advocK)' p1a..l.... retrospect.",Journal of the American PIaMma AIiOCiatioll.
60(2): 139-143. 1994 Spring. [References)

U4 Forcster.lobn.:·Mat Pla..en Do: Power. PoUtk.. alld Pe~a•••", Administrative S~icm:e Quarterly. 41(4): 719.723.

1996 Dee, [References)

131 G.C.Hemmens. "New Directions inPlanning Theory. " Journal oftileAmeri:an Ptann~g AS$OCilti:>n -'3) (J..... 19
9

•"""\ • -, 73): 155-
16 .

136 Forcstcr.lohn....Wht Pla..en Do: Power. PoUtk.. alld hnllsloL", Administrative Science Q I
uarter t- 41(4): 719.723

1996 Dec. [Referenc:es] .
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In order to place the methodology in its contextual setting, literature oflocal

identity was reviewed and analyzed. Also, the quotationsthat closely relate to the scope

of this thesis were translated. Such local literature helped in better understanding

relevant issues that relates to the present setting under investigation, such as: culture,

belief(Islamic religionand its laws), etc.

6.3 Methodology Procedures

The methodology of the research was devised carefully in order to suit the

special environment and culture of the KingdomofSaudi Arabia. The specificityof

this context contributed to the designofthe researchtool that best yield valid results.

Accordingly, a test was made in order to determine the clarityand precisionofthe

method. Basedon the resultsofthe test somemodifications and adjustments were made.

For example, such methodology took into consideration the proper surveymethodthat

bests fitted the local culture without intruding on the privacyof inhabitants. It also

realized the special needs for the societythat does not interferewith the government

generalpolicies.

6.3.1 Survey Methodology

A fully comprehensive detailed surveywas conducted in order to givea better

understanding for the Saudi society. At this specific level ofplanning, the Regional

Provincial Planning(RPP),providedfor the set up ofa Regional Development Strategy

for AI KhafJi regionwhich figures, a two dimensional survey. TIlefirst dimension was a

general regional survey with sufficientdetail that essential required for the study. TIle

seconddimension was a fully detailedsurvey (house to house), for AI Khafji City.

The secondsurvey level (the detailed survey), was conducted as follows:

At first, a randomsamplesurvey was undertakenfollowinga preset procedure.

At the beginning, the locations that wouldbe part ofthe random sample survey work

were specified. This was followed by gathering any relevant survey data, preferably

recent survey data, for the same locationand which was conducted earlier by various

concerned agencies (e.g, Municipalities, Ministry of Planning, Department ofTown

Planning, ARAMCO, etc.), The results ofprevious research work was compared to the

resuhs ofthe conducted samplesurveys in order to verify the devised methodology that

would bestfit the situationand also its scale and type.

Due to the fact that this research carried out a full range survey in a later stage, it
became necessary to have a random check to verify the quality of h

Sue surveys.
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Random checking also filled the gaps, corrected mistakes, and updatedany changes that

might occur.

6.3.2 AlKhaJji RegionalLand Use and Data Presentation

To present the regional land use data in an organized manner, an aggregated

summary of the urban andrural land use settlement survey data were put together. The

broad pattern of major land uses was recorded from existing maps and aerial

photography specifically for areas outside the urban andrural settlements ofAl Khajji

Region. It also utilized data from the natural resource surveysandother sourcesof

information. The existing Al Khajji Regional land use mapwas presented at reasonable

scale and distinguished between urban and rural activities. It showed the settlement

pattern in relation to the principal natural resources, agricuhuralland, transportation,

utility, and othermajor land uses ofregional significance.

6.4 AlKhani Regional Planning Model

Most ofplanning professionals considers the Planning Modelas a set script that

an planning process should follow. Theapplication ofsuch planning model and the its

phasing methods should be part ofsuch.

Consequently, the use ofthe empirical data that was collected remarkably helped

in building the regional planning model It gavean honest indicatorfor the development

challenges facing the region. AI Khajji City is a prototype for the Eastern Region Cities

and an important cityas well The data collected had specialsignificance.

Culturally, AI Khaffi is very similar to any other community in the KSA;

therefore, the cultural needs are almost the same. Economically, it faces the same

challenges as othercommunities in KSA,especially the communities that were built on

the oil economy as its main source. Socially, it is a well-represented sample that

generates an acceptable multiplier for household average demography, (count, gender,

income, ete.),

Development issues address the same requirements in most ofthe communities

in KSA. The overall Physical Plan Condition, including buildings, roads, and

infrastru~e, is identical allover KSA,due to the fact that most cities in KSA have the

same age and wentthroughthe samephasesofthe development process. Accordingly,

Al KhafjiCitycan function as a prototype modelthat can function in many other •regions
inKSA.
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6.5 Research Com position

The research was organized in a way that develops the aimedplanning strategy

in a rational systematic method. Chapterone focused on a detailedreviewofthehistoric

background as well as an overview ofthe research organization and methodology. It

gave a brief introduction ofthe theoretical basisofthe researchand the locationofthe

case study. This involved identifying the research problem, and outlining the study

rationale and objectives. An overview ofthe Kingdom ofSaudiArabiaand a focuson

the Al Khajji Region was analyzed in relation to the general hypothesis and its sub

hypotheses. The techniques employed as well as the nature and sourcesofthe data

required for the study was discussed.

Chapter two dealt withPlanning Development Strategies, theories, methods and

practice. A review of the literature on planning development strategies and theories

focusing on development, its implementation methods and practice techniques was

presented. It explored a full range of development theories and models in various

settings.

Chapter three focused on the survey methodology, and its design. Several survey

forms were designed to suitethe localsetting. In thischapterAl Khof]! casestudywas

examined in depth, including the region's importance and characteristics. Assessment

of the region's physical, social and economic components were performed. It also

examined the inter-relationships ofeachand everyzone in the region in the analysis of

the region understudy(AI Khcffi Governorate).

Thisanalysis wasdonethrough several procedures and tools:

1. Data Collection & Compilation: A house to house survey and data

collection for Al Khafji city was carriedout. Also, regional data were

collected from respective sources.

2. Map & DataEntry: The localmap was updatedby using land survey.A

complete andprecise thematic digitalmap was fed into the computerthat

facilitated the compilation ofdata withminimum possibleerrors.

3. First Data Output: Data outputwas performed in theformsof full tally

that were then compared with the survey sheets to ensure theproper

entry of each single data. Also, output in the form ofcolored maps and

visual reviewtook place in comparison to the actual settings.

4. Data Presentation: Several forms of data presentation t k lac
00 p e.

Colored maps and charts that showthe following· Landuse B ildi• , Ul mg use
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(ground, mezzanine, top floors), height, age, condition, occupancy,

utility connections, and land occupancywere consulted, Also, roads are

presented by maps and charts: base condition, width, number of lanes,

lighting, utilitylines, plantation, and overall condition.

Chapter four summarized the existing condition and discussed a list offact

findings relatedto suchconditions and their projectedreasons. Furthennore, thegeneral

development concepts and ideasthat most suit the region under study were deliberated.

General Development Concepts and Ideas focused on the following: A studyofvarious

general development concepts and ideasdrawn from local areas (Gulf Region and the

Arab World) and other international zones. Also, examination, analysis, and the

discussion of the survey along with publisheddata ofthe Eastern Regiontook place.

Afterwards, the development of a theory(strategy) took the formofa hypothesis that

was tested by using criteria that best suited the local setting, and the natureofthe

selected site.

Chapter five has a specialsignificance in this thesis. It focused on examining a

full range of the proposed development concepts and ideas, which wasreflected in

developing models against the existing situationin AI Khcffi Governorate. The future

outlook, challenges and problems concerning the region under studywas partofthis

chapter. This was expressed as follows: Future implications and expectations were

projected from the current trends and expected policiesaccordingto the current and

future economic and political anticipations. Identification ofthe challenges that might

face the proposed development model took place.Raised issues that might developdue

to such concept were highlighted. The chapter attemptedto set developmentcriteria

through hypothesis and testing, accompanied by a set of recommendations and

conclusions.

Chapter fivewas mapped out in the formofProposed Development Procedures.

It developed several criteria in order to chooseone certain model that well represented

the region under study. Finally, it made the suitable adjustments for such model that

best suitedcurrentsetting.

Three different planning products were examined to determine the most

appropriate one that could be applied to this special setting. The selected products

would be generalized at the regionaland local levels. Theplanning products included

the Comprehensive Plan, the Master Development Plan, and the Master Directive Plan.
Al Khajji MasterDirective Plan was applied on two levels:
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1. Theregional level(AI KhajjiGovernorate).

2. The locallevel(AI Kha}ji City).

Foreachlevel two different planswerediscussed:

1. The Uhimate Conceived Plan.

2. TheOptimized Realistic Plan.

6.6 Conclusions
This study has attempted to outline a general framework to improve the

understanding of the development processin the EasternRegionofSaudi Arabia. KSA

cities are shaped to meet the human values embedded in the ArabianandIslamicculture

and ideology, which is exhibited in the social interaction among people and

government. It becomes imperative to employ both a qualitative and a quantitative

approach to planning, whichcoversall elements ofsociety. It is a reasonable approach

by which many issues can be resolved in sucha way that satisfies humanneeds ofthe

society withconstant change.

To verify theseclaims, a reviewofthe theoriesofplanning in various periods of

time waspresented. Different planning theories were tested in additionto a briefreview

of the culture context that was examined. As explained in chapter two, mostplanning

theories are difficult to applyinto directphysical components ifcompared, for example,

to theories ofphysics and mathematics. It is also notedthat theantagonism between the

new city and the old one can be dramatic. Consequently, the exaggerated urbanand

economic change led to a conflict of opinions amongplannersand decision-makers.

One group questioned whether change was really for the better standards of living,

while the other group steadfast to the old traditions and methods advocating

preservation and conservation.

Development planning is an art of reaching a delicate balanceamong diverse

issue, such as: culture, tradition, socialand religious values. The past experiences of

planning in various partsofthe world indicate that the development ofthe region under

study is primarily determined by humanvalues. This idea meansthat planning should

be concerned not only with the rational theoretical allocationofresources, but more

importantly with the selection ofgoalsand valuestoward which these resources should

be directed. These goals and valuesought to be driven from the values ofthe natives

who live in these regions and who are most affectedbyplanning decisions.

Any planning process with an eye on the future it should acco t ~ id' un lor a W1 e
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range of expectations. These methods require more than just observation: they require

skilled judgement to relate the past to the future during the process of proposing

schemes for action. With this in mind, the form and content of planning issues in

different cultures can be understood and interpreted by reference to its historicity and

the development of its social values. As a result, the transfer ofplanning concepts

should be modified in such a way that takes into consideration the new social context.

Rapid socialand physical transformation and massiveurbanization that changed

almost everyaspectoftraditional life hasmarkedthe past two to three decades in KSA.

Obviously, this does not sit well with Western planningand designconcepts. Cities

have ultimately grown more conscious and sensitiveto such constanterosionoftheir

historical roots. To shape a harmonized and balanced development, a legislatively

backed policy and a set ofmles withinthe overallnationalpolicy are urgentlyneeded.

Rapid urbanization is taking place in SaudiArabia.Two major factorsare responsible

for the substantial increase and inherently mutablemake up ofthepopulations of the

large cities: internal migration and international labor migration. The international labor

migration brought with it many values and cuhural norms that may be incompatible

with the traditional valuesystems in KSA.

Most of the data for this study is drawn on a comprehensive surveyofAIKhafji

Governorate with emphasis onAI Khafji City.The research methodology also involved

an analysis of local census data, and local municipal information. Over the last few

decades the developing countrieshave garnished extensiveexperience in modern, large

scale infrastructure projects such as bridges and roadways, and electric generation

facilities. It is only in the last thirty years that someofthe developing countries have

been able to gather resources in order to organize their efforts in meeting growing

demand. There is still a need for a modem, centralized plan ofurban development for

Middle-Eastern states where oil revenues have spurred tremendous growth. As a

Middle-Eastern developing nation, the KingdomofSaudi Arabia has made outstanding

strides in the realmofdevelopment planning.

From the evaluation method of the suitableplan for the case study, it became

clear that the most suitable planning model for implementation in theSaudi context

specifically in a remote locationas Al Khajji, is the Master Directive Plan. Whether it

can be appliedas an ultimateplanor as an optimizedone, this may depend on the policy

and the bureaucratic method to be used. The decision-making process and the policy

making procedures are the most criticalphases in the application ofsuch plan.
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To achieve the set goals of the proposed Master Directive Plan several

development issues shouldbeaddressed. ThisThesisgathered the most important issues

that have emerged from the analytical review of the existing situation in AI Khajji

Region, its urban and rural areas. The following summarypresents a synopsis ofthe

mainfindings and issues related to each aspectofdevelopment.

6.6.1 Natural Resources

The Kingdom's recent phenomenal growth has depended largely on the

discovery and exploitation of oil and gas resources. Oil and gas extractionsare well

managed and technology is being continuously harnessed to increase production

efficiency and minimize adverseeffects.The Kingdompossesseslarge resourcesofoil,

which undoubtedly account for a sustainable economic growth. However, economic

growth and urbanization have generatedpressuresfrom various formsofdevelopment

contributing to strain other scarcenaturalresourcesconsideredessential in supporting

humanactivities and ecosystems.

There is a numberoffacts that shouldbe considered in the contextofsettingup

any development plansuch as most oftheKingdom's territory is desert and that rainfall

is rare. Groundwater resources are finiteand not easilyreplenishable in the contextof

increased abstraction. Vegetation is sparseexcept where agricultural development and

forestry are maintained throughirrigation. Traditionalirrigationmethodsthat preserved

the groundwater reserves have been replacedby irrigationthrough wells bored to depths

neverreached in the past.

Development programs have made it possible for more lands to be used for

agriculture, and hence, increasing the strainon groundwaterresources. Less emphasis

has been placedon the exploitation offish resourcesor the developmentofmariculturs.

In this context themajor issuesrelating to naturalresourcesare:

• The largescaleabstraction ofgroundwaterfor agricultureand forestry

• The need for a better management ofgroundwaterresources and ofmarine

resources.

• The need to encourage more attempts to build an accurate database on

groundwater aquifers, soils and fishery resources.

• The need to co-ordinate the allocation of land for different uses at the
regional leveL
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6.6.2 Socio-EconomicContext

KSA has developed rapidly due to the great wealth generated from the

exploration of hydrocarbons and the oil price booms in the 1970s. This is reflected in

the population growth, household structure,employmentprofile and economic structure

ofthe Kingdom, andrespectively, the region under study.

Total population has increased rapidly amounting to a high rate of natural

increase of citizens and indicates a massive inward migration of expatriates who

represent composed more than one quarters ofthepopulation in 1985.This resulted in

an unevenpopulationmake up, with the following features:

• A higherproportionofmales in comparisonto females rate.

• The majorityis under the age of40 years old.

• More than half of the citizen population is under the age of 15, which

indicatesa decrease in mortality rates and an increase in fertility rates.

These features indicatethe need to cater for growingdemands in health services,

education and training facilities, and a rapid growth in householdformation, which

suggestsa greaterdemandfor housing, services and infrastructure.

The average size of citizen households is large. Many expatriates live in

collective households or in institutions. However, the highest growth in household

formation is in private expatriatehouseholds.

The Kingdom's economyreflects a rapid development, which has resulted in an

uneven sectoral profile. Although the recessionprecipitated a consolidationofcertain

activities, remarkably construction, the economystill suffers from a narrow economic

base which is heavily dependant on hydrocarbons for wealth creation and on

Government expenditure for wealth distributionand employment. The development of

non-hydrocarbon based activitieshas been slowed down by:

• The limitedresource base.

• The small domestic market.

• The opennessofthe economy and lack of 'infant industry', protection.

• The dominance ofthe public sector.

As a result, the economy is vulnerable to cuts in Government expenditure, and

the government plays a very central role in the economy by means of providing

housing, subsidizing utilities and opening new vacancies Citizens and no it' •• n-c izens are
equally considered in terms of the above decisions. It may be advisable to introduce
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measures to reduce this state of dependency by introducing cost recoverytariffs for

utilities and through the encouragement of economic diversificatlon, The case for

diversification must be assessed at the levelofeach sector ofthe economyon criteria,

which include financial viability, infrastructure requirements, landutilization,human

resource development, economic multipliers and leakage, and social criteria.

6.6.3 Rural Development

The development ofrural areas in the Regionis relativelyrecent. Its seeds have

been engraved in the past 30 years in the Government initiatives and policies. This was

translated into a series of measures and projects aimed at social and economic

development, the provision of housing and community facilities and the buildingof

infrastructure. Theprograms for road building and housingwere ofspecialsignificance

in terms of opening up the underdeveloped parts of the Kingdom and settling the

Bedouin population.

Social and economic development measures focused on the development of

human resources and opening up rural employment opportunities. Socialdevelopment

focused on the development of human resources by means of formal education

programs, male adult education and women's developments programs and also the

promotion of medical care. The opening up of rural employment opportunities was

linked to a massive agricultural development program, the provision of public

administration andcommunity facilities and the settingup ofco-operatives thatprovide

commercial and transport services to the population and to oil companies. However,

deficiencies still exist in terms of quality of secondary education and the medical

staffing ofhealthcentersin ruralareasand the employment opportunities remain limited

ifcompared to those available in urbanareas.

In the context of rural development, agriculture advancedconsiderably in the

last few years. The measures adoptedto developagriculture includedthe setting up of

citizen farms, the expansion of generous free inputs and subsidies to farmers, the

establishment ofstate farms for the production ofwheat and fodder crops and incentives

for livestock rearing. As a result ofthese measures, a largenumber ofcitizens' private

farms became highlyprofitable. However, the contribution ofagriculture to the overall

economy remains little. The industry is heavily subsidizedand produetivity remains

relatively low in view of the constraints imposed by poor soils and increasing

groundwater salinity. Theserule out the successful and widespread cuhivation ofsome
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crops, which would contribute to the objective ofnationalfood security.

The mainissues relating to ruraldevelopment include:

• The need to stabilize the citizenpopulation base in rural areas in the faceof

the challenges offeredby urbanareas by the consolidation strengthening the

socialand cultural programs and the improvement ofemployment prospects.

• The need to increase the productivity ofthe agricultural sector taking into

consideration the limitations imposed by the water resource base and the

implications for exceeding these limits in the longterm.This central issue

raises questions regarding the Government's role in rural development.

Aspects which deserve attention and are ofdirect relevance to productivity

include the establishment ofagricultural cooperatives, the encouragement of

greenhouse cultivation, research into more salt tolerant species,

rationalization of the marketing system and additional incentives to the

fisheries sector.

6.6.4The Settlement Pattern and Intra-regional Linkages

The presentpatternofsettlements within the Region is the resultofa number of

historical, geopolitical, economic and social factors. Outsidethe major urban centers,

the size and distribution of settlements havebeen influenced to a large degree by the

public sector investment programs in housing, infrastructure andcommunity facilities

geared towards the establishment of new settlements. The location of settlements

generally relates to the distribution of natural resources, in particulargroundwater,

agricultural soils, grazing land, fishing and oil,

Analysis shows that settlements over the whole Region manifest different

characteristics and functions. At present, the two majorurbancenters form the main

poles of attraction within the region with nearly 85 percent oftotal populationand

employment, andare slowly increasing their share by drawingmost settlementssituated

withincommuting distance their sphereofinfluence.

In this context, the main issues to be investigated in relation to the settlement

patternare:

• The prospects for the developing the settlements economicbase in relation

to the potential offered by leading sectors, the development offootloose

activities in selected settlements and the stimulationoftrade, servicesand

marketing centersand the role ofinterregional linkages in that respect.
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• The prospects of promoting spatial efficiency in the provision offacilities

and services through the establishment ofa hierarchyofsettlements and the

creation of rural servicecenterswhich woulddevelop stronger linkageswith

smallersettlements situatedin their respective catchment areas.

6.6.S Housing

The housing stock in the Regionis basicallyvillas, low-costhouses, Arabicor

traditional houses, apartments and various forms of temporary housing. The

predominant types of citizen housing are villas and low-cost houses,with the latter

constituting the majority ofthe stock in rural areas. The construction quality ofthe stock

is generally good. The lowestdensities are recorded in single familyresidential areas.

Some of the residents living in households ofsubstandard housingunits, are thoseof

low-income expatriates. The absence ofa mechanism for providing direct housing for

this category gave rise to a filtering process,wherebylow-income households occupy

older version ofhouses and apartments that were previouslyoccupiedby more affluent

local households. In rural areas most substandard housingconsistsoftemporary units

andshacks.

The Government contribution in thehousingsector is as follows:

• Direct residential buildings through specialized companies to house its

employee'se.g. oil companies and institutional housing.

• Granting and allocating private landplots for citizens in order to build their

private residences, and to invest in apartment blocks mainly for housing

expatriates. The government controls residentialdensities through building

codes and regulations.

• Loans for building residentialand commercial buildings for investmentwith

rental services and maintenance contractsare providedas an option.

These mechanisms provide the Government with control on the supply of

housing. However these mechanisms have led to shortagesin supply, which generate a

number of issues related to citizen and expatriate housing. The main issues to be

addressed in housing include:

• The need to reflectcitizens' hopes for better housing in a balanced program

of provision articulated within the framework ofa housing policythat reflects

the Government prioritiesin urban and rural areas.

• Housing does not alwaysaim at meeting the needs ofvarious subgroups. It
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strives to find the best meansthat achievesa better relationshipconsidering

the need to develop mechanisms for the provisionofpurpose built housing

for low-income non-citizen subgroups.

• Housing requires large areas of land for its development. Considering the

high opportunity costsof landin the urban area and the costs of infrastructure

provision, there is a case to reviewplot subdivision standards in citizen areas

in order to achieve an increase in residential densities and consequently

improve efficiency.

6.6.6 Social Services and Cultural Facilities

Education in the Region consistsbasicallyofpublicand private sector schools

and vocational training establishments. The majority of students are enrolled at

kindergarten and primaryschool levels.

Overall occupancy rates matches the MinistryofEducationstandards. However,

there are some casesofovercrowding in someurban area schools. On thecontrary, the

occupancy levelsin the rural areas are in general low.

Health services are provided by both theprivateand public sectors and consist

of hospitals, health centers,clinicsand heahh educational programs. In general, health

facilities are satisfactory, witha contribution from the private sector in the urbanareas.

The Government is consistently upgrading the qualityofaccommodation and health

care in hospitals. However, some rural health centers are suffering from the lack of

doctors and ofemergency services to transportpatientsto rural hospitals.

Mosques are well provided in the Region.They consist ofEid prayer grounds,

Fridaypraying mosques and local mosques.

Recreation and sportsfacilities are mainlyconcentrated in the urban areas. Sport

clubs, as well as public parks and gardens are neither sufficient nor adequate in the

urbanareas. In rural settlements there is, in general, a lack ofprovision.

The Government provides social welfare services that include social security,

women's activities, facilities for the handicapped and youth care centers rarely provided.

Other public services include police, civil defense and postal services. Significant

efforts are being made to improve the qualityand coverage ofthe above services.

The main issues related to social services and cultural facilities tobe addressed

in future planning include:

• The quality of service isparticularly important in thedomains ofeducation
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and health in rural areaswhere facilities have been provided but shortages in

manpower andequipment have implications for the qualityofservice.

• The level of service: this issue relates to the need to establish flexible

standards of provision for social and cultural facilities taking into

consideration population catchment, distance andoperationalrequirements.

• Deficiencies exist in the provision ofsome servicessuch as civil defense,

libraries etc. However the major deficiency in this respect relates to

vocational and technical training which could contribute substantially to

manpower development. Attention should be given in this respect, to the

development of technical schools in parallel with existing secondary

education. Increased attention should be given to the establishment of

cultural centers.

• The replacement of substandard facilities and especially schoolsinurban

areas is essential.

6.6.7Transport and Communications

Al Khof]! has provided the basic infrastructure to meet current demands in

transport and communications and most facilities have reservesto absorbgrowth and

stimulate regional development.

The road system wasremarkably extendedsubstantially. The roads weremainly

constructed to dual carriageway standards and recentsurveysshowedthat muchofthe

system is operating at less than its ultimate traffic carrying capacity. Road

improvements are planned to provide additional capacityon substandard road links.

The extension ofroad networkby constructing new major roads is rather limited

with regards to preserving into the existing urban fabric and thepresent environmental

disruption. There is a growing demandfor new roadsto meet theexpanding capacityof

traffic in the city in lightofthe growing economic and social activities. Attentionwill,
therefore, necessarily be focused on urbantrafficmanagement to maximize the capacity

ofthe existing system.

Bus services operate within the city and serve the entire major settlements.

Patronage hasa lowprofile within the city and thepublic taxi system provides transport

to all publicthat doesnot haveprivatecars.

Communications services in Al Khoff! have changed with the introductionof

new technologies and the demand for rapiddatahandling by industry andcommerce.
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Conventional postand parcels services have showna decline. Meanwhile, facsimile and

aircourier services have increased substantially in recentyears.

At the Regional level, it seems to be no needfor the construction ofmajornew

road links. Theprincipal requirements is to provide, whennecessary, bypassesto towns

located on the main roadsand intersection improvements and to maintain planned road

maintenance programs.

Traffic levels in Al Khajji are likely to rise in futureyearsas a consequence of

growth in population, economic activity and car ownership. Witha limited scope in the

central business district for major new road construction, attention will need to be

directed to:

• Urban transport management and the implementation of road safety

programs.

• Traffic engineering solutions at points oflocal congestion.

• Theprovision ofimproved public transport througha variety ofmodes.

• Highway maintenance.

• The increase ofcar parking facilities in thecentralarea.

6.6.8 Public Utilities

6.6.8.1 Water Supply

Water is supplied fromthreesources: two desalination utilities, one is owned by

the government, while theother is owned byAramco Gulf Oil Company (AGOC) inAI

Khajji. Other sources are from groundwater andtreatedrecycled sewagewater.The

treated sewage is used for watering roadside planting and municipal gardens but the

supply is inadequate to cover all requirements and is supplemented fromtheother

sources.

Groundwater supplies are severely limited and further desalination plants should

be programmed.

Themain development issues relating to watersupply are:

• The urgent requirements for a Region watermanagement program,taking

intoaccount the domestic, industrial, agricultural, amenityusage.

• The search for alternative water sources linkedto a majorcommitmentto

increase the outputofdesalinated water.

• The requirement for desalinated waterto fare the decline in the groundwater
reserves on agricultural development.
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• Increasing waterstorage capacities.

• Reduction inwaterleakage.

• Managing demand in lightofreviewing ofwatertariffs.

6.6.8.2 Sewerage andDrainage

Piped sewage and treatment facilities are provided inAI Khajji City in selected

areas. Outside these areas and communities, there are no central sewage treatment

works; septic tanks are used which are discharged into the desert.

Themain development issues relating to sewerage and drainage are:

• The provision of adequate sewage and drainage systems in new

developments

• The provision of sewage treatment plants inadvance ofuserrequirements,

particularly in the urban centers.

6.6.8.3 Power

The electrical power demand hasremarkably increased in recent years. Official

power forecasts indicate the need for substantial increases in generating capacity. The

oil industry complexes have theirown generating capacity and the supply to otherareas

is by isolated diesel generators.

Themajor development issues relating to power are:

• The need for a robust assessment ofthe future power balance taking into

account the escalating demand for desalinated water.

• Commitment at the appropriate time to the construction of new power

plants.

• Development ofa regional transmission grid.

• Managing demand in lightofreviewing ofwatertariffs.

6.6.8.4 Waste Disposal

Solid waste collection services are operated in majorurbanareas. Waste is either

composted or tipped into sites in the desert. Communities in the vicinity ofthese two

locations utilize the tipsbut inotherrural areas waste is dumped at convenient locations

in the desert. Hazardous waste processing is the responsibility ofthe organizations

generating the waste.

Themain development issues relating to wastedisposal are:

• Theplanned provision ofland fill sites,compost plantsand transfer stat.
IOns.

• The need for improved land disposal techniques inCluding environmental
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management.

• Management, control and disposal ofhazardouswastes.

6.6.9Urban Land and Land Use

The system of land holding and land allocation allows only citizens ofthe

Kingdom to own land. Landallocation is generally controlledthrough the Municipality

and has contributed to a large degree in shaping the land use pattern. The systemofland

allocation is designed to provide citizens withprivate residential plots, investment plots

as a source of supplementary income, industrial plots and agricultural plots.

Applications have to be submitted for eachtype ofplots and are considered in relation

to a number ofcriteriaprior to actual assignment. Landallocations are generally made

on a block basis in accordance with a subdivision plan. The landallocationprocedures

need to berationalized to speed up thisprocessand respond to real demand. This would

contribute in eliminating the currentbacklog in applications.

The land market is virtually at the minimum, and this reflectson the lackof

direct indicators for fluctuations in the demand for differenttypes of land uses.There is

a limited scope for densification, however someopportunities exist for the release of

some major sides for urbandevelopment due to relocation. There is a shortageof land

readily available for future expansion. Various projects that address issues ofland

reclamation and the provision ofmajorroads, infrastructure facilities and networks have

beenor are stillunderstudy. In this context,the major issues relatingto land are:

• Ownership policy shouldbe reconsidered to allow for the operationofa land

market system. This issue should be addressed in terms ofcertain types of

development, Le, commercial and industrial development, taking into

consideration its impacton landtitles and current land allocationprocedures.

• Continual land supply and allocation, and the shortageofreadily available

land raises the issue of the coordination between future land use

requirements, possibilities of densification, reclamation programs and

planned programs for the provision ofstrategic links and major infrastructure

facilities to achieve cost effectiveness in future development.

• Standards and practicesof land distributionare in need to berevised for the

existing practices to achievebetter urbandesign and layout, and increase the
efficiency ofland utilization.
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6.6.10 Urban and Rural Structure, Design and DevelopmentControl

6.6.10.1 Al Khafji City

One of the major issues in this respect concerns the centralarea. The central

area occupies a peripheral position in townand should be given special attention in the

future structuring ofthe city. The question is whether thisshouldbe done by vertical or

lateral expansion, or to be partofa comprehensive expansion plan that includes other

secondary centers. This issue has to be investigated in relationto opportunities and

constraints relating to functional, physical and socialfactors.

The quality of the building environment in the city has been influenced by the

system of land distribution, development control regulations, urban design and

architectural design processes and finally, the quality of construction. There is a

growing need to improve the quality of urban development. In this respect,

consideration should be given to:

• More positive urban design which aim at improving the image ofthe city

and the identity andcharacter ofits constituent parts.

• The review of the building regulations whichshouldaim at expressing the

planning regulations explicitly and clearly, introducing imaginative concepts

such as incentive zoning and planned unit development, and the

amendment/addition ofcertainarticles.

• The improvement of the quality of architectural design through the

strengthening of the professional institute and increased patronage ofthe

profession.

6.6.10.2 RuralSettlement Structure

The physical structure of rural settlements is largely determined by planning

decisions of incremental nature. The future planning of individual settlements and their

physical structure should drawon two facts, First, the individual settlements' role and

function within the overall settlement pattern, and second, their establishment as viable

communities, which display a distinctive character, related to their functions and social

structure.

6.6.11 Environment and Coastal Zone Management

Urbanization, increased industrialization and natural resource exploitationare

generating various pressures on landand marine ecosystems inthe Region. Generally

speaking land ecosystems are fragile.
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It is worth mentioning that, the qualityofair and water in the Region isgood.

Potential air pollutionmayoriginatefromrefineries, cement works, quarriesand urban

traffic at peakhours. At present, theseemissions are not regulated. However, safeguards

are incorporated into industrial plants at the designstage.

The quality of seawater is consequently good althoughthere are few industrial

discharges. Industrial discharges mayoccur, and brine effluent fromdesalination plants

may present localized problems. Tanker discharges and accidents resulting in marine

pollution are an important potential hazard.

Most threats to the environment can be dealt with through better environmental

planning and management. The major issues that have to be addressed in the future

planning ofthe Regionconcern:

• The delineation ofenvironmentally sensitive areas in need ofprotection.

• The establishment of an environmental impact assessment procedurefor

largeprojects.

• The monitoring of air and water pollution levels in accordancewith the

international acceptedstandards backedby legislationwhenevernecessary.

6.6.12 Concluding Statements

Issues addressed in the due courseofthis study are inter-related. Furthennore,

they gain additional significance when synthesizedand grouped in terms according to

their implications for the future planning ofthe regionas a wholeand Al Khaf]! City

particularly.

The methodology adopted, which allows for thegroupingofrelevant issues at

both regional and urban levels, has providedthe basis for the fonnulation ofplanning

goals. The concluding Chapter ofthis thesis presents the implications ofkey issues at

the regional and local levels.

The major issues at regional level are:

The availability of water supplyand its allocation for different uses, including

domestic, industrial and commercial uses, raises serious issues in respect to:

• The scarcityofgroundwaterresourcesand the impact ofdiminishing reserve

on the long-term sustainability ofagriculturaldevelopment.

• Optimum populationlevelsand populationdistribution in region.

• The range of the uses of the desalinated water supplies to compensate

potential groundwater shortages.
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Population makeup and labor force balance, and their future fluctuations in

relationto economic development raisesmajor issuesrelated to:

• The advisable proportions ofthe expatriatelabor force and population.

• The future demand and type ofhousing, social facilitiesand infrastructure.

• The capacity of the citizen labor force to substitute foreign labor in the

future.

• The implications of job substitution for humanresource developmentand

training programs.

The issuesthatrelate to the role ofgovernment, market mechanisms, and private

sectorparticipation are asfollow:

• The over dependence ofthe economyon the public sector asa promoterof

development and a distributorofoil weahh.

• The resulting weaknesses of regulatory market mechanisms and the

inefficiencies in certainsectorsgeneratedby subsidies.

• The possibility of future development benefits from more privatesector

participation and the re-establishment ofmarketmechanisms.

The issuesrelatedto diversification, interregional trades are:

• The best policyto follow in order to reducedependence on oil and

broaden the economic basein the lightofconstraints imposed by the

smallsize ofthe domestic market.

• The need to achieve integration with the other regions in the

Kingdom.

The issuesrelated to spatialconcentration versusdisbursement are:

• Population and open vacanciesdistribution inAI KhafjiRegion.

• The potentialities of providing employment vacancies in the rural areas

through leading sectors, footloose activities, developmentof intra-regional

and interregional linkagesand trade.

The issuesrelatedto information, data deficienciesand management are:

• The need to build up a comprehensive database for regional and local

planning.

• The need to gather in one unit all published data sources by means ofco

operationamong the various Departmentsand the Amana.

• The necessity ofpreparing and publishing a five-year regional and local plan
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for economic and social development that provides a general policy

framework.

• The strengthening of planning and management functions in various

Government agencies.

The major issues at the level ofAl ](hajji City are:

• The anticipated characteristics of the urban population and how they

affect the needs of both components ofthe population in terms of land

for housing, community facilities, services, density distribution, and

facility standards.

The efficiency ofthe urban system raises major issues related to:

• The supply and demand relationships of land and the potential role ofa

land market in this respect.

• The prevailing low densities in parts ofthe urban area.

• The present unbalance in the urban structure, which may affect the future

balance ofdevelopment.

• The necessity to achieve, in the future development, coordination

between the programs for land reclamation and those for the provision of

major road links and infrastructure.

• The need to achieve the optimum use of existing and planned

infrastructure.

The quality of urban development is manifested in the quality oftheurban

fabric. However, the reasons for its deterioration in parts ofthe urban area, raises

issues related to:

• Building maintenance and the social processes of fihering in

housing areas.

• The need for more positive urban design at the level ofthe city

and its constituent parts.

• The reconsideration of the distribution system to allow more

interesting layouts.

• The need to re-express existing building regulations to emphasize

planning regulations and improvements in urbandesign.

Flexibility and adaptability to the change and future expans] "
on aspects raise

issues related to:
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• The rigidity of some aspects of theplanningsystem and the possibilityof

beingpartlyoffset by marketmechanisms.

• The need to interpret flexibility ofthe planning briefs in the redevelopment

areas, in relationto overallurbandevelopment objectives.

• The role of the central area, which needs to be considered in the lightof

future development alternatives and urban structure requirements.

6.7 Findings and Recommendations

6.7.1 Land Control

Development in the Region depends mainly on the current land management

system and the possibility of its modification in the future. It has becomeclear in the

due course of this research that several importantissues have to be addressed in any

futureresearch effortsregarding land issues. Such issuesare:

6.7.1.1 LandEntitlement

In principle all land in the KSA is 0\\11ed by the State. However, citizensofthe

Kingdom are granted plots of state owned land. Once land is granted, it passesinto

privateownership and can be passed by inheritance to legitimate heirs.

The granting of land is a customary procedure in the Kingdom, which has not

yet been fully institutionalized and rationalized. At present land plots are granted to

citizensin two ways:

• Through a direct grant from the King (The Custodian ofThe Two Holy

Mosques), or H.R.H. the CrownPrince (DeputyPrime Minister),or in case

of absence of both, RR.R. Second Deputy Prime Minster, with a

specification of use, approximate general location and within a specific area.

Afterwards, the municipality will finallydeterminethe area.

• By means of a writtenapplicationfor a plot of land made to theAmana or

the respective Municipality (normalchannel).

6.7.1.2 LandAllocation

The approval for Granting the land is issuedto applicants by the Amana or the

respective Municipality. Approvals for plots applied for through the Municipality is

given as part ofa blockrelease meeting thedemandofseveral citizens.

The mechanisms ofland supply provide the Amana and the Municipality with a
central controlover the supplyof land. The system precludes th d I .

. .'. e eve opment ofpnvate
SUbdIVISIOns by concentratmg all subdivisions in the hand f th

S 0 e Amana and the
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Municipality. This systemdevoidthe Kingdomthe experiencingofuncontrolled sprawl

as witnessed in other countries, and some of the resultingwaste in the provision of

public utilities. However, there is a growing need to revise the landsupply mechanisms

in order to avoid backlogs resulting froma suddenbuild up in demand and to shorten

the time lag between application for landand effectiveland aUocation.

Comprehensive redevelopment is generally a lengthyprocess. It takes several

years from the inception of the concept to the actual reactivation of the land as a

contributor to newor improved uses. Thetime lag is essentiallyextendedas there are no

written procedures, especially in caseswhere no finn financial commitmentsare made

or in cases,whichthe economic and socialreturnsofthe processare in doubt. In other

words, the comprehensive redevelopment processresponds badly to suddenfluctuations

in demandfor landand floor space.

6.7.1.3 LandSupply andStrategic Infrastructure Planning

Future development in theEasternRegionofKSA will requireadditional landto

be released around the cities and in other urbancenters. The releaseofland for long

term development needs to be coordinated in relation to existing and committed

programs for the provision of major infrastructure installations and networks. At the

level of the distribution networksfor waterand sewerage, networkcapacities should be

investigated at the level of their respective cities to avoid the possiblesurcharge or

under use ofsome sections.

6.7.1.4 Improving SupplyDemand Relationships in the ShortTerm

The land supplymechanisms in forceat present are motivated by the principles

of social equity. These principles when challenged with practical implementation

requirements display a lack of sensitivity to fluctuations in demand. They are,

however, more sensitive to fluctuations in public expenditurewhichcandirectly affect

programs for local infrastructure provisionand the amountofserviced land released at

any givenhorizon. It is clearlynecessaryto speed up the land allocationprocedures and

target the granting of plots to meet real demand.To achieve this, urgent consideration

should be givento:

• Rationalizing the criteria for the allocationofprivate residential plots.

• Application formsshould request informationon the state and harac ..
C teristics

of present accommodation (land and buildings). This willhelpto establish

priorities for allocation,avoid hardshipsand defer non-urgent cases.

• Consideration should also be given to O1"!ll ftt· the I .
ea06&& mg and subject to a
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reasonable time limit for its development. This would limit the risk of

allocating landwith no urgentneed for development.

• In the long tenn, a yearlyquota may be established related to the expected

annualhousehold formation.

• Adopting a wider interpretation of the concept of an investmentplot to

incorporate joint investments in real estate.

• In the contextofrisingdemandof individuals for investment in property, the

limitations are imposed by the size ofthe propertymarket (and the rate of

return on investment) and by zoning regulations. Consideration should be

given to allowplots to be grantedin co-partnership betweenmunicipality and

investor, with construction and maintenance provision.

6.7.1.5 Strategic Planning Issues

In a longerterm, the basic issuewill be to provide enough serviced land areas to

meet the development requirements ofmajor urbancenters, in particularcenters in the

major cities and the adjacent areas. For the latter, a programwith set phases for the

release of serviced developable land should be basedon close coordination between

future land use requirements, reclamation programsand the implementation ofmajor

infrastructure networks. Decisions on the intensity of development of prospective

expansion areas must consider the implications in terms of strategic infrastructure

provisionfor theseareas.

The allocation ofland reserves for major Government and Institutional uses and

special residential uses shouldbe carefully investigated as the specialrequirements for

these uses are not always known in advanceand their locationmay have an important

impacton development trends.

6.7.1.6 Local Planning Issues

Subdivision standards provide for a very limited range of plot sizes. This

encourages the uniformity and monotonyoflayoutsand does not always allow for uses

requiring different volumes ofbuildingor groundfloor area for their operation. It also

results in corners ofwasted land difficult to use or landscape.Consideration should be

given to establish, for each family size, an equitable range ofplot sizes instead ofa

single plot size. This wouldencouragemore interesting layouts and a better grouping of

buildings. The Municipality should consider the preparation of Local Plans, which

includes an urban design framework as a step prior to the preparation ofdetailed
subdivision plans.
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6.7.2 Implications and Recommendations for Future Researcb

Further research is needed to validate the causal relationship between the

expansion ofthe roleofplanning andthe successful socio-economic development in the

context of developing countries particularly in the Arabian Gulf states. Oncevalidation

is confirmed using a rigorous qualitative technique, quantitative tools need to be

developed in order to assess the level of relative success. Howmuchgoals setting

autonomy is required to assure development success? When must that autonomy be

granted? How far down the planning ladder doesthat autonomy needto extend? How

strong a factor is national economic development coordination if compared to goal

setting autonomy in achieving to success? Areall questions that need to be addressed in

further research, on thebothqualitative andquantitative levels?

Despite the tentative nature of theseresults, some immediate implications are

apparent. Researchers needto re-examine thefunction ofplanning as it relates to policy

formation. In the Saudi context, it appears that goalsetting andpolicy formation have

been crucial to success. Scholars mayneedto re-think a planning equation thatbalances

the functions ofplanning between goal setting, methods ofplanning andthe possibility

of implementing sucha plan.

Because of the particular nature of SaudiArabiaand its planning history, the

implications for planning practitioners seeking to emulate the Saudi success are more

limited. One factor that seems pivotal to SaudiArabia's successful development is its

cultural, social, and political homogeneity. This homogeneity permitted the government

to aUocate goalsetting authority ofplanners and secure theknowledge in sucha fashion

that pluralistic political concerns would not confuse policy formation. It allowed the

planning agency to create a development planning policy of urban diversification

centered aroundthe leastpopulated areas. Thishas benefited the population far more in

the long term than in the short one. It allowed the Saudipeopleto assimilate cuhural

intrusions that resulted from modernization on an extremely rapid economic growth.In

addition to these cultural factors, Saudi Arabia's abundant oil wealthwas pivotalto its \

development and transformation, Few developing countries boast this combinationof \

cultural homogeneity and mineral resource wealth that seem necessary for such I
planning to flourish. Those countries could be candidates for implementing this

development formula. All nations canbenefit from the lessonsof10 1.ngrange p annmg
the necessity to identify and set eventual goals, and the cr t· f tram '

ea Ion 0 a ework for
futuregrowth and permanent benefits.
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As guidelines for the controlofdevelopment within the regions or major similar

areasofthe country, the following targetsare recommended:

• Land should be allocated and used for its best purposes,on both levelsof

public and private needs.

• Sufficient land should be reserved as open spaces for futuredevelopment

needs.

• Vacant land assigned for public services (e.g, parks), should be either

reserved for theiroriginal purposes by the assistanceofthe private sector,or

invested in different use that are urgently requiredby the community. In both

cases,the overall planofthe city should not be altered.

• Building development should be placed in areas where adequate public

services can besupplied economically.

• Local resources should beused wiselyin order to benefit both thepublicand

private sector.

• Private sector should be encouraged to be more involved and active in the

localeconomic activities including services.

• More governmental and municipal aid is requiredto securethe roleofthe

privatesectorgetting involved in the largepublicproject investments.

• Adequate means of communication and transportation should be provided

for use, through, about, and withinthe region.

• Main roads network should be upgraded throughvarious methods including

privatization.
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w
Water 84,93.95.109.115.125
Water Resources 84,93, 95, liS
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caD FIELDWORK FORM

LOCALITY______ SURVEYOR. _
RESEARCHER SIGN,___ MUNICIPALITY.ZONE, _
MAP No.,_______ BLOCK No., _
SURVEY START SURVEY END _
DATE CHECKED (YES) I (NO)

UnitNo. Land .... Occupan Bldg. tit. Bldg. Condition UtIlities G.FlU.. IIIdFlu.. UpperFL Bldg comments

(bycode) cy 112131ttc. G/F/PlB WIEISIT (bycode) (bycode) u.. life.

YIN (bycocle) apM

GENERAL NOTES;

Table AP1-11 CBD Fieldwork Form

208
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INNER AREA FIELDWORK FORM

LOCALITy______ SURVEyOR. _
RESEARCHER SIGN___ MUNICIPALITY.ZONE. _
MAP No.,_______ BLOCK No•. _
SURVEYSTART SURVEYEND __
DATE, CHECKED (YES) I (NO)

Unit No. Land use Occuplll BIdg.Ht Bldg. Condition UtIIItJt1 G.FlUse led FL U.. UpperFl Bldg comments

(bycod.) cy 112131ttc. G/F/P/B WIfJS1T (bycod.) (bycodt) Use IJtt.

YIN (bycodt) apan

GENERAL NOTES:

Table APl-2/lnner Area Fieldwork Form

209
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OUTER AREA FIELDWORK FORM

LOCALITy______ SURVEyOR. _
RESEARCHER SIGN.___ MUNICIPALITY.ZONE. _
MAP No.,_______ BLOCK No•. _
SURVEySTART SURVEyEND __
DATE, CHECKED (YES) I (NO)

Unit No. lind 11M Occupancy Bldg. tit. Bldg. Condition UtIlities Bldg. Ute Bldg comments

(bycod.) YIN 112J3tetc. GIFIPIB WIElSIT (bycod.) l.Jfe..apM

GENERAL NOTES:

Table AP1-] I Outer Area Fieldwork Form
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